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The Board of Trade in exercise of their powers under Section 1 of the Mer­
chant Shipping (Safety Convention) Act 1949 (a) as amended by Section 8 of 
the Merchant Shipping Act 1964 (b) and as having effect by virtue of the Transfer 
of Functions (Shipping and Construction of Ships) Order 1 965 (c) and of all 
other powers enabling them in that behalf hereby make the following Rules:-
(a) 12, 13 & 14 Geo. 6. c. 43. (b) 1964 c. 47. 




llllerprerarioll alld Repeal 
1.-(1) These Rules shall come into operation on the 26th �IJy 1965 and mal 
be cited as the �Ierchant Shipping (Passenger Ship Construction) Rules 1965. 
(2) In these Rules, unless the context othef'\\j�e requires. the follo\\Jng 
expressions have the (ollo\\ing meanings respectiyely:-
.• 'A' class division " means a bulkhead or part of a deck, in either case 
complying with such of the requirements of Rule 50 of the�e Rules as arc 
expressed to apply to "A" class dhisions; 
"Accommodation space" includes 
(a) passenger spaces; 
(b) crew space; 
(c) offices; 
(d) pantries; and 
(e) space similar to any of the foregoing, not being service spaces or open 
spaces on dcd..; 
"Au)..iliar) staIrway" for the purpose of Rule 57(2} of these Rules means a 
stairway of steel or other suitable material, which is not required by Rule 
91 of these Rules to form part of a means of escape and \\.hich serves only 
two decks; 
"'B' class division" means a bulkhead complying ""ith �uch of the require­
ments of Rule 50 of these Rules as arc expressed to apply to "B" dohS 
divisions; 
"Board" means the Board of Trade; 
"Breadth of the ship" means the greatest moulded breadth at or below the 
ship's deepest subdivision load water line; 
"Bulkhead deck" means lhe upperm05t deck up to which tranwer.,c Yoater­
tight bulkheads arc carried; 
"Cargo space" in Part V of these Rules means space appropriated for 
cargo, other than mail and bullion, and trunks leading to such !lpacc!t, 
"Control station" mcludes:-
(a) a radiotelegraph room; 
(b) any other enclosed space which bouse!". 
(i) a compass, direction-finder, radar equipment, a c"tecnng wheel or 
other similar eqUIpment used m na\,lgation; 
(u) a central rndicalor connected with a system for the detection of 
fire or smoke; or 
(iii) an emergency generator; 
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"Crew space" means crew accommodation withjn the meanmg of the 
Merchant Shipping Act 1948 (.); 
"Criterion numeral" in relation to any ship means the criterion numeral of 
the ship determined in accordance with such of the provisions of Schedule 
2 to these Rules as apply to that ship; 
"Draught" means the vertical distance from the moulded base line amid­
ships to a subdivision load water line; 
i'Equivalent material" where the words are used in the expression "steel or 
other equivalent material" means any material which, by itself or due to 
insulation provided, has structural and integrity properties equivalent to 
steel at the end of an appropriate flre test; 
"Factor of subdivision" in relation to any ship or portion thereof means 
the factor of subdivision determined in accordance with such of the pro­
visions of Schedule 2 to these Rules as apply to that ship or portion as the 
case may be; 
"Floodable length" in relation to any portion of a ship at any draught 
means the maximum length of that portion having its centre at a given 
point in the ship which, at that draught and under such of the assumptions 
of permeability set forth in Schedule 2 to these Rules as are applicable in the 
circumstances, can be nooded without submerging any part of the ship's 
margin line when the ship has no list; 
"Incombustible material" means material which when heated to a tempera­
ture of 1382°F (750°C) neither burns nor gives off inflammable vapours 
in sufficient quantity to ignite at a pilot flame nor raises the temperature of 
the test furnace 90·F (50·C) or more above 1382·F (750°C) when tested in 
accordance with Sritish Standard Specification 476: Part I: 1953 and the 
expression "combustible material" shall be construed accordingly; 
"'ndependent power pump" means a pump operated by power othcnvise 
than from the ship's main engines; 
"Length" in relation to a ship means the length of a ship measured between 
perpendiculars taken at the extremities of the deepest subdivision load water 
line; 
"Machinery space" in every Part of these Rules, other than Parts V, VeAl 
and V(S), means any space extending from the moulded base line of the ship 
to the margin line and between the extreme transverse watertight bulkhe,ads 
bounding the spaces containing the main and auxiliary propelling machin­
ery, boilers serving the needs of propulsion, when installed, and the per­
manent coal bunkers, if any; 
"Machinery space" in Parts V, YeA) and Y(S), of these Rules means any 
space used for propelling, auxjliary or rcfrigerating machinery, boilers, 
pumps, engineers' workshops, generators, ventilation or air conditioning 
machinery, oil filling stations and similar spaces and trunkways to such 
spaces; 
"Main circulating pump" means the pump installed for circulating water 
through the main condenser; 
"Main vertical zones" means the main vertical zones into which the hull, 
superstructure and deck houses of a ship are divided in accordance with 
Rule 49(1) of these Rules; 
"Margin line" means a line drawn at least 3 inches below the upper surfacc 
of the bulkhead deck at the side of a ship and assumed for the purpose of 
determining the floodable length of the ship; 
(a) 1 1  & t2 Gco. 6. c. 44. 
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"Maximum scn ice speed" means the greatc),( speed which the slllp j, designed to maintain at sea at her deepest seagOing draught; 
"Mile" means a nautical mile of 6080 feet. 
"Navigable speed" means the minimum c;peed at \\ hich the ship can be effecllvely steered in the ahead direclion; 
"Oil fuel unit" means the equipment used for the preparation of oil fuel for delivery 10 the oil burners of an oil-fired boiler and include::. the oil pressure pumps) filters and heaters; 
"Passenger space" means space provided for the use of passengcr�; "Passenger steamer"' means a steamer carr)lOg more than 12 passenger); "Penneability" in relation to a space meam the percentage of that space below the ship's margin line which, on the assumption that It is In use for the purpose for which it is appropriated, can be occupied by water; "Permissible length" of a compartment having its centre at any pOint In the length of the ship means the product of the Hoodable length at that pOint and the factor of subdivision of the ship; 
"Public rooms" includes halls, dining rooms, bars. smoke foams, lounges. recreation rooms, nurseries and libraries; 
"Radiotelegraph room" has the same meaning as in the Merchant ShippIng (Radio) Rules 1965 (a); 
"Service space" includes galleys, main pantries, laundries. store rooms, paint rooms, baggage rooms, mail rooms, bullion rooms, carpenters' and plumbers' workshops and trunkways leading to such spaces, "Settling tank" means an oil storage tank ha\ 109 a healing surface of not less than 2 square feet per ton of oil capaCil}, 
"Standard fire test" means a test in "hich specimens of the rele\ant bulkheads Or decks, baving a surface area of not less than 50 square feet and a height of 8 feet, resembling as closely a.!i possible the Intended con­struction and lDcluding where appropriate at least one joint. are exposed in a test furnace to a series of time temperature relationships, appro,"lInatci} as follo\\s:-
At the end of the first 5 minutes 1000 F (538 ); 
At the end of the first 10 minutes 1300 F (704 C), 
A t the end of the first 30 minutes 1550 F (843 C); 
At the end of the first 60 minutes 1700 F (927 C); 
"Steamer" includes a ship propelled by electricity or other mechanical poy.cr "Steering gear power unit" means 
(a) in the case of electric steering gear, the electnc motor and JI associated electrical equipment; or 
(h) 10 the case of electra-hydraulic steering gear, the electnc molor its associated eleclncai equipment and connected pump; or Cc) in the C3"C of steam-hydraulic or pneumatic-hydraulic o;;teering �c3r the dri\ing engine and connected pump, 
"Subdivision load line" has the same meaning as 10 Section 23 of the Merchant Shipping (Safety and Load LlDe Comentions, Act 19.12 Cb) "Subdivision load water line" means the "-ater hne 3\ umed 10 determlnlOg Ihe subdivision of the �hip in accordance wuh theM: Rule . 
(a) S I 196� 1107. (b) 22 Geo. S. c. CJ 
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"Suitable" in relation to material means approved by the Board as suitable 
for the purpose for which it is used; 
"Surflce spread of flame" for the purpose of Part V of these Rules, means 
the surface spread of flame classified as Class I or Class 2 within the 
meaning of Section 2 of British Standard Specification 476: Part 1 :  1953; 
"Tons" means gross tons; 
"Watertight" in relation to a structure means capable of preventing the 
passage of water through the structure in any direction under a head of 
water up to the ship's margin line; 
"Weathertight" in relation to a structure means capable of preventing the 
passage of sea water through the structure in ordinary sea conditions. 
(3) These Rules apply to British passenger steamers registered in the United 
Kingdom, provided that the Board may exempt any ship the keel of which was 
laid before the date on whkh these Rules come into operation, not being a ship 
converted on or after that date for service as a passenger steamer, from the 
requirements of these Rules to the extent that they are satisfied that compliance 
therewith is unreasonable or impracticable in the circumstances. 
(4) The Interpretation Act 1889 (a) shall apply to the interpretation of these 
Rules as it applies to the interpretation of an Act of Parliament and as if these 
Rules and the Rules hereby revoked were Acts of Parliament. 
(5) The Merchant Shipping (Construction) Rules 1952 (b) are hereby revoked. 
Exemption for Certabl Ships 011 Limited Sen'ice 
2. The Board may exempt any ship of Class Il or Il  (A) which does not 
proceed more than 20 miles from the nearest land from the requirements of these 
Rules to the extent that they are satisfied that compliance therewith is unreason­
able or impracticable by reason of the sheltered nature and conditions of the 
intended services of the ship. 
Classification of Ships 
3.-(1) For the purposes of these Rules British passenger steamers registered 
in the United lUngdom shall be arranged in Classes as follows:-
Ships engaged on International Voyages 
Class I. Ships engaged on voyages (not being short international voyages) 
any of which are long international voyages. 
Class 11. Ships engaged on voyages (not being long international voyages) 
any of which are short international voyages. 
Ships 1I0t engaged on International Voyages 
Class lI(A). Ships engaged on voyages of any kind other than international 
voyages. 
Class Ill. Ships engaged only on voyages in the course of which tbey are at 
no time more than 70 miles by sea from their point of departure and not 
more than 1 8  miles from the coast of tbe United Kingdom, and wruch are at 
sea only in fine weather and during restricted periods. 
(a) 52 & 53 Vict. c. 63. (b) S.l. t952/1948 (t952 tl. p. t743). 
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Class IV. Ships engaged only on voyages in partially smooth \\aters, or 
voyages in smooth and partially smooth waters. 
Class V. Ships engaged only on voyages in smooth \\iaters. 
Class VI . Ships engaged only on \"oyages with not more than 250 ras�engers 
on board, to sea, or in smooth or in partially smooth waters. in all cases In 
fine weather and during restricted period�, in the COUNe of \\ hich the �hjps 
are at no time more than 15 miles. e\elusive of any smooth water , from 
their point of departure nor more than J nllles from land. 
Class VI(A). Ships carrying nOl more than 50 passengers for a distance of 
not more than 6 IDlles on voyages 10 or from i�olaled communities on the 
islands or coast of Scotland. and which do not proceed for a dl�l3nce of 
more than 3 miles from land. 
(2) For the purposes of this Rule the follo\\ IIlg expressions ha\"c the followlllg 
meanings respectlvely:_ 
"Long international voyage" means an international voyage which h not 
a short international voyage \\Hhin the meaning of the Merchant ShipplIlg 
(Safety onvention) Act 1949; 
"Partially smooth waters" means, as respects any period specified In 
Schedule I to these Rules. the waters of any of the areas specified In the 
third column of that Schedule in relation to that period. 
"Restricted period" means a period falling wholly \\ilhlll the following 
llmits:-
(a) from 1st April to 31s1 October, both dales inclusive; and 
(b) between one hour before sunrise and one hour after sunset In the case 
of shIps filled \\-ith navigation Jights conformmg to the colli.�lon 
regula lions and betv.:een sunrise and sunset in the cac;e of any olher 
ships; 
"Sea" does not include any partially smooth waters. 
"Smooth waten." means any \\aters nOI being the sea or partIally smooth 
waters, and in parlicuJar means waters of any of the areas !.pecliled JIl the 
second column of Scbedule I to these Rules; 
"Voyage" includes an excursion. 
Structural Strength 
4. The structural strength of every ship to which the!ic Rules apply shall be 
sufficient for tile service for which the ship is intended. 
PART JI 
\VAITRTlGHT SLBDIVJSIO� 
Application of Parr I1 
5. This Part of thec;e Rules applies to e\-ery shIp 10 which the .. c Rule� apply 
not being an open or partially decked c;hlp of CIa .. V or a �hlp of la\� VJ 
carrying less than 101 pas(engel3 or a ship of Cla\s VJ(A). 
Watertight subdi�'ision 
6. E\ery shIp to "hich this Part of these Rule .. appltc\ !ihall he u!xJlvlded by 
bulkheads, which shall be 'WatertIght up to the bulkhead deck JIllO comrartmenl'i 
the maxImum length of which shall be calculated JIl accordance "'" IIh s,ucb of (he 
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provisions of Schedule 2 to these Rules as apply to that ship. Every other portion 
of the internal structure which affects the efficiency of the subdivision of the 
ship sball be watertight, and shall be of a design which will maintain the integrity 
of the subdivision. 
Peak alld ft1achiner), Space Bulkheads, Shafl Tunnels, elC. • 
7.---(1) Every ship to which tlus Part of these Rules applies shall be provided 
with a collision bulkhead which shall be watertight up to the bulkhead deck and 
shall be fitted at a distance from the ship's forward perpendicular of not less 
tban 5 per cent of the length of the ship and not more than 10 feet plus 5 per 
cent of such length. If the ship has a forward superstructure, the collision 
bulkhead shall be extended weathertigbt to the deck next above the bulkhead 
deck. The extension shall not be required to be fitted directly over the bulkhead 
below, provided that it is at least 5 per cent of the length of the ship from the 
forward perpendicular and the part of the bulkhead deck which forllls the step is 
made effectively weathertight. The plating and stiffeners of such extension shaH 
be constructed in accordance with the provisions of Schedule 4 to these Rules 
as if the extension formed part of a bulkhead immediately below the bulkhead 
deck. 
(2) Every such ship shall be provided with a watertight afterpeak bulkhead 
and with watertight bulkheads dividing the space appropriated to the main and 
auxiliary propelling machinery, boilers, if any, and the permanent coal bunkers. 
if any, from other spaces. Such bulkheads shall be watertight up to the bulkhead 
deck, provided that the afterpeak bulkhead may be stopped below the bulkhead 
deck if the safety of the ship is not thereby impaired. 
(3) The stem gland of every such ship shall be situated in a watertight shaft 
tunnel or other watertight space separate from the stern tube compartment and 
of such a volume that if the tunnel or space is flooded the margin line will not be 
submerged. The stern tube shall be enclosed in a watertight compartment. the 
volume of which shall be the smallest compatible with the proper design of the 
ship. 
Double BO(lol1ls 
8.-(1) Subject to the provisions of this Rule every ship of Classes I, 11 and 
II(A) shall be fitted with a watertight double bottom which shall be at least of 
the following extent:-
(a) in ships of 165 feet but less than 200 feel in length, from the machinery 
space to the collision bulkhead or as near to that bulkhead as is 
practicable; 
(b) in ships of 200 feet but less than 249 feet in length, from the collision 
bulkhead to the afterpeak bulkhead or as near to those bulkheads as is 
practicable, but not necessarily in the machinery space; 
(c) in ships of 249 feet in length or over. from the collision bulkhead to 
tbe afterpeak bulkhead or as near to those bulkheads as is practicable. 
(2) When a double bottom is required by this Rule to be fitted in a ship, its 
moulded depth in inches measured at the centre line shall be not less than 16 
9 
inches plus length of shjp in feet and the inner bottom .. hall be continued out 
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to the hip's sides in such a manner as to prote I the bottom to the turn of the 
bilge. The inner bottom shall be deemed la be adequate for this purpose If the 
line of inlerSeclion of the outer edge of the margin plate \\ ith the bilge plattng 
is not lower at any point than a horizontal plane passing through the point of 
intersection with the frame line amidships of a transverse diagonal line IIlchned 
at 25 degrees to the base Jjne and cutting it at a point one.half of the .. hIp'S 
moulded breadth from the centre line. 
(3) Wells constructed in the double bOllom for the purpo,e of drainage ,hall 
not be larger nor e.\tend downwards more than is necessary for �uch purpo:,e. 
The depth of the well shaH in no case be more than the depth of the double 
bottom at the cenlre line. less 18 inches, nor shall the well extend below the 
horizontal plane referred to iD paragraph (2) of this Rule. provided that a well 
extending to the outer bottom may be constructed al the after cnd of a shaft 
tunnel. 
(4) Wells for purposes other than drainage shall not be constructed in the 
double bottom. The Board may exempt any ship from the rcqUlrcment� of Ihi ... 
paragraph in respect of any well which they are satisfied ,\ ill not dimini'h the 
protection given by the double bottom. 
(5) othing in this Rule shall require a double bottom to be fitt�d in ",ay or 
watertight compartments of moderate size uc;ed exclusively for the carnage of 
liquids. if the safety or the ship will not be Impaired in the event of bottom or 
side damage by reason of the absence of a double bottom 111 that positIon. 
(6) The Board may exempl any ship ofelass If or II(A) from the reqUIrement> 
of a double bottom in any portion of the ship \\'hich is subdivided by application 
of a factor of subdivision not exceeding· 5, if they are satisfied that the fittll1g 
of a double bottom in that portion of the ship would not be compatible \\lth 
the design and proper working of the ship. 
Slability ill Damaged Condition 
9.-{1) (a) Every shIp to which this Part of lhese Rules applic> ,hall be '0 
constructed as to provide 6ufficient intact stability in all SerYICe conditIons to 
enable the ship to withstand the final flooding of anyone of the m3In compart­
ments into which the ship is subdivided 111 accordance with the provi\iom of 
Rule 6 of these Rules. I f  two of the main companments. beIng adjacent to each 
other, are separated by a bulkhead which is stepped under the condItIon of �ub­
paragraph (3) (a) of paragraph 6 of Schedule 2to the,", Rules. the IOtact il.biluy 
�hall be adequate to ",ilhstand the final flooding of tho\e l\o,o adjacent main 
compartment . 
(b) \\'here in any �uch ship the factor of ubdivision required under paragraph 
4 or paragraph 9 of Schedule 2 to these Rule is·5O or le � but morc- than -J1 
intact stability shall be adequate to withstand the hnal floodmg of any two 
adjacent main compartments. 
Cc) Where in any such ship the factor of subdivision requIred under paragraph 
4 of Schedule 2 to these Rules is ·33 or less the 10tact stabihty �hall be adequate 
to withstand the final floodlOg of any three adjacenl malO compartment . 
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(2) For the purposes of thjs Rule the sufficiency of the intact stability of every 
such ship shall be determined in accordance with the prO\isions of Schedule 3 to 
these Rules. 
(3) (al [very ship to which this Part or these Rules applies shall be so con­
structed as to keep unsymmetrical flooding when the ship is in a damaged 
condition at the minimum consistent with efficient nrrangemclHs. If cross­
flooding fittings are pro\ ided in any such ship the fittings shall. where practic­
able, be self-acting but in any case where controls to cross-flooding: fittings are 
provided. they shall be capable of being operated from an accessible position 
above the bulkhead deck. Such fittings together \\ itlt their controls as well as 
the maximum heel before equalisation shall be such as will not cndanger the 
safety of the hip. The cross-flooding fittings shall be capable of reducing the 
heel within J 5 minutes. sufficiently to meet the requirements of sub-paragraphs 
(b) and (c) or paragraph 3 or Schedule 3 to these Rules. 
(b) If the margin line may become submcrged during thc flooding assumed for 
the purposes of the calculation referred to in Schedule 3 10 these Rules. the 
construction of the ship shall be such as will enable the master of the ship to 
ensure 
(i) that the maximum angle of heel during any stage of such flooding will 
not be such as will endanger the safety of the shjp; and 
(ii) that the margin line will not be submerged in the final stage of flooding. 
(4) (a) There shall be provided in every such ship a document for the use of 
the master of the ship containing information as to the use of any cross-flooding 
fittings provided in the ship. 
(b) There shall be provided in every ship or Classes I, 11 and II(A) a document 
for the use of the master of the ship containing the following additional 
information:-
(i) information necessary for the maintenance of sufficient intact stability 
under service conditions to enable the ship to withstand damage to the 
ex.tent referred to in Schedule 3 to these Rules; and 
(ii) information as to the conditions of stability on which the calculations of 
heel have been based, together with a warning tha t excessive hecling might 
result should the ship sustain damagc when in a less favourable condition. 
Ballastjng 
10. In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies. when ballasting 
with water is necessary, the water ballast shall not in general be carried in tanks 
intended for oil fuel. In ships in which it is not practicable to avoid pulling water 
in oil fuel tanks, oily-water separator equipment to the satisfaction of the Board 
shall be fitted, or an alternative means acceptable to the Board shall be provided 
for disposing of the oily-water ballast. 
Construction of Watertight Bulkheads, etc. 
11.-( I) I n every ship to which this Part of thesc Rules applics every portion of 
the ship required by these Rules to be watertight shall be constructed in accord­
ance with such of the requirements of Schedule 410 these Rules as apply to it. 
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(2) In every such ship all tanks formmg part of the �tructure of the shIp and used for the storage of oil fuel or other liquids mcluding double botloms, pea/.. tanks, sell ling tanks and bunkers shall be of a design and construction adequate for that purpose. 
Openings in Watertight Bulkheads, etc. 
12.-(1) In every ship of Classes I, 11 and II(A) the number of openings in bun. . heads and other structures required by these Rules to be \\atertight shall be the minimum compatible with the design and proper wod,ing of the shIp. 
(2) So far as practicable, trunks installed in connection \\ nh \cnlliation, forced draught or refrigeration systems in any such slllp shall not pIerce such bulkheads or structures. 
(3) Every tunnel above the double botlom, if any, in such a ship whether for access from the crew space to the rnachjnery space, for pipmg or for any other purpose, \\ hich passes through such a bulkhead shaiJ be \\atcrtight The means of access 10 at least one end of such tunnel, if it may be used as a pa�sagc at �ca. shall be through a trunkway c\tendmg watertight to a height sufficient to permit access above the margin line. The means of access to the othc.:r end or the tunnel shall be through a watertight door. No tunnel shall el.:tend through the first subdi\ision bulkhead abaft the coWsion bulkhead. 
(4) With.in spaces containing the main and auxiliary propelling machinery including boilers senlng the needs or propulsion and all perm;'lIu:nt bunkers, not more than onc door\\ay, apart rrom the doorways to bunkers and shaft tunnels. may be fitled In each mam transverse bulkhead. \Vhere two or morc shafts are fined, the tunnels shall be connected by an IOter·communicating PJ�sage. There shall be only one doorway between the machinery space and the tunnel space� where one or two shafts are fitted and only two doorways where there arc more than two shafts. All such doorways shall be located so as to have theIr sills J� high as practicable. 
(5) Doorways, manholes and access openings shall not be fitted in the collision bulkhead below the margin hne of aoy such ship or in any other bulkhead which is required by these Rules to be watenight and which divides a cargo space from another cargo space or from a permanent or reserve bunker. Provided that the Board may permll any such ship to be fitted WIth doorways In bulkhead diViding two between deck cargo spaces ir they are satisfied that-
(a) the doorv.ays are necessary for the proper worklllg of the "'hIp; 
(b) the number of such doorways in the ship is the mi01mum compatible with the design and proper working of the �hip, and they are fitted at the highest practicable level: and 
(c) the outboard vertical edges of such doorwJ.)s arc \ltuctted at a dluancc as far as practicable from the ship's shell plJ.tlOg and," no ca c le s than one·fifth or the breadth of the ship such di�tance being me,l\Ured at right angles to the centre IIOe or the ship at the le HI of the dcerc�t SUbdl\I"'On load water line 
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(6) In every ship of Classes I, 11 and II(A) bulkheads outside the spaces 
containing machinery which are required by these Rules to be watertight shall 
not be pierced by openings which are capable of being closed onJy by portable 
bolted plates. 
(7) In every ship of Classes III to VI, inclusive, to which this Part of these 
Rules applies, bulkheads required by these Rules 10 be watertight shall not be 
pierced by doorways, ventilation trunks or other similar openings. 
(8) (a) In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies-
(i) valves and cocks not forming part of a pipe system shall not be fitted in 
any bulkhead required by these Rules to be watertight; 
(ii) if any such bulkhead is pierced by pipes, scuppers, electric cables or 
other simiJar fittings, provision shall be made which will ensure that the 
watertightness of the bulkhead is not thereby impaired; 
(iii) lead or other heat sensitive materials shall not be used in systems which 
penetrate watertight subdivision bulkheads, where deterioration of such 
systems in the event of fire would impair the watertight integrity of the 
bulkheads. 
(b) The collision bulkhead of such a srup shaU not be pierced below the margin 
line by morc than one pipe. Provided that if the forepeak in such a ship is divided 
to hold two different kinds of liquids the collision bulkhead may be pierced below 
the margin line by not more than two pipes. Any pipe wruch pierces the collision 
bulkhead of such a ship shall be fitted with a screw-down valve capable of being 
operated from above the bulkhead deck, the valve chest being secured to the 
forward side of the collision bulkhead. 
Means of Closing Openillgs ill Watertight Bulkheads, etc. 
13.-(1) In every sltip of Classes T, IT and J1(A) efficient means shall be 
provided for closing and making watertight all openings in bulkheads and other 
structures required by these Rules to be watertight. 
(2) Every door fitted to any such opening shall be a sliding watertight door. 
Provided that, in a shjp of Class I, or in any ship of Class 11 or JI(A) wruch is 
not required to be subdivided in accordance with Part I11 of Schedule 2 to these 
Rules hinged watertight doors may be fitted in the following positions:-
(a) in passenger, crew and working spaces above any deck the underside of 
which at its lowest point is at least 7 feet above the deepest subdivision 
load water line; and 
(b) in any bulkhead, not being a collision bulkhead, which divides two cargo 
between deck spaces. 
(3) Sliding watertight doors may have a horizontal or vertical motion and 
shall be either:-
(a) hand operated only, or 
(b) power operated, when so required by these Rules, as well as hand operated. 
(4) Hinged watertight doors fitted in accordance with sub-paragraph (a) of 
paragraph (2) of this Rule shall be fitted with catches. or similar quick action clos­
ing devices, capable of being worked from each side of the bulkhead in which the 
door is fitted. 
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(5) Where sliding watertight doors are fitled III the pOSlIlOn referred to III 
sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph (2) of this Rule such doors shall not be filled 
with remote control devices, and e\"ery watertight door \\ hich IS fitted in such a 
position and which is accessible while the ship is at sea, shall be fitted with 
efficient loeling arrangements. 
(6) Every door required by these Rules to be watertight shall be capable of 
being secured by means other lhan bolts and of being closed b) means other 
than by gravity. 
(7) In every ship of Classes 1, 11 and II(A) waterlight door, tilled In bulkheads 
between permanent and reserve bunkers, other than the d ors referred to In 
Rule 14 (4) of these Rules, shall always be accessible_ 
Means of Operating Sliding Warertight Doors 
14.-(1) If in any ship of Class I, 11  or II(A) "llIch IS not required to be 
subdivided in accordance with Part ill  of Schedule 2 to these Rules. any sliding 
watertight door fitted in a bulkhead is in a position \\hich may require it to be 
opened at sea and the sill thereof is below the deepest .)ubdi\-j�ion load \hUel" 
line, the following provisions shall apply:_ 
(a) when the number of such doors (excluding doors at entrances to shJ.ft 
tunnels) exceeds five, all such doors and those at the entrance� to shaft 
tunnels, ventilation, forced draught or similar ducts shall be power 
operated and shall be capable of being simultaneously closed from a �ingle 
position situated on the navigating bridge; 
(b) when the number of such doors (excluding doors at entrances to �hafl 
� tunnels) is greater than one, but does not exceed five, 
(i) where the ship has no passenger spaces below the bulkhead deck., all 
such doors may be hand operated; 
(ii) where the ship has passenger spaces below the bulkhead deck all such 
doors and those allhe entrances 10 shaft tunnels. ventilation or forced 
draught or simiJar ducts, shall be power operated and shaU be capable 
of being simultaneously closed from a single position situated on the 
navigating bridge; 
(c) in any ship where there are only two such doors and they lead into or Jre 
within the space contalDlDg maChinery, the Board may permit them to be 
hand operated only. 
(2) Watertight doors the sills of which are above the deepeq subdivision load 
water Ime and below the hne spectJied '" sub-paragraph (a) of Rule 13 (2) shall 
be slidlOg doo� and may be hand operated, except III vessels to which paragraph 
(3) of thlS Rule applies. 
(3) In every ship of Class Jl or lI(A) "-hich is subdivided in accordance ,,"Ith 
Part UI of Schedule 2to tbese Rules all sliding watertight dOor> 'hall be operated 
by power and shall be capable of being simultaneou\ly closed from a ,"�Ic 
pOSition situated on the navigating bridge. Provided that If 10 any uch hJP there 
is only one such door and it is in the �pace contalOing machlllcry It hall not be 
required to be operated by power 
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(4) If in any ship of Class I, jJ  or II(A) any sliding watertight doors which 
may be opened at sea for the purpose of trimming coal are fitted bel\\een 
bunkers in the between decks below the bulkhead deck. such doors shall be 
operated by power. 
(5) Ifin any ship of Cl. ss I, II or Il(A) a trunkway, being part of. refrigeration, 
ventilation or forced draught system, is carried through more than onc trans­
verse watertight bulkhead and the sills of the openjngs of such trunkways are less 
than 7 feel above the deepest subdivision load water line, the sliding watertight 
doors at such openings shall be operated by power. 
(6) (a) If a sliding watertight door is required by these Rules to be operated 
by power from a single position on the navigating bridge, the power system shall 
be so arranged that the door can also be operated by power at the door itself. 
The arrangement shall be such that the door will close automatically if opened at 
the door itself after being closed from the single position on the navigating 
bridge and will be capable of being kept closed at the door itself notwithstanding 
that an attempt may be made to open it from such single position. Handles for 
controlling the power system shall be provided at both sides of the bulkhead in 
which the door is situated and shall be so arranged that any person passing 
through the doorway is able to hold both handles in the open position simul­
taneously without being able to set the closing rnechanjsm in operation accident­
ally. 
(b) Watertight doors shall be capable of closing as expeditiously as possible, 
but the rate of closing shall not be so rapid as to be a danger to persons passing 
through the opening. 
(7) (a) In every ship of Classes I, II and II(A) there shall be at least t\\ 0 
independent sources of power for openjng and closing all sliding watertight 
doors which are required by these Rules to be operated by power, and each power 
unit shall be sufficient to operate simultaneously all such doors in the ship. 
The power shall be controlled from a single position on the navigating bridge. 
and there shall be provided at such position suitable indicators for checking that 
each of the two sources of power is capable of giving the required service 
sa tisfactorily. 
(b) Where the sources of power are hydraulic, there shall be two pumps each 
of which shall be capable of closing all watertight doors in not more tban 60 
seconds. ln addition, there shall be for the whole installation hydraulic accumu­
lators of sufficient capacity to operate all such doors at least three limes, that is 
to say from the open to the closed position, from the closed to the open position 
and from the open to the closed positjon. The fluid used shall be one which 
does not freeze at any temperature liable to be encountered by the ship during 
its service. 
(8) I n  every such shjp every sliding watertight door which is operated by 
power shall be provided with efficient hand-operating gear having an all-round 
crank motion, or some other movement providing the same guarantee of safety, 
capable of being operated on each side of the door itself and at an accessible 
position above the bulkhead deck. 
(9) In every such ship if a sliding watertight door is not required to be operated 
by power, it shall be provided with efficient hand-operating gear having an all­
round crank motion, or some other movement providing the same guarantee of 
safety, capable of being operated on each side of the door itself and at an 
accessible posilion above the bulkhead deck. 
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( 10) Where hand-operating gear h fitted in accordance \\Ith paragraphs 
(8) and (9) of thh Rule, the Board may permit any door to be operated on one 
side only, if the requirements of the said paragraphs cannot be mct 0\\1118 to the 
layout of the spaces. 
(1 1) (a) In every such ship the time necessary for the complete closure of any 
door by means of hand-operating gear \\Ith the \c!;!;cl upright shall 
not exceed 90 seconds. 
(b) The hand-operating gear shall be of such a design that the doon. can 
be closed and opened from each of the reqUired operating positions. 
( 12) In e,ery such ship the hand-operating gear ror operating the sliding 
walertjght doors in the machinery space from above the bulkhead declo. !'hall be 
placed outside the machinery space unless such a position is Inconsistent \\ Ilh the 
efficient arrangement of the necessary gearing. 
( 1 3) In every such ship the means of operation of any watertight door, 
v. hether po,,,er operated or not, shall be capable of clo�lflg the door when the 
slllp is listed to 1 5  degrees either way. 
It 'attrtigh, Doors: Signals and Communicatiolls 
15_-(1) E,ery sliding " atenight door filled In a shIp or Cia .. I ,  1 1  or I I(A) 
shall be connected with an Indicator at each position from \\ hich the door ma) be 
closed. other than at the door Itself, shO\\ing \"hen the door I!; open and "hcn It 
is closed. 
(2) There shall be provided in connection "'nh c\ery such door "hich I� 
operated by power a means of giving an audible \\arning ,ignal at the door It ... elf 
\"hen the door IS about 10 be closed. The arrangement ,hall he �uch that one 
mo\-ement of the operating handle at the pOSItion from \l,-hlch the door 1\ about 
to be c1o�ed will be sufficient 10 sound lhe signal and to c1m.e the door. the \lgnJI 
preceding the movcment of lhe door by an interval c;ufficlent to allo\l,- the move­
ment of pen�ons and articles away from the door. The \i�nal !;hall contlDue to 
sound unlll the door i) completcly closed. 
(3) Jf any door required by these Rules to be \\03tertlght I:; not capable of 
bemg operated from a Single position on lhe navlgatmg: bridge, means of c()m� 
municauon by telegraph, telephone or any other dlre(l melln� !thall be provided 
whereby the officer of the \\oal(h may communicate \\0 Ith thc pcr!oon res)'lOn\lble 
for the closing of the door. 
Conslruction of Wall'rliglll Doors 
16.-{I) E,cry door requITed hy the c Rule to he "alertlFht hall he or u<h 
design. material and construction as \\0 ill mamt310 the IOtegf1ty of the \\oatcrtlgnt 
bulkhead in ",hjch It IS fitted. Any such door grung dlre<;t aCt.:c !t to any pace 
\l,-hich may con Lain bunker coal shall. together \\ollh It frame. be made of ca t or 
mild steel. Any such door in any other po!titJon hall. to�cthcr .... Ith It frame. be 
made of cast or mild steel or casl non. 
(2) E\Cry Sliding "atcrllght door .hall he rllled " uh ruhbJ08 race or bra 
or Imtlar material which may be fitted either on the door It cif or on the door 
framc, and which, if they are less than onc lOch In y, Idth, \hall be tilled 10 recc cs. 
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(3) If screw gear is used for operating such a door. the screw shall work in a 
nut of suitable metal which is resistant to corrosion. 
(4) The frame of every vertically sliding watertight door shall have no groove 
at the bottom thereof in which dirt may lodge. The bottom of such a frame. if it 
is of skeleton fOlm. shall be so arranged that dirt cannot lodge therein. The 
bottom edge of every such door shall be tapered or bevelled. 
(5) Every vertically sliding watertight door which is operated by power shall 
be so designed and fitted that. if the power supply ceases, there shall be no danger 
of the door dropping. 
(6) Every horizontally sliding watertight door shall be so installed as to 
prevent its moving if the ship rolls. and if necessary a clip or other suitable device 
shall be provided for that purpose. The device shall not interfere with the closing 
of the door when the door is required to be closed. 
(7) The frame of every watertight door shaU be properly filled to the bulkhead 
in which the door is situated. and the jointing material between the frame and 
the bulkhead shall be of a type which will not deteriorate or be injured by heat. 
(8) Every watertight door. being a coal-bunker door, shall be provided with 
screens or other dev;ces to prevent coal from interfering with its closing. 
Openings fa the Shell Plating below Ihe Margin Line 
17.-( 1) In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies the number of 
side scuttles, scuppers, sanitary discharges and other openings in the shell plating 
below the margin line shall be the minimum compatible with the design and 
proper working of the ship. 
(2) The arrangements for closing each such opening below the margin line 
shall be consistent with its intended purpose and shall be such as will ensure 
watertightness. 
(3) (a) In every ship of Classes I, 11 and Il(A) the number of side scuttles 
below the margin line which are capable of being opened shall be the minimum 
compatible with the requirements of the proper operation of the ship. 
(b) If in a between decks of such a ship the sills of any side scuttles are below 
a line drawn parallel to the bulkhead deck at side and having its lowest point 
2! per cent of the breadth of the ship above the deepest subdivision load water 
line, every side scuttle in  that between decks shall be of a non-opening type. If in 
a between decks of such a ship all the sills of the side scultles are above the 
aforesaid line, every side scuttle in that between decks shall be either of a non­
opening type or incapable of being opened except by a person authorised to do 
so by the master of the ship. No side scuttle shall be so fitted that its sill is below 
the deepest subdivision load water line. 
(4) In  every ship of Classes III to VI, inclusive, to which this Part of these 




(5) In ever} ship to which tl\l� Part of theo;c Rulcs apphc'l evcr) side scuttle 
below the margm hne shall be fitted with an eOlclcnt hinged dCJdlight 
permanently attached so that It can be readJi) and effecti\Ch dosed and 
secured watertight. PrO\ided that abaft a pomt onc-eighth of the length of the 
::ahlp from the forward perpendicular and abmc il line drawn parallel to the 
buH,head deck at side and having its lowest POlOt ilt a hCIg.ht of I ::!  feet plus ::!! per 
cent of the breadth of the ship above the ship's decpe�l !'ubdi,-ision load ' ... ater 
linc. deadlighb ma} for the purpose of these Rules be portable in ere\\ !'Ipace'l 
and 10 passenger \pilCe� not appropriated for the U\C of steera�e p.Js'Icnger'l 
within the meaning of Part III  of the \1erchant hipping -\ct I '94 (a). 
(6) Side scuttles shall not be fitted below the margin IlOe In any ... pace in a 
shjp to which thl\ Part of these Rules applies which I� JPpropriated solely to the 
carriage of cargo or coal. If side scuttles arc fitted m spaces below the margin 
line which may be appropriated to the carriage either of cargo or of pas\engers 
such side scuttles and their deadJights shall be so constructed as to bc I1tcapable 
of being opened cxcept by a person authorised to do so by the mac,tcr of the 
ship. 
(7) Automatic \Cnlllating side scuttle� shall not be 'l1ted belo'" the margin 
line in the shell plating of any such ship. 
(8) (0) I n  ever} ship to which this Part of lhc!'lc Rules appllc .. each II1lct and 
discharge led through the shell plating helo'" the margll1 line shall � titled \\Jlh 
eflicicnt and readily acceSSible means for pre\enllng the aCCidental �ldmi"'Iion of 
water into the ship. Lead or other heal senslti\e materl.lh shall not be u!'Icd for 
pipeS filled outboard of shell \"al\'cs In inleh or discharge .. , or 111 J-n} other place 
where the deterioration of such pipeS in the event of fire "Quid give TI'IC to danger 
of floodlllg. 
(b) \Vithoul prejudice to the generahty of the foregOing each dl .. chargc led 
through the shell plating from spaces below the margin hnc, not being a dl .. chargc 
in connection \\ith machinery, shall be provided \\nh either _ 
(i) one automatic non-return valve fitted \\-Ilh a pOSitive means by which It 
can alwa)s be closed from a readily accessible pOSition abO\-c the !.Ihlp·'I 
buJkhcad deck and with an Indicator at the posItion from which the vah'c 
may be cia cd to show \v hether the \ .lIve is open or c1o!.led; or 
(ii) two automatic non-return \31\'es. the upper of "hich IS \0 situated clbO\c 
the �hip's deepe t subdivision load water hne as to be ah�,ay, accc\\iblc 
for c\amlOation under sen ice conditions and i .. of a horizontal hiJl.Jnccd 
Iype \\hich i!.l nonnaUy closcd. 
Cc) Any \Jlve filled in compliance ",ith the requirement of the pr�cdlllg 
sub-paragraph \\luch is a geared \ ahe, or the lo"cr 01 t"O non-gcared \ahc .. 
shall be secured to the ship's shell plating. 
(d) All each and \al\es attached to inlet or dischargc , other than Inlets or 
discharges connected \\Ilh machinef)-. being cocks or \3lvrs htlC'd 1x10\-� the 
margin hne or the failure of \\ruch ma} affect lhe 5uhdl\1 Ion of the hip. hall 
be made of <lted, bronzt or other equally effiCient material 
(c) \1ain and auxihary inJcl!l and discharges connected �Ilh machmcT) haJJ 
be fitted with rcadIly accessible cocks or \ahc bct"cen the pipe and the hlp's 
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shell plating or between the pipes and a fabricated box attached to the shell 
plating. All such cocks or valves attached to such inlets or discharges and all 
fillings outboard thereof shall be made of steel, bronze or other suitable 
ductile material. If  made of steel, such cocks and valves shall be protected 
against corrosion. 
(j) Discharge pipes led through the shell plating below the margin line of any 
ship of Classes I to H I, inclusive, shall not be filted in a direct line between the 
outboard opening and the connection with the deck. water closet or other similar 
fitting, but shaH be arranged with bends or elbows of substantial metal other than 
cast iron or lead. 
(g) All discharge pipes led through the shell plating below the margin line in 
such a ship and the valves relating thereto shall be protected from damage. 
(h) All bolts connecting cocks, valves, discharge pipes and other similar 
equipment to the shell plating of such a ship below the margin line shall have 
their heads outside the shell plating, and shall be either countersunk or cup­
headed. 
(i) Efficient means shall be provided for the drainage of all watertight decks 
below the margin line in such a ship and any drainage pipes shall be so fitted 
with valves or otherwise arranged as to avoid the danger of water passing from 
a damaged to an undamaged compartment. 
(j) The inboard opening of every ash-shoot, rubbish-shoot and other similar 
shoot in such a ship shall be fitted with an efficient watertight cover, and, if such 
opening is below the margin line, it shall also be fitted with an automatic non­
return valve in the shoot in a readily accessible position above the Sllip's deepest 
subdivision load water line. The valve shall be of the horizontal balanced type. 
normally closed and provided with local means for securing it in a closed 
position. The requirements of this sub-paragraph shall not apply to ash ejectors 
and expel1ers the inboard openings of which are in the ship's stokehold and 
necessarily below the deepest subdivision load water line. Such ejectors and 
expellers shall be fitted with means which will prevent water entering the ship. 
(k) Any gangway port, cargo port or coaling port fi tted below the margin line 
of such a ship shall be of adequate strength and its lowest point shall not be below 
the ship's deepest subdivision load water line. 
(9) The Board may exempt any ship of Classes IV to VI, inclusive, from the 
requirements of paragraph (8) of this Rule to the extent that they are satisfied that 
compliance therewith is unreasonable or impracticable in the circumstances. 
Side and Other Openings above the Margin Line 
18.-( 1 )  In  every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies side scuules, 
windows, gangway ports, cargo ports, bunkering ports and other openings in the 
shell plating above the margin line and their means of closing shall be of efficient 
design and construction and of sufficient strength having regard to the spaces in 
which they are fitted and their positions relative to the deepest subdivision load 
water line and to the intended service of the ship. 
(2) In  every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies efficient inside 
dead lights, which can be easily closed and secured watertight, shall be provided 
for all side scuttles to spaces below the first deck above the bulkhead deck. 
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Weorher Deck 
19. In every slup to " hich this Part of these Rules applies the bullhead decl 
or a deck above the bulkhead deck shall be weatherugbt. All openlOgs 10 an 
exposed weathenight deck shall have coamings of adequate height and strength 
and shall be provided with efficient and rapid means of clOSing so as to make 
them weathertighl. Freeing ports, open rails and scuppers shall be fitted as 
necessary for rapidly clearing the weather deck of water under all weather 
conditions. 
Porriot Subdivision above the Atargin Line 
20. In every ship to w hich trus Pan of these Rules applies all reasonable 
and practicable measures shall be taken to limit ", here necessary lhe entry and 
spread of water above the bulkhead deck, which measures may include partial 
bulkheads or webs. \Vhere such partial watertight bulkheads and webs are fitted 
on the bu1khead decks, above or in the immediate vicinity of malO subdivision 
bulkheads, they shall have watertight shell and bulkhead deck connections so as 
to restrict the flow of water along the deck when the ship is heeled in a damaged 
condition. Where such partial watertight bulkheads do not coincide With tbe 
bulkheads below, the bulkhead deck between shall be made effectively watertight. 
Subdivision Load Lmes 
21.-( 1 )  Every ship to which tlus Part of these Rules applies sball be marled 
on its sides a.midships v.'1.lb the subdivision load llOes assigned to It by the 
Board. The marks shall consist of horizontal lines one lOch in breadth, and nine 
Inches in length in the case of a ship which is a load line shjp for the purposes of 
the Merchant Sbipping (Safety and Load Line onvenlions) Act 1 932, and 
twelve inches in length in the case of any other ship. The marks shall be painted 
in white or yeUow on a dark ground or in black on a light ground and shall 
also be cut in or centre-punched or mdicated by \\elded bead on iron or steel 
ships and cut into the plan king on wood ships. 
(2) Tbe subdivision load lines shall be Idenufied With lhe letter • and. 10 
the case of shjps of Classes J and H, with consecutive numbers begimllng from the 
deepest subdivision load line which shall be marked Cl_ I n  the case of slllp of 
Classes JI(A) to VI, inclusive, 
(a) if there is only one subdivision load line It shall be identified .... nh the 
letter C; 
(b) if there is more than one subdivision load line the SUbdiVISion load hnes 
shall be identified with the leUer C and With consecutive letter� beginning 
from the deepest subdivision load hne, v.hich c;hatl be marked C. 
The identifying letter� and numerals c;hall m e\cry ca!.C be painted .JOd cut or 
centre-punched or indicated by welded bead, as the ca!loc may be, on the Ides of 
the ship in the same manner as the lines 10 which they relate. 
Exhibition of Damage Conrrot Plans 
22. In every ship to which tlus Part of the.e Rules appile lhere hall be 
permanently exhibited, for the IOformallon of the officer ID charge of the hIp. 
plans shov.mg clearly for each deck and hold the boundane of the �att:rughl 
compartments, the opening therein, the means of cJo�,"g such opcnlngJ, the 
position of the control and the arrangements for the correction of any lI .. t due to 
flooding. In addition, bookJets containing c;uch Information shall be available for 









SHIPS NOT REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH PART 1l 
Application of Part lI(A) 
23. This Part of these Rules applies to every open or partially decked ship of 
Class V and to every ship of Class VI carrying less than 101 passengers, and to 
every ship of Class VI  (A). 
Openings in 'he Sides of the Ship 
24.-( 1 )  Efficient means shall be provided for preventing the accidental 
admission of water into any ship to which this Part of these Rules applies 
through any openings in the sides of the ship. 
(2) Every side scuttle fitted in such a ship shall be of the non·opening type 
and shall be watertight and of sufficient strength having regard to its position in 
the ship. 
PART 1 1 1  
BILGE PUMPING ARRANGEMENTS 
Application oJ Parr III 
25. This Part of these Rules applies to every ship to which these Rules apply. 
General 
26. Except in the case of open ships of Classes V and VI not exceeding 40 
feet in length. and not proceeding on voyages to a point more than 3 miles from 
the starting point, every ship to which these Rules apply shall be provided with 
an efficient pumping plant capable of pumping from and draining any watertight 
compartment in  the ship, other than a space permanently appropriated for the 
carriage of fresh water, water ballast or oil and for which other efficient means of 
pumping or drainage is provided, under all conditions likely to arise in practice 
after a casualty, whether or not the ship remains upright. Wing suctions shall be 
provided if necessary for that purpose. Efficient arrangements shall be provided 
whereby water in any watertight compartment may find its way to the suction 
pipes. Efficient means shall be provided for draining water from all insulated 
holds and insulated between decks in such a ship. 
Provided that the Board may allow the provision for drainage to be omitted 
in a particular compartment if they are satisfied :-
(a) that having regard to the calculations made in accordance with the 
conditions set out in Schedule 3 to these Rules, the safety of the ship will 
not thereby be impaired; and 
(b) that the provision of drainage would otherwise be undesirable. 
Number and Type of Bilge Pu.mps: Ships of Classes I and 11 
27.-{I) Every ship of Classes l and Il shall be provided with pumps connected 
to the bilge main in accordance with the following table: 
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Criterion numeral 
Main engine pump (which may be replaced 
by one independent pump) 
Independent pump:, 
Le .. s than 30 
I 
, -
)0 .\nd ovcr 
I 
3 
(2) Such pumps :,hall be arranged a .. follo\\ .. :-
(a) one of the pumps shall be an etlicient cmcrgcnt:y pump of a \ubmer .. iblc 
type ha\'ing its source of po\ ... er and the necessary controls situated abo\e 
the ship's bulkhead deck. Such pump and its source of po\\er �hal1 not be 
instaUed forward of the collision bulkhead or nearer to the ... idc of the 
ship than onc-fifth of the breadth of the ship measured at nght angle .. 10 
the centre line of the ship at the le\el of Ihe deepest subdl\i�lon load line, 
or 
(b) the power pump:, 1 0  the ... hlp and their �ources of po\ ...er .. hall be ... o dlo,po ... ed 
throughout the ship's length that under any condition of floodll1g \\hich 
the ship is required to withstand at least onc such pump in an undam3�cd 
\\atenight compartment \\111 be a'\ailable. 
\umnu and Type 01 BiI�e Pumps, Ships ol e/aues lit 4) and III 
28 . .  ( 1 )  ['er) 'hIp of Cla;ses I I(A) and I 1 1  shall be pro"dcd ,,"h bilge 
pumps in accordance \ ... ith the following table' 
"umbcr of Pump� 
Length of Ship ;\-1ain Independent 
in feet Engine Power I IJnd Pump t 
Pump· Pumps 
Under 50 I One of the 1eHr I)PC for e�H.:h 
Yoatertight comp.trtmcnt or onc 
of the crank t)pe 
50 and under 100 I I One of the le\er t) pc fllr C' lLh 
v.J.lerti�ht compartment or onc 
of the crank t)pe 
100 and under 250 I I One or the cr.n� t)pe 
250 and mer I 2 
·The main engme pump may be replaced by one Indcpcndlnl pO'o'cr pump" 
tThe hand pumps specified In this. column may be rcplJccd h) onc .nd(pC"ndcnt 
po\\er pump. 
(2) I n  e\eT)" ,uch 50hlp of 250 feet in length or OHr and In e\ct) luch hIp 01 
under 250 feet in length in \\hich a hand pump IS replaced by an mdl!pendtnl 
pOYoer pump, Rule 27 (2) of these Rules !.hall apply to uch a hip as It Ipphc to 
5ohip" of Clar; .. es I and I J .  
" - -
Number and Type 0/ Bilge PUll/PS etc.: Ships o/ Classes IV to VI(A) inc/llsi\·e 
29.-(1) Every ship of Class I V shall be provided wilh a power bilge pump, 
which may be worked by the ship's main engines and, i n  addition, a hand pump 
other than a hand pump of the lever type. 
(2) Every ship of Classes V, VI and VI(A) shall be provided wilh bilge pumps 
and means for bailing as follows:-
(a) Every such ship exceeding 60 feet in length shall be provided with a power 
pump, which may be worked by the main engine and, in addition, a hand 
pump other than a hand pump of the lever type; 
(b) Every such ship, being a decked ship not exceeding 60 feet in length, shall 
be provided with a hand pump other than a hand pump of the lever type; 
(c) Every such ship, being a partially decked ship not exceeding 60 feet in 
length, shall be provided with a hand pump and, in addition, two bailers or 
one bailer and one bucket; 
(d) Every such ship, being an open ship exceeding 40 feet in length but not 
exceeding 60 feet in length, shall be provided with a hand pump and, in 
addition, two bailers or one bailer and one bucket; 
(e) Every ship of Classes V and VI, being an open ship not exceeding 40 feet 
in length, and proceeding beyond 3 miles from the starting point of her 
voyage, and every ship of Class VI{A), being an open ship not exceeding 
40 feet in length, shall be provided with a hand pump and, in addition, 
two bailers or one bailer and one bucket; 
(f) Every ship of Classes V and VI  being an open ship not exceeding 40 reet 
in length, and not proceeding on voyages more than 3 miles from the 
starting point, shall be provided with two bailers or one bailer and one 
bucket. 
Requirements/or Bilge Pumps and Bilge Suet ions 
30.-( 1) Power bilge pumps fitted in any ship to which these Rules apply, shall 
where practicable be placed in separate watertight compartments so arranged or 
situated as not to be readily flooded by the same damage, and irthe ship's engines 
and boilers are in two or more watertight compartments the bilge pumps there 
available shall be distributed through such compartments as rar as possible. 
(2) Every bilge pump provided in such a ship in compliance with these Rules 
shall be selr·priming unless efficient means of priming are provided, Every such 
pump, other than a hand pump or the lever type and a pump provided ror peak 
compartments only. shall, whether operated by hand or by power, be so arranged 
as to be capable of drawing water rrom any space required by Rule 26 or these 
Rules to be drained. 
(3) Every power bilge pump in such a ship shall be capable or giving a speed 
of water of not less than 400 feet per minute through the ship's main bilge pipe 
when its diameter is that determined by Rule 32 ( I )  of these Rules. Every such 
pump shall have a direct suction rrom the space in which it is situated, provided 
that not more than two direct suctions shall be required in any one space. 
Every such suction shall be or a diameter not less than that of the ship's main 
bilge pipe. The direct suctions in the ship's machinery space shall be so arranged 
that water may be pumped rrom each side or the space through direct suctions to 
independent bilge pumps. 
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(4) There shall be provided in the stokehold of every such ship. bemg 3 
coal burning ship, a flexible suction hose of sufficient length to reach from a 
fitting on an independent pOlAcr bilge pump in the ship to each side of the stoke­
hold bilges. The hose shall be In addition to the other bilge suctions required by 
this Rule and shall ha\'e an internal diameter of 4 inches or . lOch larger than that 
of the largest branch bilge suction required by Rule 32 of these Rules, \\ hichcver 
is the less. 
(5) One of the sea \\3Ier pumps clfculaling each mrun englOe In such a ship 
shall be fitted "llh duccI suction connection . "hieh shall be provided with 
non-return valves, to the lowest dramage level 10 the ship's machinery space, or 
as near thereto 3S will satisfy the Board. Such connections 10 steamships shall 
be of a diameter at least two�thirds of that of the shjp's main sea inlet, and 
in motor ships of the same diameter as the pump Inlet. \Vhcrc 10 the opmlon of the 
Board any malll circulating pump is not SUitable for thi purpose. a direct 
emergency bilge suC1Jon shall be led from the largest a\ ailable independent pm!' er 
d riven pump to the dralOage level of the machinery space; the suction shall be of 
the same diameter as the main inlet of the pump used. The capacity of the pump 
so connected shall exceed that of a required bilge pump by an amount saU,­
factory to the Board. The open end of such sucllons or the strainer. If any. 
attached thereto shall be accessible for clearing. If the boiler fuel may be coal and 
there is no watertight bulkhead beh\een the \hip's engine'" and boilers, a duect 
discharge overboard shall be fiued from at least one of the aforesaid pump, 
unless a by�pass is fitted to the circulating di\charge thereof The spmdles of the 
ship .... malO sea IOlet and of the dire t suction \ahe� shall extend ",ell abo ... e the 
engme room platform. 
(6) The hand bilge pumps m such a ship �hall be "orkable from abo\e the 
ship's bulkhead deck, If any. and shall be "'0 arranged that the bucket and tail 
val\c can be " ithdra\\n for exammation and o\erhaul under floodmg condl1Jom • . 
ArronRemenr of Si/RI! Pires 
3 1 .  ( I )  In e'ery ,hip to ",hich these Rules apply all pipe, from the pump, for 
draming cargo spaces or any pan of the machlOery space c;hall be distinct from 
pipe� \\hich may be used for filling or emptying spaces 10 "hich water or oil 1'1 
carried 
(2) All bilge plpC� u'ied 10 or under coal bunkers or  fuel !>torage 13nh or 
in boiler or machinery space\. Includmg "pace., 10 "hich oll�c,ettllOg tank., or 011 
fuel pumping units are Iluated. shall be of !.teel or other ",unable matenal. 
(3) Bilge suction pipe) in !>uch a .,hip �hall not be led through oil l..tn� 
unle'ls the pipes are enclo�ed 10 an oil tight trunk"ay. Such pipe., hall not be led 
through double bottom lanks. 
(4) Such pipe� ,hall be nldde "'Jlh flanl!ed jOlOt and "hdll Oe thoroughly 
�ured in po�itlon and prolCcted "here nece sary against Ihe n k of damage 
Efficient e\panslon jomts or bends c,hall be prm Ided in each line of rlJlC. and 
where a connection is made at a bulkhead or ehc""here "nh a lead hcnd the 
radius of each bend and the di t.lnce bet"ecn Ihe 3\e of the tralght pan of the 
pipe .. 'ihall be not le:.s than three time .. the diameter of the pipe and the Icnath (l( 






Diameter of Bilge Suction Pipes 
32.-(1) Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (2) and (3) of this Rule in 
every ship of Classes I to [Il, inclusive, and in every ship of Classes I V to VI(A) 
inclusive, which is required by Rule 29 of these Rules to be provided with a pump. 
the internal diameter of main and branch bilge suction pipes shall be determined 







m=internal diameter of the main bilge suction pipes in inches. 
d
b =il1ternal diameter of the branch bilge suction pipes in inches. 
L =Iength of ship in feet. 
B =breadth of ship in feet. 
D moulded depth of ship at bulkhead deck in feet. 
I =length of compartment in feel. 
(2) No main bilge suction pipe in any ship of Classes I to I l l, inclusive, 
shall be less than 2! inches in bore, and no branch suction pipe shall be less than 
2 inches or need be more than 4 inches in bore. 
(3) No bilge suction pipe in any ship of Classes LV to VI(A), inclusive. which 
is required by Rule 29 of these Rules to be provided with a pump. shall be less 
than I t inches in bore. 
Precautions against flooding through Bilge P'jJes 
33.-( 1 )  In every ship to which Part 11 of these Rules applies the bilge and 
ballast pumping systems shall be so arranged as to prevent water passing from the 
sea or from water ballast spaces into the ship's cargo spaces or into any pan of 
the machinery space or from one watertight compartment in the ship to another. 
The bilge connection to any pump which effects suction from the sea or from water 
ballast spaces shall be made by means of either a non-return valve or a cock which 
cannot be opened at the same time to the bilges and to the sea or to the bilges 
and the water ballast spaces. Valves in bilge distribution boxes shall be of a 
non-return type. An arrangement of lock-up valves or of blank flanges shall be 
provided to prevent any deep tank in such a ship being inadvertently run up from 
the sea when it contains cargo or pumped out through a bilge pipe when it 
contains water ballast, and instructions for the working of such arrangement shall 
be conspicuously displayed nearby. 
(2) In every such ship provision shall be made to prevent the flooding of any 
watertight compartment served by a bilge suction pipe in the event of the pipe 
being severed or otherwise damaged in any other watertight compartment 
through collision or grounding. Where any part of such a pipe is situated nearer 
to the side of the ship than one-fifth of the mid-ship breadth of the ship measured 
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at the level of the deepest subdi\ ision load "ater line or in any duel kecl a non­
return valve shall be fitted 10 the pipe in the walerl1ghl compartment contamlOg 
the open end of the pipe. 
(3) I n  every ship of Cla\ses I 10 I I I  mclusive the bilge main shall not be 
",itualed ncarcr to the "hip's side than one-fifth of the breadth oflhe SlllP mea\ured 
.\ 1 right angles to the centre line of the ship at the Icvel of the deepest subdl\ ision 
load water Ime. and where any bilge pump or Its pipe conne ling It  to the bilge 
main is not so situated the arrangements shall be such that damage to the \hlp's 
side penetrating 10 the extent of one-fifth of the o;;hip's breadth mca\ured il., 
deo;;cribed in this paragraph shall not put the other bilge pumping arrangement, 
out ofacllon. 
Bilge ' aires, Cocks, etc. 
�.-( I )  In every ship to " hich Part I1  of the\c Rules app/ie\ all dlstnbullon 
boxes. valves and cocks fitted in connection with the bilge pumping arrangemenh 
"hall be in positions which are accessible at all limes 111 ordinary cirCU11lManCe\ 
and shall be so arranged that m the event of floodmg one of the bilge pump, 
may operate on any watertight compartment in the o;;hlp. If in any such \hlp there 
IS only one system of pipes common to all such pump�, the neces'ill)' \ial\c\ or 
cocks for controlhng the bilge suctions shall be capable of bemg operated from 
above the shlp's bulkhead deck. If an emergency bilge pumping \y,tem is pro· 
\ ided in addition to the mam bilge pumpmg \ystem it �hall be tndependcnt of the 
main system and 'ohall be so arranged that a pump is capable of being operiJted 
on any watertight compartment under flooding conditiOns; tn that case the �ocks 
and valves necessary for the operation of the emergency sybtem ..,hall be capablc 
of being operated from abo\ic the bulkhead deck. Provided that tn any .,hip of 
Class I I(A) or Class I I I  or under 100 reel In length prOVIded "tlh a hand pump 
of the lever type for each \vatertight compartment tn accordance \\-ith the pro­
\ i ... ions of Rule 28 ( J )  of these Rules. the valves and cocks on the bilge main for 
controlling the bilge suctions shall not be reqUIred to be capable of bemg 
operated from above the ship's bulkhead deck If they are in the ... ame compart­
ment as a po\\er pump. 
(2) In e\iery such .,hip c\-cry operating rod for bilge suction "ahc\ or (;otks 
,hall be led as directly as pOSSible. ["ery �uch rod pa�sing through a cargo or 
coal bunJ.;er space "hall be protected 3galO ... t damage in such c;;paces. 
(3) In  evel)' such ,hip every \iahe or cock which i\ reqUired by thi, Ru!e to be 
operated from above the bulkhead deck shall ha\e Its control at 11'\ plal:e of 
operation clearly marked to sho\\ the purpo�e 11 o;;en-es and ho\\ It may be opened 
and c1oc;ed and shall be pro\.ided \\nh a mean to mdlcate \\hen 11 I) open .Ind 
\\ hen 11 b closed. 
Bilf!,e "fud Boxes und Strum /Jons 
35. BIlge suctlons In the machinery "pace of e\-el)· shIp to Ythlch the c Rule 
apply. �hall be led from read d) acceSSible mud boxc!!o placed \l.herc\Cr pnu.:IH;;.Jblc 
above the level of the \\orklOg floor of\uch !apace. The boxe, shall have ,tralght 
tailplpes to the bilges and co\-ef\ ,ecured In such a manner as "Ill permIt them 
to be readily opened and c1o .. ed. The �uCllon ends In hold 'pace and tunnel "ell 
"hall be encloo;;ed In �trum bou., ha\lng perforation appro"\lmalcly Inch 10 
diameter, and the combmed area of !'uch perforations hall be not les than t"'lce 
that of the end of the suction Pipe. Strum b<ncs shall be so constructed that they 
can be cleared \vlthou{ breaJ.;lOg any JOint of the ut:lIon pJ"pe. 
Sounding Pipes 
36. In every ship lO which Part Il of these Rules applies all tanks forming 
part of the structure of the ship and all watertight compartments, not being part 
of the machinery space, shall be provided with efficient sounding arrangements 
which shall be protected where necessary against damage. Where such arrange­
ments consist of sounding pipes, a thick steel doubling plate shall be securely 
fixed below each sounding pipe for the sounding rod to strike upon. All such 
sounding pipes shall extend to positions above the ship's bulkhead deck which 
shall at all times be readily accessible. Sounding pipes for bilges, coffer darns and 
double bottom tanks. being bilges, coffer dams and tanks situated in the 
machinery space, shall so extend unless the upper ends of the pipes are accessible 
in ordinary circumstances and are furnished with cocks having parallel plugs 
with permanently secured handles so loaded that on being released they auto­
matically close the cocks. Sounding pipes for the bilges of insulated holds shall be 
insulated and not less than 2! inches in diameter. 
PART I V  
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND INSTALLATIONS 
Application of Part IV 
37. This Part of these Rules applies to every ship to which these Rules apply. 
General 
38.-( 1 )  In every ship to which these Rules apply the electrical equipment and 
installations, other than the electrical means of propulsion, if any, shall be such 
that the electrically operated services essential for the safety of the ship and of 
persons on board can be maintained under emergency conditions. 
(2) In every such ship, without prejudice to the preceding provisions of this 
Rule, the electrical equipment and installations (including any electrical means 
of propulsion) shall be such that the ship and all persons on board are protected 
against electrical hazards and shall conform with the relevant provisions of the 
Regulations for the Electrical Equipment of Ships issued by the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers and dated September 1961 except in so fa r as sllch Regula­
tions are inconsistent with these Rules. 
J\fain Generating Sets: Sltips of Classes I to III inchlsi\'e 
39.-( 1 )  Every ship of Classes I to I I I  inclusive, being a ship in which electrical 
power is the only power for maintaining the auxiliary services essential for the 
propulsion or safety of the ship, shall be provided with two or more main 
generating sets of such power that the aforesaid services can be operated when 
any one of the sets is out of service. Arrangements shall be made which \\ ill 
safeguard such sets from being rendered inoperative in the event of the partial 
flooding of the ship's machinery space through leakage from a damaged com­
partment or otherwise. 
(2) In every such ship where there is only one main generating station, such 
main generating station and the main switchboard shall be situated in the same 
main fire zone. Where there is more than one main generating station. and only 
one main switchboard, such switchboard shall be situated in the same main fire 
zone as one of the generating stations. 
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Emergenc), Source of Electric Pon-er: Ships of Classes I. 11 and I/(A) 
40.-(1) In every ship of elasses I,  11  and l1(A) there shall be pro\ ided in a 
position above the bulkhead deck not forward of the collision bulkhead and 
outside the machinery caSIngs a self-contained emergency source of electnc 
power. The location of this self-contained emergency source In relation to the 
main source or sources of electric power shall be such as to ensure that a fire or 
other casualty to the machinery space will not interfere with the supply or di')tri­
bution of emergency power. 
(2) The emergency source of PO\\ er required by the precedmg paragraph 'hall 
be capable of operating simultaneously for a period of 36 hours. or for such 
shorter period as the Board may permit in the case of any ship regularly engaged 
on voyages of short duration, tbe follOWIng services:-
(0) the ship's emergency balge pump, if it is electrically operated. 
(b) the ship's v.alcrtight doors, if they arc electrically or electro-hydrauhcally 
operated, together with their indicators which show if the door1t are open 
or closed, and the warning signals, if they are electrically operated. 
(c) the shjp's emergency lights at every boat station on deck and o\cr'lde. In 
all alleyways, stairwaY1t and eXits, in the machinery space, In the control 
stations where radio. main navigaung and central fire recordmg equlp­
ments are situated, and in the place \\ here the emergency generator If an} 
is situated; 
(d) the ship's naVigation Iigbts; 
(e) all communication equipment. fire detecllng sY1ttems and signals v. hich 
may be reqUITed 10 an emergency, if they are electrically operated from the 
slup's main generaung sets; 
(j) the ship's sprinkler pump, if it is electrically operated; and 
(g) tbe slup's daylight Signalling lamp, if It is operated by the ship', malO 
source of electric Po\\ er. 
(3) The emergency source of electric pov.cr shall be eHher an accumulator 
(Slornge) battery capable of complylOg With the precedlOg paragraph Without 
belOg recharged or suffering an excessive voltage drop, or a generator dnven by 
internal combustion type machinery with an independent fuel supply and with 
efficient starting arrangements and the fuel provided for such machlOery shall 
ha,e a flash pomt of not Ies> than 1 10 F (43 .). 
(4) The emergency source of electric power �hal1 be �o arranged that It .... ill 
operate effiCiently when the ship is hsted 221 degrees and ",hen the trim of the 
ship is 10 degrees from an even keel. 
(5) (a) If the emergency source of electric po\\er IS an accumulator (itor ... ge) 
banery. the arrangements shall be such that the ShlP'� emergency lighting s)'!\lem 
will come into operation automatically in the event of the failure of the malO 
source of power for the shlp's malO Iighung 'ystem. 
Cb) If the emergency source of elcetnc po .... er I) a generator. an accumulator 
(storage) battery shall be provided as a temporary source of electnc power. so 
arranged a5 to come into operation automatically ID the event of a failure of the 
main or emergency source of electric po\\.er. and of �ufficlent capacity to operate 
the ship's emergency lighting system conllnuou,ly for half an hour and while 
such JightIDg s)stem is ID opera lion-
(i) to close the ship's watertight doors if they are electrically operated, but 
not necessarily to close all such doors simultaneously; and 
(H) to operate the indicators, which show if the doors are open or closed, if 
such indicators are electrically operated; and 
(iii) to operate the sound signals, which give warning that power operated 
(iv) 
watertight doors are about to close, if such sound signals are electrically 
operated; and 
to operate all communication equipment, fire detecting systems and 
signals which may be required in an emergency, if they are electrically 
operated from the ship's main generating sets. 
(c) Means shall be provided for the periodical testing of the emergency 
source of power and the temporary source of power, if provided, including the 
testing of automatic arrangements. 
(d) An indicator shall be provided in the machinery space, on the main 
switchboard or at some other suitable position, to show when any accumulator 
(storage) batlery fitted in accordance with this Rule is being discharged. 
Emergency Source of Electric Power: Ships of Class I11 
41.-(1) In any ship of Class III which is provided with an emergency bilge 
pump in compliance with Rule 28 (2) of these Rules. being an electrically 
operated pump. there shall be provided in a position above the bulkhead deck 
outside the machinery casings a self-contained emergency source of electric 
power capable of operating the pump for a period of 24 hours. 
(2) The emergency source of electric power may be either an accumulator 
(storage) battery capable of complying with the preceding paragraph. without 
being recharged or suffering an excessive voltage drop, or a generator driven by 
internal combustion type machinery with an independent fuel supply and with 
efficient staning arrangements and the fuel provided for such machinery shall 
have a flash point of not less than IIO·F. (43·C.). 
(3) The emergency source of electric power shall be so arranged that it will 
operate efficiently when the ship is listed to 22t degrees and when the trim of the 
ship is 10 degrees from an even keel. 
Emergency Switchboards 
42. In every ship of Classes I. II. II(A). and I I I  in which the provision of an 
emergency source of electric power is required by these Rules-
(a) the emergency switchboard shall be situated as near as practicable to the 
emergency source of power; 
(b) if the emergency source of power is a generator, the emergency switchboard 
shall be situated in the same space as the generator unless the operation 
of the switchboard would thereby be impaired; 
(c) if the emergency source of power is a generator, an interconnecting 
feeder, adequately protected at each cnd. connecting the main and 
emergency switchboards shall be fitted; 
(d) no accumulator (storage) battery fitted in accordance with Rules 40 or 41  






43.-( 1 )  Tn every ship to which these Rules apply every main and emergency 
switchboard shall be so arranged as to give easy access to the back and the front 
thereof without danger to any person and shall be suitably guarded. A non­
conducting mat or grating shall be provided at the back and front where neces­
sary. No exposed parts which may have a voltage between conductors or to earth 
exceeding 250 volts direct current or 55 volts alternating current shall be instal­
led on the face of any switchboard or control panel. 
(2) Hull return shall not be used in any such ship for the power, heat and 
light distribution systems thereof. 
(3) ]f in any such ship two or more generating sets may be in operation at 
the same time for maintaining the auxiliary services essential for the propulsion 
or safety of the ship, provision shaH be made for the sets to operate in parallel 
and means shall be provided to trip automatically sufficient non-essential load 
when the total current exceeds the connected generator capacity. 
(4) (a) In  every such ship electric and electra-hydraulic steering gear shall be 
served by two circuits fed fram the main switchboard, one of which may pass through 
the emergency switchboard, if one is provided. Each circuit shall hale adequate 
capacity for supplying all the motors which are nonnally connecLed to it and 
which operate simultaneouslY and if transfer arrangements are provided in the 
steering gear room to permit either circuit to supply any motor or combination 
of motors, the capacity of each circuit shall be adequate for the most severe 
load condition. The circuits shall be separated as widely as is practicable through­
out their length. 
(b) Short circuit protection only shall be provided for such circuits and motors. 
(c) Every such ship which is fitted with electric or electra-hydraulic steering 
gear shall be provided with indicators which will show wben the power units of 
such steering gear are running. These indicators shall be situated in suitable 
positions on the navigating bridge and in the machinery space or the machinery 
control room. 
(5) If in any such ship the power supply for an automatic sprinkler �ystem. 
requiring not less than two sources of power supply for sea-water pumps. air 
compressors and automatic alarms, is electrical, Souch power supplies shall be 
taken from the main generating seLS and from an emergency source of electric 
power. One supply shall be taken from the main s"' llchboard and another from 
the emergency switchboard. by separate feeders reserved solely for that purpose. 
Such feeders shall be run to a change-over switch situated near to the !tprinkler 
unjt and tbe switch shall normally be kept closed to the feeder from the emergency 
switchboard. The change-over switch shall be clearly labelled and no other 
switch shall be permjtted in these feeders. 
(6) Wbere fire protection in accordance wilh Rule 48 (3) of the,e Rule!! 1\ 
provided in any shjp to which these Rules apply the super�tructure of which i!t 
constructed in aluminium alloy. and where in such a shjp the feeder� from tbe 
emergency generator to the sprinkler unit pass through any space consitituting 
a fire risk the cables sball be of a fireproof lype. 
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(7) I n  every ship 10 which these Rules apply distribution sy�tems shall 
be so arranged that a fire in any main fire zone will not interfere with essential 
services in any other main fire zone. Main and emergency feeders passing through 
any main fire zone shall be separated as widely as is practicable both horizontally 
and venically. 
General Eleclrical Precaurions 
44.-(1) (a) In every ship to which these Rules apply all electrical equipment 
shall be so constructed and installed that there will be no danger of injury to any 
person handling it in a proper manner. Subject to the provisions of sub-para­
graph (b) of this paragraph, where electrical equipment supplied as ship's 
equipment is to be operated al a voltage in excess of 55 volts, the exposed metal 
parts of such equipment which are not intended to have a voltage above that of 
earth, but which may have such a voltage under fault conditions, shall be 
earthed. 
(b) Exposed metal parts of portable electric lamps, tools and similar apparatus, 
supplied as ship's equipment to be operated at  a voltage in excess of 55 volts shall 
be earthed thlOugh a conductor in the supply cable, unless by the use of double 
insulation or a suitable isolating transformer. protection at least as effective 
as earthing through a conductor is provided. When electric lamps, tools or other 
apparatus are used in damp spaces provision shall be made, so far as practicable, 
to ensure that the danger of electric shock is reduced to a minimum. 
(2) Every electric cable in such a ship shall be of a name retarding type. All 
metal sheaths and metal armour of any electric cable in use in such a ship shall 
be electrically continuous and shall be earthed. Every electric cable which is 
neither metal sheathed nor armoured shall. if installed where its failure might 
cause a fire or explosion, be othenvise effectively protected. 
(3) Wiring in every such ship shall be supported in such a manner as to avoid 
chafing and other injury. 
(4) In every such ship the joints in all electrical conductors shall be made 
only in junction or outlet boxes except in the case of low voltage communication 
circuits. All such junctions or outlet boxes shall be so constructed as to prevent 
the spread of fire therefrom. 
(5) 1n every such ship lighting fittings shall be arranged to prevent rises in 
temperature which would be injurious to the electrical wiring thereof or Wllich 
would result in a risk of fire in the surrounding material. 
(6) Every electric space-heater forming part of the equipment of such a ship 
shall be fixed in position and shall be so constructed as to reduce the risk of fire 
to a minimum. No such heater shall be constructed with an element so exposed 
that clothing, curtains or other material can be scorched or set on fire by heat 
from the element. 
(7) In every such ship every separate electrical circuit, other than a circuit 
which operates the ship's steerjng gear, shall be protected against overload and 
short circuit. There shall be clearly and permanently indicated on or near each 
overload protective device the current carrying capacity of the circuit which it 
protects and the rating or setting of the device. 
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(8) l n  every such sh.ip all accumulator (storage) batteries shall be housed In 
boxes or compartments which are so constructed as to protect the batteries from 
damage and are so ventilated as to minimise the accumulation of explosive gas. 
(9) In spaces where inflammable mixtures are liable to collect, no electrical 
equipment shall be installed unless it is of a type which will not ignite the 
mixture concerned. 
(10) In every such ship every lighting circuit In a bunker or hold shall be 
provided with an isolating switch outside the space. 
Spare Parts and Tools 
45. Every ship of Classes I, II and Il(A) shall be provided with an adequate 
quantity of replacements for those parts of the ship's electrical equipment and 
installations whkh, having regard to the intended service of the ship, it would 
be essential for the safety of the ship and of persons on board to replace in the 
event of failure while tbe ship is at sea, together with such tools as are necessary 
for the fitting of these replacements. 
PART V 
FIRE PROTECTION: SHIPS OF CLASSES I, 11 A�D I l(A) 
Application of Part V 
46. This Part of these Rules applies to ships of Classes I, I I  and Il(A) 
carrying more than 36 passengers. 
Methods of Fire Protection 
47. The accommodation spaces and service spaces in every ship to which 
this Part of these Rules applies shall be constructed in accordance with any one 
of the following methods of fire protection, or a combination thereof, and shall 
comply with such of the following requirements of this Part of tbese Rules 3\ 
are applicable to the method or methods adopted:-
Method I :  The construction in the accommodalton spaces and service 
spaces of a system of internal bulkheading consisting of " Bn class dIYision�. 
together with an automatic fire alarm and fire detection sy!!otem in thelie 
spaces. 
Method 11: The fitting of an automatic spnnklcr, fire detection and fire 
alarm system to the accommodation spaces and service spaces. 
Method 111: Tbe subdiVision of tbe accommodation spaces and service 
spaces by "A" class and "S" class divisions, together with the fitling of an 
automatic fire alarm and fire detection sy�tem in all accommodation spaces 
and service spaces and a restriction of the provision of combustible material 
in these spaces. 
Structure 
Methods I, 11 and III 
48.-{I) Every ship to which this Part of th"e Rules applies shall be con"ruC­
ted in accordance with one of the following methods of fire protection or a 




(2) Method I :  
(a) The hull, superstructure. structural bulkheads, decks and deck houses shall 
be constructed of steel or other equivaicm material. 
(b) Crowns and casings of boiler and machinery spaces shall be of steel 
construction, adequately insulated, and the openings therein, if any, 
shall be suitably arranged and protected to prevent spread of fire. 
(3) Method I J :  
(a) The hull, superstructure, structural bulkheads, decks and deckhouses 
shall be constructed of steel or other equivalent material. 
Cb) Where the superstructure is constructed of aluminium alloy-
(i) the temperature rise of the metallic cores of the "A" Class divisions, 
when exposed to a standard fire test of 60 minutes duration, shall have 
regard to the mechanical properties of the material; 
(ii) an automatic sprinkler system complying with the requirements of 
Rule 56(3) of these Rules shall be installed; 
(iu) adequate provision shall be made to ensure that in the event of fire, 
arrangements for the stowage and launching of and the embarkation 
into survival craft remain as effective as if the superstructure were 
constructed of steel; 
(iv) crowns and casings of boiler and machinery spaces shall be of steel 
construction adequately insulated and the openings therein, if any, 
shall be suitably arranged and protected to prevent spread of fire. 
(4) Method I l l :  
(a) The hull, superstructure, structural bulkheads, decks and deckhouses, 
shall be constructed of steel or other equivalent material. 
(b) Where the superstructure is constructed of aluminium aJloy-
(i) the temperature rise of the metallic cores of the "A" Class divisions, 
: when exposed to a standard fire test of 60 minutes duration, shall have 
regard to the mechanical properties of the material; 
(ii) ceilings shall be of incombustible material; 
(ill) adequate provision shall be made to ensure that in the event of fire, 
arrangements for the stowage and launching of and the embarkation 
into survival craft remain as effective as if the superstructure were 
constructed of steel'; 
(iv) crowns and casings of boiler and machjnery spaces shall be of steel 
construction adequately insulated and the openings therein, if any, 
shall be suitably arranged and protected to prevent spread of fire. 
(5) Where the accommodation and service spaces in any such ship are 
constructed in accordance with a combination of any of the foregoing methods, 
the requirements as to the structure of any part of the ship shall be those 
appropriate to the method of fire protection adopted in that part of the ship. 
Main Vertical Zones 
49.-(1) The hull, superstructure and deckhouses of every ship to which this 
Part of these Rules applies shall be subdivided by bulkheads consisting of "A" 
class divisions into main vertical zones. The mean length of each zone, above the 
bulkhead deck, shall not exceed 1 3 1  feet. Steps and recesses shall be kept to a 
miuimum, but any which are necessary shall consist of "A" Class divisions. 
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(2) Any portions of such divisions which e"tend above the bulkhead deck 
sball, whenever possible, be in line with watertight subdivision bulkheads situated 
immediately below the bulkhead deck aod shall extend from deck to deck and 
to the sb.ip·s shell plating and, in the case of a deckhouse, to the external plating 
thereof. 
(3) The Board may exempt any ship from the requirements of paragraphs ( I)  
and (2) of this Rule to the extent that they are satisfied that compliance therewith 
is incompatible with the purpose for which the ship is designed and that other 
equally effective methods of fire protection have been adopted in the ship. 
"A" and"B" Class Dh'isiolls 
50.-(1)  Every " A" Class division required by tilese Rules sball be constructed 1 
of steel or other equivalent material, in either case stiffened so as to be capable of 
preventing the passage of smoke and flame throughout a standard fire test of !� 
60 minutes duration. The division shall have an adequate insulating value having 
regard to the nature of the spaces adjacent thereto, and if the division is between 
spaces either of which contains adjacent combustible material it shall be so 
insulated that if either face of tbe division is exposed to a standard fire test of 
60 minutes duration tbe average temperature on the unexposed face of the 
division will not increase at any time during the lest by more tban 250' F. ( 139' C.) 
above the initial temperature on tbat face nor shall the temperature at any point 
on the face, including any joint, rise more than 325°F. ( l 80°C.) above tbe initial 
temperature. 
(2) Every "B" Class division required by these Rules sbaU be capable or 
preventing the passage of flame throughout a standard fire test of 30 minutes 
duration. Every such division shall have an adequate insulating value having 
regard to the nature of the spaces adjacent thereto. The division shall be so 
constructed that if either face thereof is exposed to a standard fire test of 30 
minutes duration, the average temperature on the unexposed face of the division 
will not increase at any time during the first 1 5  minules of the tesl in tbe case of 
an incombustible division or the duration of the test in the case of a combustible 
division by more than 2S0"F. (139"C.) above the initial temperature on that face, 
nor shall the temperature at any one point ulcreon, including any joint, increase 
by more than 405°F. (22SDC.) above the initia1 1emperalure. 
(3) The Board may exempt any ship from the requirements of this Rule 
relating to insulation to the extent that they are satisfied that compliance there­
with is unnecessary having regard to the degree of fire hazard pre�ent. 
Openings in "AH Class Di�'isions 
51.-{l) If, in any ship to whicb this Part of tbese Rules applies, any "A" class 
division is pierced for the passage of electric cables, pipes, trunk-ways, girders 
or beams, or for other purposes, the arrangements shall be such that the effective­
ness of the division in resisting fire is not [hereby impalfed. 
(2) (0) Dampers shall be filled in any veotilation truokway, and ducts which 
pass through an "A" class division and shall be provided with a �ultable means 
of local control capable of being operated from both side!. of the division. The 
positions from whjch such means of control may be operated shall be readily 
accessible and shall be permanently marked in red. Indicators shall be provided 
to show whether the dampers are "pen or shut. 
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(b) The Board may permit in lieu of such dampers the filting of an alternative 
and equally efficient means of preserving integrity_ 
(3) Except for tonnage openings and for hatches between cargo, store and 
baggage spaces, and between such spaces and the weather decks, all openings shall 
be provided with permanently attached means of closing which shall be. as far as 
practicable, of equal fire resistance to the divisions in which they are fitted. Where 
HA" class divisions are pierced by tonnage openings, the means of closure shall 
be by Sleel plates. 
(4) The construction of all doors and door frames in "A" Class divisions, with 
the means of securing them when closed, shall provide resistance to fire as well as 
to the passage of smoke and flame as far as practicable equivalent to that of the 
bulkheads in which the doors are situated. Provided that a watertight door shall 
not be required to be insulated. 
(5) Any door in such a division shall be so constructed that it can be opened 
and closed by onc person from either side oftbe division. 
(6) Every door, not being a watertight door in a division constructed in 
compliance with Rules 49 (I), 57 (I) and 57 (2) of these Rules shall b ;  self­
closing and shall be fitted with means whereby it may be readily released from the 
open position. Such doors shall be of suitable types and designs and their self­
closing mechanism shaH be capable of closing the door against an inclination of 
31 degrees. 
Openings in U 8" Class Divisions 
Methods I ond III 
52.-(1) If  in any ship to which this Part of these Rules applies, other than a 
ship in which Method I[ of fire protection has been adopted, any "S" class 
division is pierced for the passage of electric cables, pipes, trunkways, girders or 
beams, or for other purposes, the arrangements shall be such that the effective· 
ness of the division in resisting fire is not thereby impaired. 
(2) In every such ship any doorway or simiJar opening in a ua" class division 
shall have a permanently attached door which shall provide resistance to fire 
equivalent to that of the division itself. 
(3) In every such ship the number of ventilation openings in such divisions 
shall be kept to a minimum. Such openings shall, so far as is reasonably prac­
ticable, be provided only in or under doors and where such an opening is cut in a 
door it shaH be in the lower part of the door and shall be fitted witb a grille 
constructed of incombustible material. 
Bulkheads willtifJ Main Vertical Zones: 
Methods I and III 
53.-(1) Method I :  
(a) Every bulkhead within tbe accommodation spaces or service spaces of a 
ship in which Method I of fire protection has been adopted, not being a 
bulkhead required by these Rules to consist of HA" class divisions. shall 
consist of uB" class divisions which shall be constructed of incombustible 
material but may. subject to the provisions of sutrparagraphs (b) and (c) 




(b) Every such bull..head shall ,,'cnd rrom dec� to deck. Provided tha, a 
bulkhead other than a corridor bulkhead, ma) termmate at a ceiling 
consisting of incombustible material such as to maintam the 10Iegcity 
or,he bulkhead. 
Cc) \Vhere the ship's shell plating forms the boundary of an accommodation 
space or a service space, the adjacent transvCr<iC bulkheads !:Ihall c:\lend to 
the shell plating. \Vhcre the external plating of a deckhou5.c fomls the 
boundary of an accommodation pace or scnlcc space, the adjacent 
transverse and longitudjnal bulkheads shall c\lend to the external plating. 
Provided that any such bulkhead, other than a corridor bulkhead. ma) 
terminate at a l ining consisting of Incombustible material such as to 
maintain the integrity of the bulkhead. 
(2) Method I l l :  
(a) Enclosure bulkheads \\ithin the accommodation spaces and service spaces 
of every ship in which Method I I I  of fire protection has been adopted, 
not being bulkheads required by these Rules la consist of , 'A" class divi,,· 
ions, shall be constructed of "n" class dl\·isions \\hjch shall be of In­
buslible material but may, subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (0) 
and (b) or Rule 54(2) of 'hese Rules, be raced wi,h combustible ma'erial. 
The " B" class divisions shall be arranged so as to fonn a continuous 
network of such divisions or, together with such bulkheads 3S are con­
structed of " A" class divisions. a continUOUS network of "A" and "n" 
class divisions. The area orany onc compartment formed by such network 
shall not c'(ceed 1,600 square feet and shall wherever practicable not c,ceed 
1.300 square reet. 
(b) In every such ship e,ery public room being a 'pace larger 'han 1 ,600 
square feet m area shall. except at the shell plating of the shIp or the external 
plating of a deckhouse, be bounded by bulkheads con!ai!aung of mcom­
bustible "B" class divisions. unless the bulkheads enclosing the room are 
required by these RuJes to consist of "A" class diviSions. 
(c) In every such ship every corridor bulkhead shall consist of UB" cJa�s 
divisions unless it is required by these Rule� to com.i ... t of "A" class 
dIVisions. and shall extend from deck to deck. Where such "B" class 
divisions are not of the mcombusllble type, they �ha" have incombustible 
cores or shall be of an assembled type having Internal layer!! of sheet 
asbestos or similar incombustible material. Ceilings, if fitted, shall be of 
mcombustible material. 
(d) ln every such ship every "B" class bulkhead, other than a corridor bulk­
head, shall e.'end from deck to deck. Provided 'hat any ,uch bulkhead 
may terminate at a ceiling consisting of incombu<;tlble material �uch as to 
maintain the integrity oftbe bulkhead. 
<el In every such ship where the shlp's shell plaung ronm 'he boundary of an 
accommodation space or a �ervice space. any " B" t1a� bulkhead adjacent 
thereto shall extend to the shell plaung. \�'bere the external plaung of a 
deck-house forms the boundary of an accommodation space or fi,CrvICC 
space, any adjacent transver.e or longitudinal "0" cla\s bulkhead 5hal1 
extend to theeuernal plaung. Provided that any luch bulkhead, other than 
a corridor bulkhead, may tenninate at a lining conslstmg of incombustible 
material such as to maintain the integrity of the bulkhead. 
(f) In every such ship the insulation of "A" class and " B" clau divisions, 
except thos.c consututlOg the foeparauon of the malO \ertlcaJ 7.one5. the 






where the divisions form the outside part of the ship or where the adjoin­
ing compartment does not contain a fire hazard. 
Restriclioll o/Combustible Afarerial, ete: 
Me/hods J alld 1Jl 
54.-{I) Method I :  
(a) In every ship in which Method I of fire protection has been adopted all 
linings, grounds, ceilings and insulation shall consist of incombustible 
material except in cargo spaces, mail rooms. bullion rooms, baggage 
rooms and refrigerated store rooms. 
(b) In every such ship the total volume of combustible materials installed as 
racings, mouldings. decorations or veneers in any accommodation space 
or service space shall not exceed a volume equal to that of a veneer of 
one-tenth of an inch on lhe combined area of the walls and ceiling of such 
space. 
(c) I n  every such ship all exposed surfaces in corridors and stainvay en­
closures shall be such tbat the surface spread of flame will not be exceeded. 
(2) Method I l l :  
(a) In every ship in which Method III of fire protection has been adopted the 
provision of combustible materials for linings, grounds, ceilings. fittings 
and furnishings in any space in the accommodation spaces or service 
spaces shall be restricted to the minimum compatible with the use for 
which that space is appropriated. I n  the public rooms in such a ship the 
grounds and supports for the linings and ceilings shall be constructed of 
steel or other material equally effective in resisting fire. 
(b) J n every such ship all exposed surfaces in corridors and stairway enclosures 
shall be such that the surface spread of flame will not be exceeded. 
Automatic Fire Alarm and Fire Detection systems: 
Methods I and III 
55.-( 1 )  In every ship in  which Method I or I I I  of fire protection has been 
adopted a fire alarm and fire detection system shall be installed which will 
detect the presence or the signs of a fire and its location in any accommodation 
or service space. 
(2) Every fire detection system fitted in compliance with these Rules shall be 
capable of automatically indicating on the navigating bridge or at other control 
stations which arc provided with direct communication with the navigating 
bridge, the presence or the signs ofa fire and its location, provided that the Board 
may in any ship permit the indicators to be distributed among several stations if 
they are satisfied that such arrangements are at least as effective as if the indica­
tors were so centralised. 
(3) Electrical equipment used in the operation of any fire detecting system 
fitled in compliance with these Rules shall be capable of being supplied from two 
sources of electric power one of which shall be the emergency source of power 
requiced by Rule 40 of these Rules. 
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(4) The indicating system of any fire detection system fitting in compliance 
with these Rules shall operate both audible and visible alarms at the stations 
referred to in paragraph (2) of tilis Rule. 
(5) The Board may exempt any ship from the requirements of tilis Rule to 
the extent that they 3re satisfied that the accommodation spaces and service 
spaces therein afford no substantial fue risk. 
Automatic Sprinkler, Fire Alarm and Fire Detection systems: 
Method 11 
56.-(1) In every ship in wilich Method I l  of fire protection has been adopted 
an automatic sprinkler and fire alarm and fire detection system complying with the 
requirements specified in Schedule 5 to these Rules shall be installed and so 
arranged as la protect all accommodation spaces and service spaces in the ship. 
(2) The Board may exempt any ship froOl the requirements of this Rule-
(a) to the extent that they 3re satisfied that the accommodation spaces and 
service spaces therein afford no substantial fire risk; 
(b) in respect of any baggage room or store room which they are satisfied 
is provided with adequate arrangements for the detection of fire or for 
the smothering of fire by gas or other suitable means. 
(3) In every silip to wilich this Rule applies the superstructure of wilich is 
whoUy or partly constructed of aluminium alloy, the whole unit including the 
sprinkler pump, tank and air compressor shall be situated to tbe satisfaction of 
the Board in a position reasonably remote from the boiler and machinery spaces. 
Pro/ec/ion o/Stairways 
57.-(1) Methods I and I l I :  
(a) In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies and in which 
Method I or HI  has been adopted every stairway within an accommoda­
tion space or service space shall be of steel frame construction, provided 
that the Board IDay permit in lieu of steel the use of other material 
considered equivalent to steel by virtue of insulation. Every such stairway 
shall lie within an enclosure constructed of "A" class divisions except 
that-
(i) a stairway serving only two decks shall not be required to be enclosed 
by HA" class divisions at more than onc deck; 
(ii) a stairway in a publk room shall not be requjred to be 50 enclosed if 
it lies wholly within tbe room. 
(b) Every opening in a stairway enclosure shaU be provided with a means of 
closure whjch shaU be permanently attached tbereto. The means of closure 
shall be, as far as practicable, equivalent in resistlOg fire to the division 
in which it is fitted and shall, unless it is a watertight door, be self-closing. 
Cc) Every stairway enclosure in such a ship shall communicate directly with 
the corridors adjacent therelo and shaU be of sufficient area to prevent 
congestion, having regard to the number of persons likely lo use the 
stairway in an emergency_ Every such enclosure shall contain as little 










(2) Method 11: 
(a) In every ship to which tbis Part of these Rules applies and in which 
Method 1 I  has been adopted every stain.vay within an accommodation 
space or service space shall be of steel frame construction, provided that 
tbe Board may permit in lieu of steel the use of other suitable material on 
condition that additional fire extinguishing or fire protection arrange­
ments to the satisfaction of the Board are provided. Every such stairway 
shall lie within an enclosure constructed of "A" class divisions except 
that-
(i) a stairway serving only two decks shall not be required to be enclosed 
by "A" class divisions at more than one deck; 
(ii) a stairway in a public room shall not be required to be so enclosed if 
it lies wholly within the room. 
(b) The Board may exempt any ship from the requirements of this paragraph 
in relation to any stairw'ay which they are satisfied is an auxiliary stairway 
adequately protected by sprinklers. 
(c) Every opening in a stairway enclosure shall be provided with a means of 
closure which shall be permanently attached thereto. The means of 
closure shall be, as far as practicable, equivalent in resisting fire to the 
division in which it is fitted aDd shall, unless it  is a watertight door. be 
self-closing. 
(d) Every stairway enclosure in such a ship shall communicate directly with 
the corridors adjacent thereto and shall be of sufficient area to prevent 
congestion. having regard to the number of persons likely to use the 
stairway in an emergency. Every such enclosure shall contain as little 
accommodation space or service space as is practicable in the circum­
stances. 
Separalion 0/ Accommodation Spaces from other Enclosed Spaces 
58. In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies the bulkheads and 
decks separating accommodation spaces from other enclosed spaces shall 
consist of " A" class divisions. 
Protection o/Li/ts and Vertical TnmksJor Light and Air 
59.-(1) In every ship to which trus Part of these Rules applies every lift trunk, 
and every light-and-air and similar trunk in an accommodation space or service 
space, shall be constructed of "A" class divisions. Provided that a lift trunk 
within a stairway enclosure shall not be required to be insulated. Every door in 
such a trunk shall be constructed of steel or other equivalent material and shall 
be as effective as the trunk in resisting fire. 
(2) Every lift trunk in such a ship shall be so fitted as to prevent the passage 
of smoke and ftame from one between decks to another and shall be provided 
with means of closure which will enable draught and smoke to be controlled. 
(3) If in such a ship a light-and-air or similar trunk communicates with more 
than one between deck space and smoke and flame may be conducted from one 
between decks to another, smoke shutters shall be fitted so as to enable each such 
space to be isolated in the event of fire. 
(4) Every other trunk in such a ship shall be so constructed as not to afford 




Protection o/Control Stations 
60.-{1 }  Every control station in a ship to which this Part ofihese Rules applies 
shall be separated from the rest of the shjp by bulkheads and decks consisting of 
"An class divisions. 
(2) The radjoteiegraph room 1.0 such a siljp sball not be situated directly 
above any stainvay. I 
Protection of Store Rooms, elC. 
61.--{I) In every ship to which this Part or tilese Rules applies the boundary 
bulkheads separating a galley, baggage room, mail room, store room, paint room, 
Jamp room, or any similar space from any Olher space shall consist of HA" class 
divisions. 
(2) Spaces appropriated ror the storage or highly inflammable stores shall be 
so constructed and situated as to minimise the danger to persons on board in the 
event offtre. 
Ventilation Systems 
62.-( 1 )  The main inlets of every air supply system and the main outlets of 
every air exhaust system in every ship to which this Part of tbese Rules applies 
shall be capable of being closed from external positions. Wherever practicable 
the system of ducts leading from each ventilating fan shall be withm one main 
vertica I zone. 
(2) Every such ship shall be equipped with two master controls. situated as far 
apart as is practicable, either of which shall be capable of stopping all the fans 
in the power ventilation systems of the shjp, other than the ventilation systems in 
the macrunery space, cargo spaces and any altemative systems required by para­
graph (4) of tltis Rule. Every po\\er ventilation system serving lhe machinery 
space shall have two master controls, one of which shall be capable of being 
operated from outside such space. 
(3) In every sueh ship any ex.hausl ducts from gaUey ranges shall be constructed 
of hA" class divisions which shall be insulated where the ducts pass through 
accommodation, service or machinery spaces, or control stations. Means of 
access shall be provided for cleaning purposes. 
(4) In  every such ship there shall be provided for every control station 
situated below deck, other than a control station situated in the machinery space, 
means to ensure ventilation, visibility and freedom from smoke \\ Ithm It so that m 
the event offire in the ship. the equipment It contains may be operated effectively. 
Unless the control station is situated on, and has access to, an open deck. or is 
provided with local closing arrangements equally effective 10 maintain ventilation. 
visibility and freedom from smoke in the event of fire in the ship. there \hall be 
provided at least iwo entirely separate means of supplymg air to such control 
stations and the air inlets to these sources of supply shall be so sHuated that the 
risk of both drawing in smoke slmultaneou�Jy is as far as practicable ehminated. 
MiscellaJleous Items of Fire Protection 
63.--{I )  The following provisions shall apply to all parts of any shIp to which 
this Part of tbese Rules applies:-
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(a) Paints, varnishes or similar preparations shall not be used if they contain 
a nitro-cellulose or other higWy inflammable base and fabrics containing 
nitro-cellulose shall not be fitted; 
(b) Any pipe which penetrates an " A" class or "B" class division shall be of 
suitable material and shall have regard to the temperature such divisions 
:lre required to w ithstand: 
(c) Pipes intended for oil or other inflammable liquids shall be of suitable 
material having regard to the risk of fire; 
(d) Overbo:lrd scuppers. S:lnilary discharges or other outlets close to the 
w3terline shall not be of a material likely to fail in the event of fire and 
thereby give rise 10 a danger of flooding. 
(2) The following provisions shall apply to the accommodation and service 
spaces of any ship to which this Part of these Rules applies-
(a) Every air space enclosed behind a ceiling, panel or lining in the accom­
modation spaces or service spaces shall be divided by close filling draught-
5tops which shall be spaced not more than 45 feet apart and which shall 
be closed at each deck; 
(b) Every such ceiling, panel and lining shall be so constructed as to enable 
a fire patrol to detect any smoke originating in a concealed or inaccessible 
space without impairing the efficiency of the fire protection of the ship. 
The Board may exempt any ship from the requirements of this Rule if 
they are satisfied that there is no risk of fire originating in such a space: 
(e) The concealed surfaces of every bulkhead, lining. panel, stairway. wood 
ground and other structure in accommodation spaces and service spaces 
shall be such that the surface spread of flame is not exceeded; 
(d) The use of wood for the construction and equipment of galleys, bakeries 
and main pantries shall be restricted so far as is practicable; 
(e) (i) Every window and side scuttle in the ship's side or in bulkheads 
protecting accommodation spaces from the weather shall be constructed 
with frames of steel or other suitable material and the glass therein 
shall be retained by a metal glazing bead. If the window or side 
scuttle is in a position in which the fusion of the frame, ring or btmd 
may give rise to danger of flooding, the frame. ring or bead, as the 
case may be, shall consist of metal which is not likely to fuse in the 
event of fire; 
(ii) Every window and side scuttle in bulkheads within accommodation 
spaces shall be constructed so as to preserve the integrity requirements 
of the type of bulkhead in which it is fitted; 
(j) Any permanent deck sheathjng within an accommodation space, service 
space, control station, stairway or corridor shall be of a type which will 
not readily ignite; 
(g) Cellulose-nitrate fdm shall not be used in cinematograph installations. 
(3) The following provisions shall apply to the machinery spaces of any ship 
to which this Part of these Rules applies:-
(a) The skylights to spaces containing main propulsion machinery or oil-fired 
boilers or auxiliary internal combustion type machinery of a total horse 
power of 1 ,000 or over shall be capable of being closed and opened from 
outside the space in the event of fire and, where they contain glass panels, 
, 
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(b) 
such panels shall be of fire resisting contruction fitted with " Ire reinforced 
glass and shall have external permanently allached �hulten. of steel or 
other equivalent material; 
WindO\\s shall not be fitted in engine casings e�cept where the Board are 
satisfied that they are necessary and will not constitute a fire hazard. 
Where such \\indows are fined they shall be of a non�opening type and 
shall be of fire resisting construction fitted \\ ilh \\ ire reinforced glass and 
shall ha\ e external permanently attached shutters of steel or olher equjva­
Icnt material. 
PART VeAl 
FlRE PRorrcnoN: SHIPS OF CLASSCS I, 11 AND II(A) 
Application of Part VeAl 
64. This Part of these Rules applies to ships of Classes I,  11 and I I(A) 
carrying not more than 36 passenger::;. 
Passenger Sltips carrying not more Ihan 36 Passengers 
65.--{I)  Every ship to which this Rule applies, being a ship can)lng not more 
than 36 passengers, shall comply with Rules 48 to 51 inclusive. Rul..: 58 Rule 
59( 1 )  Rule 60, Rule 61, sub·paragraphs (a), (b), (cl and (d) of Rule 6, ( I )  and 
sub·paragraphs (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) of Rule 63 (2) of these Rules. 
(2) In any such ship the Board may permit smaller amounts of in\ulalion to 
be fitted than are required by Rule 50 (I) of these Rules and the follo\\lOg 
additional provisions shall apply 10 such ships:-
(a) All stairways and means of escape in accommodation and ervice spaces 
shall be of steel or other equivalent material;  
(b) Power ventilation of a machinery space shall be capable or being stopped 
from an easily accessible postlion outside the �pace; 
(c) Excepl where all bulkheads in accommodation spaces conform '"-ith the 
requirements of Rules 53 (I) and 54 (I)  of these Rule,. ,uch ,hips shall be 
provided with an automatic fire detection s)'\tcm conformint: with Rule 55 
of these Rules, and in accommodation spaces the corridor bulkheads 
shall be of steel or shall be incombustible " S "  class dj\'l.�ions. 
PART V(B) 
F IRE PROTEcnON: SHIPS OF CLASSCS I I I  TO VI(A) hell SI\T 
Application of Part V(8) 
66. This Pan of these Rules applies to 'hip, of CIa,,", I I I  lo VI(A) 
inclusive. 
Slruclure o/ Ihe Ship 
67. The hull. super�truclure. structural bulkhead . ded . s and dc:d.houK' of 
e,ery ship of Classe, 1Il aDd I V  shall be constructed of steel. The Board may 




68. Tn every ship to which this Part of tbese Rules applies, being a ship fitted 
with internal combustion propelling machinery or oil-fired boilers. the accom­
modation spaces shall be separated from machinery spaces by "A" class 
divisions. 
PART VI 
BoiLERS AND MACIllNERY 
Applicalioll of Pari VI 
69. This part of these Rules applies to every ship to which these Rules 
apply. 
General 
70. In every ship to which these Rules apply the machinery. boilers and other 
pressure vessels shall be of a design and construction adequate for the service for 
which they are intended and shall be so installed and protected as to minimise 
any danger to persons OD board. Without prejudice to the generality of the 
foregoing, means shall be provided whkh shall prevent overpressurc in any part 
of such machinery, boilers and other pressure vessels, and in particular every 
boiler and every unfired steam generator shall be provided with not less than two 
safety valves. Provided that the Board may, having regard to the output or any 
other features of any boiler or unfired steam generator, permit only one safety 
valve to be fitted if they are satisfied that adequate protcction against over­
pressure is thereby provided. 
Boilers and other Pressure Vessels 
71.-(1) In every ship to which these Rules apply every boiler or other pressure 
vessel and its respective mountings shall before being put into service for the 
first time be subjected to a hydraulic test to a pressure suitably in excess of the 
working pressure which will ensure that the boiler or other pressure vessel and 
its mountings are adequate in strength and design for the intended service, 
having regard to:-
(0) the design and material of which it is constructed; 
(b) the purpose for which it is intended to be used; and 
(c) the working conditions under which it is intended to be used: 
and every such boiler or other pressure vessel shall at any time thereafter be 
capable of withstanding such a test. 
(2) Provision shall he made which will facilitate the cleaning and inspection 
of every pressure vessel. 
Afachillery 
72.-{t) 1n every ship to which these Rules apply main and auxiliary machinery 
neces�ary for the propulsion and safety of the ship shall be provided with 
�ffect1ve means of control, and the machinery shall be capable of being brought mto operation when initially no power is available in the ship. 
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(2) ]n every such ship. where risk from over·speeding of machinery e\ISlS. 
means shall be pro\'ided to ensure that the safe speed is not exceeded, and In 
panicuJar a governor shall be prO\ided for any turbine or set of turbines \\ hich 
drives a single gear \\ heel forming part of the main propelling machinery so as 
to shut ofT the steam automatically in the cvent of over:,pecd. A hand trip gear 
shall also be provided for that purpose. 
(3) l n  every such ship means shall be provided which will shut off auto­
matically the steam from any ahead turbine and any other machinery served by 
the same lubricating oil system as the turbine in the event of any failure of that 
system. 
(4) In every such ship where main or auxiJjary machinery or any parts of such 
machinery are subject to internal pressure those parts shall before being put into 
service for the first time be subjected to a hydraulic test to a pressure suitably in 
excess of the working pressure having regard to:-
(a) the design and the material of which they are constructed; 
(b) the purpose for which they are intended to be used; and 
(c) the working conditions under which they are intended to be used; 
and such parts shall at any time thereafter be capable of w Ithstanding such a 
test. 
73.-{1)  Every ship to which these Rules apply shall have suflicient po\\er for 
going astern to secure proper control of the ship in all normal circumstance ...  
(2) The ability of the machinery to reverse the direction of thrust of the 
propeller in sufficient lime, under normal manoeuvring conditions. and so to 
bring the ship to rest from maximum ahead service speed shall be demonstrated 
at the first survey of the ship. 
Shafts 
74. In every ship to which these Rules apply every shaft shall be so designed 
and constructed that it will withstand the ma),Jmum working stresses to which It 
may be subjected, with a factor of safety which is adequate having regard to 
(a) the material of which it is constructed; 
(b) the service for which it is intended; and 
(c) the type of engines by 'Which it is dnven or of whjch it forms a part. 
Boiler Feed Systems 
75.--{1) In every ship lO "'hich lhese Rules apply every boiler filled shall be 
provided with not less than two effiCient and �epJrate feed systems so arranged 
that euher of such systems may be opened up for inspection or overhaul without 
affecting the efficiency of the other. Meam shall be pro\lded v.hich \1.111 prevent 
overpressure in any pan of the s):,tems. 
(2) In e\'ery such ship in which boilers are fitted there shall be prOVided not 
less than two feed pumps and when the boilers are operaung under full load 




(3) In  every slIch ship in which boilers are fitted provision shall be made to 
ensure that a supply of suitable reserve feed water is available, having regard to 
the nature and intended duration of the voyage . 
(4) If it is possible for oil to enter the feed water system in any such ship, 
the arrangements for supplying boiler feed water shall provide for the inter­
ception of oil in the feed water. 
(5) Every feed check valve. fitting or pipe through which feed water passes 
from a pump to the boilers in any such ship shall be designed and constructed to 
withstand the maximum working stresses to which it may be subjected, with a 
factor of safety which is adequate having regard to the material of which it is 
constructed and the working conditions under which it will be used. Every such 
valve, fitLing or pipe shall before being put into service for the first time be 
subjected to a hydraulic test suitably in excess of the maximum working pressure 
of the boiler to which it is connected or of the maximum working pressure to 
which the feed line may be subjected, whkhever shall be the greater, and shall 
at any time thereafter be capable of withstanding such a test. 
(6) In every such ship where oil fired water tube boilers are fitted. an auto­
matic boiler water low level alarm and an automatic boiler water low level shut­
off valve in  the fuel supply pipe to tbe furnace fronts shall be provided. 
Steam Pipe Systems 
76.-(1 )  In every ship to whicb tbese Rules apply every steam pipe and fitting 
connected thereto through whjch steam may pass shall be so designed and 
constructed as to withstand the maximum working stresses to which it may be 
subjected with a factor of safety whjch is adequate having regard to-
(a) the material of which it is constructed; and 
(b) the working conditions under which it will be used. 
(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, every such steam pipe 
or fitting shall before being put into service for the first time be subjected to a 
� test to a hydraulic pressure to be determined having regard to the requirements 
of sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of the preceding paragraph but in no case to less 
than twice the working pressure to which it may be subjected and shall at any 
time thereafter be capable of withstanding such a test. 
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(3) Steam pipes shall be adequately supported. 
(4) Provision shall be made which will avoid excessive stress likely to lead to 
the failure of any such steam pipe or fitting, whether by reason of variation in 
temperature, vibration or otberwise. 
(5) Efficient means sball be provided for draining every such steam pipe so as 
to ensure that the interior of the pipe is kept free of water and that water hammer 
action will not occur under any conditions likely to arise in the course of the 
intended service of the shjp. 
(6) If in any ship to which these Rules apply a steam pipe may receive steam 
from any source at a higher pressure than it can withstand with an adequate 
factor of safety, an efficient reducing valve, relief valve and pressure gauge shall 
be fitted to such pipe. 
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Air Pressure Systems 
77.--{1) In every ship to which tbese Rules apply. being a ship in which 
machinery essential for the propulsion and safety of the ship or of persons on 
board is required to be started, operated or controlled solely by compressed air. 
there shall be provided at least two air compressors each of which shall be of 
efficient design and of sufficient strength and capacity for the service for which 
it  is intended. Provided that in ships of Classes III to VI(A) inclush"e only one 
such compressor shall be required. 
(2) Every ship to which these Rules apply. being a ship propelled by corn· 
pression ignition engines designed to start by compressed air, shall be provided 
\\'jth at least two ajr receiver . which shall be of such aggregate capacity that. 
when they are filled \\�th compressed air, the air contained therein will be 
sufficient to start each of the ship's main engines twelve times, if sllch engines 
are rever�ible, and six times, if sucb engines are Don-re\"erslble. Provided that 
in ships of CI3sses IIr to VJ(A) inclusive only one such air receiver shall be 
required. 
(3) Every air receiver and air bottle provided in any such ship shall be filted 
with means of access for purposes of inspection and shall be provided \\ith 
efficient drains [or the removal of oil and water and with efficient relief valves to 
prevent ovcrpressure. If the air receiver or air bottle can be isolated from the 
relief valve. it shall be fitted with one or more fusible plugs so as to discharge its 
contents in tbe event of fue. 
(4) (a) E,ery air pressure pipe provided in any such ship and every fittmg 
connected to such pipe shall be capable of withstandmg the maximum working 
stresses to which it may be subjected with a factor of safety whjch is adequate 
having regard to-
(i) the material of which it is constructed; and 
(ii) the working conditions under which it is intended to be used. 
(b) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregOing. every such PIpe and 
fitting otber than a pipe or filling in a pneumatic control system, shall before 
being put mto service for the first lime be subjected to a test by hydraulic pressure 
to twice its maximum working pressure and shall at any time thereafter be 
capable of withstanding such a test. 
(5) (a) [very sucb pipe shall be properly supported. Provision shall be 
made which will keep the interior of the pipe free from oil and either will 
prevent tbe passage of flame from the cylinders of the engine lo the pipe, or \\>-ill 
protect the pipe from the effects of 3n internal explosion. 
(b) In every such ship all di�barge pipes from starting air compre son sball 
lead directly to the starting air receivc� and all starting air pipes from the air 
receiven. to main or auxiliary engines shall be kept courely bcparate from the 
compressor di�harge pipe system. 
(6) (a) Means shall be provided in any such ship to prevent overpres$ure in 
any part of any compressed air system and where water jackets or casing3 of 
air compressors and coolers might be subjected lO dangerous overpre\sure due to 
leakage into them from air pressure parts, suitable pre':l5Ure rchef arrangements 






Cb) If ao air pressure pipe may receive air from any source at a higher pressure 
than it can withstand with an adequate factor of safety, an efficient reducing 
valve, relief valve and pressure gauge shall be fitted to such pipe. 
Cooling Systems 
78.-( 1 )  rn every ship to which these Rules apply where machinery essential 
[or the propulsion or safety of the ship or of persons on board is dependent for 
its operation on an efficient cooling water system there shall be provided at least 
one circulating pump and, except in the case of any emergency generator and in 
ships of Classes HI to VI(A) inclusive, provision shall be made so that in the 
event of the failure of such pump an alternative pump is available for the same 
duty. Such pumps shall be capable of supplying adequate cooling water to such 
machinery, oil coolers, fresh water coolers or condensers fitted thereto, as the 
case may be. 
(2) If direct sea water cooling is used for essential internal combustion 
machinery the sea water suctions shall be provided with strainers which can be 
cleaned without interruption of the supply of water. 
(3) Means shall be provided for ascertaining whether the cooling systems are 
working properly and for preventing overpressure in any part thereof. 
(4) The exhaust pipes and silencers of every internal combustion engine 
provided in a ship to which these Rules apply shall be efficiently cooled or 
lagged. 
Oil Systems for Lubricating, Cooling and Control 
79.--{I )  Tn every ship to which these Rules apply. being a ship in which oil is 
circulated under pressure for the lubrication or cooling or as the sole means of 
control of machinery essential for the propulsion or safety of the ship or persons 
on board, at least two pumps shall be provided each of which shall be adequate 
for circulating such oil. Provided that in ships of Classes lIT to ¥leA) inclusive 
and in the case of any emergency generator in any ship only one such pump 
shall be required. 
(2) Tn every ship of Classes T, I l  and Il(A) propelled by turbine machinery, or 
having turbo-electric propelling machinery, the lubricating oil arrangements 
shall be such that an emergency supply of oil is available sufficient to maintain 
after a power failure an adequate supply of lubricating oil for at least three 
minutes or for such time as may be required for unloaded turbo-electric pro­
pelling machinery to come to rest from the maximum running speed. Such 
emergency supply shall automatically come into use on failure of the pressure 
supply of lubricating oil from the pump or pumps. 
(3) Strainers shall be provided for straining the lubricating oil and, except 
in ships of Classes III to Vl(A) inclusive, sball be capable of being cleaned 
without interrupting the supply of such oil. 
(4) Means shall be provided for ascertaining whether the lubricating system 
is working properly and for preventing overpressure in any part of the system. 
If the means of preventing overpressure is a relief valve it shall be in close 
circuit. 
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Oil Fuel lnsrallariolls: (Boilers and \fachill('rr) 
80.-( 1 )  lo every ship to w h ich these Rules appl) any oil fuel used in boilers 
or machinery shall. e,cepl a, allo\\ed by Rule 40 (3) or Rule 4 1  (2), have a 
flash polOl of nOl less lhan 1 50 F. (Closed lest.) 
(2) I n every ship 10 which lhe,e Rules appl), bemg a <hip propelled by mean 
of oil-fired boilers or internal combustion machinery. e\ cry double bottom 
compartment appropriated for the storage of oil fuel, not being a compartment 
situated at the e:\.treme forward or after cnd of the !:IllIP, shall be fittcd \\ilh 3 
\\3tenight centre di\·ision. 
(3) Every 011 fuel L,nk i n  such a ship shall be properly construcled and shall. 
\\here nccessary, be provided with sa\e-alls or gutter::. w hich will catch any 011 
which may leak rrol11 the tank. No such lank shall be situated directly above 
boilers or other heated surfaces. Wuhout prejudice to the generality of the fore­
going. every such tank shall before being put mto service for the first tUllC be 
subjected to a test by hydraulic pressure in the case of 3 storage tank, settling 
tank or service tank. equal to that or a head of water onc foot greatcr than the 
greatest head to which the tank may be subject \\ hen in service, but in the case 
of a settling tank, to not less th3n I Slb. per square inch. and every such tank shall 
at any lime thereafter be capable or withstanding such a lest. 
(4) The oil fuel carried in such a ship �hall be effectively isolated from \\ater 
ballast which may be carried therem. The pumping arrangements shall be such 
as will permit the oil fuel to be tran')fcrred from any storage tank or �ellling tan).. 
appropriated for oil fuel into another storage tank or �elllmg tank so appro­
priated. PrO\;sion shall be made to prevent the accidental di\charge or o\erflow 
of oil overboard. If fresh water is stored in a tank adJacenl lo a tank appropriated 
for the storage of oil fuel a coffer dam shall be provided \\ hid \\ III pre\ent 
contamination of the fresh \\ater by the oil. 
(S) In every such ship efficient mean� �hall be pro\ ided for sounding every 
oil fuel tank therein and to prevent o\'erpre�sure in !<.uch tank. 
(6) In every sucb ship an atr pIpe shall be led from every oil fuel ">nk 10 lhe 
open air, and the outlet thereor shall be in such a position that there will be no 
danger of fire or explosion rcsultmg from the emergence of oil vapour from the 
pipe \\ hen lhe ">nk IS being filled. Lvery such pIpe 'hall be filled "nh a de,,>eh­
able wire gauze diaphragm. If such pipe aho serves a� an overflow pipe provj\ion 
�hall be made which \\ ill prevent the overflow from runnmg IOto or ntar a 
boiler room, galley or other place in ",hlch It might I>c ignlteu, 
(7) Every drain pro\ided in such a !thlp for the purpo�e of rcmO\ilOg waltr 
rrom oil fuel 10 storage or �etlling tanh or in sepMatoh �hall be of the �elf­
do .. iog type. 
(8) The oil fuel filling s">llons to every such 'hIp hall be ,,,,Ialed from olher 
space!. in the �hip and shall be sufficiently dralOed and \cntilatt'd. PrO\'I\IOn ,.hall 
be made \\ hich \\ ill prevent overpressure 10 an} oll�hlllOg pipe hne . 
(9) In every such ship C\Cr}' od pre��ure pipe hall be made or toeamJe s teel. 
or other !tulwble materia.l and, if u cd for cOO\C)lOg hC"'"dtcd 011. shall he �1tuated 






room Of engine room. Every such pipe and joint therein and every fitting con­
nected to such pipe shall before being put into service for the first time be sub­
jected to a test by hydraulic pressure to 400 lb. per square inch or to twice its 
maximum working pressure, whichever shall be the greater, and shall at any 
time thereafter be capable of withstanding such a test. 
(10) In every such ship cvery oil pipe, nol being an oil pressure pipe, shall be 
made of steel or other suitable material and shall be led at such a height above the 
ship's inner bottom, if any. as will facilitate the inspection and repair of the pipe. 
Every such pipe and joint therein and every fitting connected to such pipe shall 
before being put into service for the first time be subjected to a test by hydraulic 
pressure to 50 lb. per square inch or to twice its maximum working pressure, 
whichever shall be the greater> and shall at any time thereafter be capable of 
withstanding such a test. 
( 1 1 )  In every such ship every steam heating pipe which may be in contact with 
oil shall be made of steel and, together with its joints, shall before being put into 
service for the first time be subjected to a test by hydraulic pressure to twice its 
maximum working pressure and shall at any time thereafter be capable of 
withstanding such a test. 
( 12) In every such ship every suction pipe from any oil fuel tank situated 
above an inner bottom and every oil fuel levelling pipe within a boiler room or 
engine room shall be fitted with a valve or cock secured to each lank to which 
tbe pipe is connected. Every such valve or cock fined to an oil fuel suction 
pipe shall be so arranged that it may be closed both from the compartment in 
which it is situated and from a readily accessible position outside such compart· 
ment and not likely to be cut off in the event of fire in that compartment. Every 
l such valve or cock fitted to an oil fuel levelling pipe shall be so arranged that 
it  can be closed or opened from a readily accessible position above the bulkhead 
deck and not likely to be cut off by flooding or by fire in the compartment in 
which the pipe is situated. if any oil tank filling pipe is not connected to an oil 
fuel tank at or near the top of tbe tank, it shall be fitted with a non-return valve 
or with a valve or cock secured to the tank to which it is connected and so 
arranged that it may be closed both from the compartment in which it is situated 
and from a readily accessible position outside such compartment and not likely 
to be cut off in the event of fire iD tbat compartment. 
(13) In every such ship every master valve at the furnace fronts which controls 
the supply of oil fuel to sets of burners shall be of a quick-closing type and 
fitted in a conspicuous position and readily accessible. Provision shall be made 
to prevent oil from being turned OD to any burner unless such burner has been 
correctly coupled up lo lbe oil supply line. 
(14) In every such ship every valve used in connection with the oil fuel 
installation shall be so designed and constructed as to prevent the cover of the 
valve chest being slackened back or loosened when the valve is operated. 
(15) In every such ship every pump provided for use in connection with the 
oil fuel system shall be separate from the ship's feed pumps, bilge pumps and 
ballast pumps and the connections of any such pumps and shall be provided with 
an efficient relief valve which shall be in close circuit. Provision shall be made 
by w��h every. oil fuel pressure pump and transfer pump may be stopped from a pOSItion outsIde the compartment in which such pump is situated. 
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(16) Every such ship shall be provided Ydth not less than two oil fuel units. 
each comprising a pressure pump. filters and :1 heater, uch pump, filters and 
heater shall be of efficient design and substanti:ll construction. Pro\l"ion shall 
be made which will prevent overpressure in any part of tile oil fuel unllS. The parts 
of such oil fuel units \\wch are subject to oil pres ure, and the jomts thereof. 
shall before bemg put into service for the fir�t time be �ubjccted to a lest by 
hydraulic pressure to 400 lb. per square Inch or t\\ Ice their ma\lmum \\ork..ing 
pressure, \\hiche\er shall be the greater. and shall at any lime thereafter be 
capable of \\ Ilhstancling such a te�t. Any relief \3hc!!. fiued to prevent over­
pressure in the oil fuel heater shall be in close circuit. I f  steam 1\ u"ed for heating 
oil fuel in bunkers, tanks. heaters or separators in any such !!.hip. c,haust drams 
shall be provided to discharge the \\aler of conden"ation into an ob�ervation 
tank. 
( 17) In e\'cry such ship save-ails or gutter� shall be provided under every 
oil fuel pump, filter and heater to catch any oil which may leak or be spiUcd 
thercfrom. Sa\'e-alls or gUlIers shall be provided In \\ay of the furnace mouths 
to catch oil which may escape from the burncr�. Provl�ion shall be made which 
will prevent oil which may escape from any 011 fuel pump, filter or heater from 
coming into contact with boilers or other heated surfaces. 
( 1 8) Every oil fuel separator in such a ship shall be of effiCient design and 
substantial construction. PrQ\'ision shall be made \\hich \\-111 prevent oyer­
pressure in any part thereof and which will prevent the discharge of oil vapour 
therefrom Into confined spaces. 
(19) I f  m any ship to " hieh these Rules appl) bemg a ship propelled by 
means of Oil-fired boilers. dampers are filled to the funnels or boilers. provision 
shall be made for securing the dampe� m the open posItion and an mdlcator shall 
be provided to show \\ het her the damper� 3re open or "hut. 
(20) For the purposes of this Rule the exprc\sion "oil fuel tank" mcludes an 
oil fuel storage tank, an oil fuel setthng tank, an oil fuel serYlce lank and an 011 
fucl overflow tank. 
Ot! Fuel ltlSlalla/;ons: (Cook"'g Ranges QJld other lIea/mg Appliances) 
81.-(1) I f  in any ship to whieh these Rules apply a cookmg range or other 
heating appliance is supplied with fuel from an 011 lank, the lank shall not be 
situated in a galley, and the supply of oil to the. burner!!. shall be capable of 
being controlled from a position outside the galley. No range or burner shall 
be fitted which is designed to be operated by means of 011 fuel havmg a flash 
point of less than I SO  F. 
(2) The tank shall be provided with an air pipe leadmg to lhe open alf. 
The pipe shall be in such a position that there \\-111 be no danger of (jre or ex­
plosion resultmg from the emergence of oil vapour from the pipe �hen the tank 
IS bemg filled The pipe shall be fitted ",lh a detachable "Ire gaule diaphragm. 
(3) Safe and efficient means shall be pro\idcd for hllmg c\-cry "uch tank 
and for preventing overpressure therein. 
" en/ita/ion 
82.-In every ship to which the�e Rules apply eHry �pace In "hleh an oil 












Communication between Bridge and Engine Room 
83.-Every ship in Class I. 1 1  or II(A) to which these Rules apply shall be 
provided with two means of communicating orders from the navigating bridge 
to the engine room control platform. One of the means shall he an engine room 
telegraph. 
Steering Gear 
84.-(1)  Every ship to which these Rules apply shall be provided with efficient 
main and auxiliary steering gear. Provided that if main steering gear power 
units and their connections are fitted in duplicate to the satisfaction of the 
Board and each power unit enables the steering gear to meet the requirements 
of sUh-paragraph (b) of paragraph (2) of thjs Rule no auxiliary steering gear 
shall be required. 
(2) In  every such ship-
(a) the main steering gear shall be of adequate strength and sufficient to 
sleer the ship at maximum service speed. The main steering gear, indu ing 
the rudder and associated fittings, and rudder stock shall be so designed 
that they are not damaged at maximum astern speed; 
(b) the main steering gear shall be capable of putting the rudder over from 
35 degrees on one side to 35 degrees on the other side with the ship 
running ahead at maximum service speed. The rudder shall be capable 
of being put over from 35 degrees on either side to 30 degrees on the other 
side in 28 seconds at maximum service speed; 
(c) the auxiliary steering gear shall be capable of being rapidly brought into 
action and shall be of adequate strength and of sufficient power to enable 
the ship to be steered at navigable speed and i n  any such ship in which a 
rudder stock of over 9 inches diameter in way of the tiller is required to 
comply with sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph the auxiljary steering 
gear shall be operated by power. 
(3) (a) In every such ship in which a rudder stock of over 9 inches is required 
to comply with sub-paragraph (a) of the preceding paragraph. there shall be 
provided a suitably located alternative steering station. In every other ship to 
whlch these Rules apply means shall be provided by which the ship can be steered 
from a position aft. 
(b) In  every such ship the remote steering control systems from the principal 
and alternative steering stations shall be so arranged that failure of either system 
will not result in inability to steer the ship by means of the other system. Means 
of communication shall be provided to enable orders to be transmitted from the 
bridge to the alternative steering station. 
(4) In every such ship which is fitted with power operated steering gear the 
position of the rudder shall be indicated at  the principal steering station. 
Spare Gear 
85.-Every ship of Classes r. [I and [I(A) shall be provided with ,ufficieot 
spare gear having regard to the intended service of the ship, 
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PART VII 
MISCELLANt:OLS 
Application DJ Part VIf 
86.-This Part of these Rules applies to every ship to " luch these Rules apply. 
Compasses 
87.-(1 )  (a) Every ship of Class I shall be provided with three efficient magnetic 
compasses which shall be sited on the ship's centre line. One of such compasses 
shall be provided for use as a steering compass and shall be sited at the normal 
steering position and another shall be provided for use as a standard compass 
and shall be sited near to the normal steering position and In a position from 
which the view of the horizon is least obstructed. A third such compass shall 
be provided at the aner steering position and shall, together with Its gimbal 
units, be interchangeable with the steering compass. 
Provided that a magnetic steering compass shall not be required if-
(i) the standard comp3ss is of the reflector or projector type and is equipped 
with a device by which it may be read from the normal steering posiuon; 
(ii) the standard compass is interchangeable with the after steering compass; 
and 
(ill) a card of a gyroscor-ic compass or of a repeater thereof can be read from 
the normal steering position. 
(b) Every magnetic compass provided in such a sbjp shall be mounted on a 
binnacle. Provided that the after steering compass may be mounted on a pedestal. 
(2) Every ship of Classes 11, H(A) and III shall be provided with two efficient 
magnetic compasses which shall be sited on the ship's centre line. One of such 
compasses shall be provided for use as a steering compass and shall be sited at the 
normal steering position and the other shall be provided for use as a standard 
compass and shall be sited near to the normal steenng position and in a position 
from which the view of the horizon is least obstructed. Each of such compasses 
shalJ be mounted OD a binnacle. 
(3) Every ship of Cl asses rv, VI and Vr(A) shall be provided w,th one effic,ent 
magnetic compass which shall be readiJy available al lhe normal steering position. 
Depth-Sounding Devices 
88.-{I) Every ship of Classes I. rr  and II(A) shall be provided with an 
efficient mechanical depth-sounding device operated by means of a hne and v.ith 
such spare pans as are sutficienl. baving regard to the rype of the deVice and to 
the intended service of the ship, to enable the device to be maintained in working 
order while the ship is at sea. Provided that a mechanical depth-sounding device 
shall not be required in any ship of Class 11 or ll(A) which 15 under 1 ,600 ton,. 
(2) Every ship of Classes I to III Ulciu'lVe shall be prOVIded .. ,th tv.o hand 











Anchors and Chain Cables 
89.-Every ship to which these Rules apply shall be provided with such 
anchors and chain cables as are sufficient in number, weight and strength, baving 
regard to the size and intended service of the ship. 
Hawsers and Warps 
90.-Every ship to which these Rules apply shall be provided with such haw­
sers and warps as are sufficient in number and strength, having regard to the 
size and intended service of the ship . 
Means of Escape 
91.-(1) Every ship to which these Rules apply, not being an open or partially­
decked ship of Class V, VI or VI(A), shall be provided with such doorways, 
stairways, ladderways and other means of escape as will provide readily acces­
sible means of escape for all persons in the ship. The means of escape shall be so 
designed and constructed as to be capable of being easily used by the persons for 
whom they are intended. The number and width of such means of escape shall 
be sufficient, having regard to the number of persons by whom they may be used. 
(2) In every ship of Classes I ,  I I  and II(A) there shall be provided below the 
bulkhead deck at least two such means of escape from each compartment 
bounded by watertight bulkheads or from each similarly restricted space or 
group of spaces and at least one of the means of escape provided from each such 
compartment or from each such space or group of spaces shall be independent 
of watertight doors. 
(3) In every ship of Classes I,  II and II(A) there shall be provided above tbe 
bulkhead deck at least two such means of escape from each space bounded by 
main vertical zone bulkheads or from each similarly restricted space or group 
of spaces and one of the means of escape provided from each space or group of 
spaces sRall give access to the lifeboat or liferaft embarkation deck or decks or 
to a stairway leading to such decks. 
(4) In  every ship of Classes I, II and Il(A) at least one of the means of escape 
so provided shall be enclosed so as to afford, as far as practicable, continuous 
fire shelter from the level of its origin to the lifeboat and liferaft embarkation 
deck or decks. 
(5) In every ship of Classes III to VI(A) inclusive, not being an open or 
partially-decked ship of Class V, VI or VI(A), such means of escape shall lead 
to an open deck of sufficient area, having regard to the number of persons which 
the ship may carry. 
(6) Every ship of Classes V, VI and VI(A), being an open or partially-decked 
ship, shall be provided with readily accessible means of escape from all enclosed 
spaces in the ship. Such means of escape shall be sufficient in number and width, 
having regard to the number of persons who may be in the said spaces. 
(7) In the machinery spaces in every ship of Classes I to Vl(A) inclusive, not 
being a ship undecked in way of the machinery space, there shall be provided 
from each engine room, shaft tunnel and boiler room two means of escape as 
widely separated as practicable, one of which may be a watertight door if such 
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a door is available as a means of escape. Where no such watenight door IS 
available the two means of escape shall consi!:lt of two selS of steel ladder::; leading 
to separate doors in the casing or else\\ here from \\hich there is access to the 
lifeboat or Iifcraft embarkation deck or decks. The Board may e"empt any 
such ship of less than 2,000 tons from the requirements of this paragraph. 
(8) In every ship of Class I suitable signs shall be dISplayed m corridors and 
stairways indicating the direction of escape routes to passenger muster stations. 
Such signs shall be continuously iJlununated and shall be adequate in number 
and distribution. They shall be capable of bemg tIIumtnated by the s!up's 
emergency lighting system. 
(9) In every ship to which this part of these Rules applies the means of escape 
from any public room which may be used for the purpose of concens, cmema 
shows or similar forms of entertainment shall be adequate baving regard 10 the 
number of persons who may be in the audience and the seating shall be arranged 
in rows to ensure free access 10 the exits. Where In any such public rooms 
subdued lighting is used, the exits shall be clearly marked with illuminated signs 
and any door:, shall be constructed to open outwards. 
Guard Rails, Slanchions and Bulworks 
92.--{ I )  In every ship to w!uch these Rules apply bul"arks or guard rails 
shall be provided on every exposed deck to which any persons or vehicles may 
have access. Such bulwarks or guard rails, together with stanchions supporting 
the guard rails, shall be so placed, designed and constructed, and in panlcular 
shall be of such a height above the deck as to prevent any person who may have 
access to that deck or any vehicle from accidentally falling thercfrom. Any 
freeing ports fitled in such a bulwark shall be covered by a grid or bars which will 
prevent any person from falling through the port. 
(2) In every open or partially-decked ship of Class V, VI or VI(A) every wash­
slrake, covering board and coaming shall be so placed, de!tigned and constructed 
and m particular shall be of such a height above the floorboards as to pre\ent 
any person from accidentally falling overboard. 
Allernotive Conslruclion, Equipment and Machincf)' 
93.-Where these Rules reqUire that the hull or machinery of a ship shall be 
constructed III a particular manner, or that panicular equipment �hall be 
provided, or panicular provision shall be made, the Board may allow the hull or 
macrunery of the ship to be constructed in any other manner or any other 
eqUipment to be provided or other provl<;ion made. If the)' are �ati"fied that 
that other construction or equipment or other provi!tlon 1\ at lea t a cffc(;tive 
as thal required by these Rules. 
1 1 th May, 1 965 
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SCHEDULE I Rule 2 
LIMITS OF SMOOTH WATER AND PARTIALLY 
SMOOTH WATER AREAS 
DISTRICT 
SHETLAND ISLES­













Smooth Water Areas 
In Cromarty Firth within a 
line between North Sulor and 
South Sular. 
Within a line from Fort 
Gcorge to Chanonry Point 
to Fort WiUiam. 
Within a line from South 
JellY to Abercromby Jetty. 
Within a Line from Fish Dock, 
Dundee to Craig Head, East 
Newport. 
Within the Firth of Forth but 
not east of the Forth railway 
bridge. 
Within the Breakwaters. 
Partially Smooth Water 
Areas·t 
Between Gutcher and Sclmont. 
Between Tofts Vac and Ulsta. 
Ln wimer i n  the area bounded 
by a hne from Poim of 
Scotland to Heogan to the 
northward. and from Holm of 
Mel to the lighthouse situated 
some 3 cables to the eastward 
of the Nabb to the southward. 
In summer in the area bounded 
by a line from Easter Rova 
Head to Score Head to the 
northw.lrd. and from the south 
end of Ness of Sound to 
Kirkabisterncss to the south­
ward. 
Between KJrl..wall and Rousay 
not cast of a hne between Point 
of the Grand (Egilsay) and 
Gait Ness (Shapinsay) or be­
tween Work Head (Mamland) 
through Helhar Holm hght to 
the shore of Shapmsay; not 
north ",est of the south east tip 
of Eynhallow Island, or north 
of the southern tIP of Holm of 
Scockness. 
To Scapa but nOI outside Scapa 
Flow. 
WithLn a hne from North Sutor 
to aLrn Breakwater. 
Within a hne from North Sutor 
to Nalfll Breakwater. 
No partially smooth waters. 
Within a line from Broughty 
Castle to Tayport. 
Within a hne 
to Portobello. 
from Kirkcaldy 
Within a line from Kirkcaldy 
IQ Portobello. 
-The outer limits of the smooth water areas specified in the second column of this Schedule 
shall be taken to be Ihe corresponding inner limits of the partially smooth water areas 
specified in Ihe third column of this Schedule. 
tUnlcss otherwise indicated these limits apply at all times of the year. In this Schedule 
"summer" means the months of April to October, inclusive, and "winter" means the months 
of November to March, inclusive. 
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DlSTRICf Smooth Water Areas I 1)3rtl3l1) Smooth Water ____________ �------------_________ �_a_s·_t ____ _ 
ENGUII 0 E. COAST 

















Lo .... Co$toft 
Wood bridge 
Harwich, Ipswich or 
Felwtowe R:ulway Pier. 
Maldon 
Bumham-on.crouch 
Within a line (rom Splu,,1 
Point to the inner end of 
Breakv.'alco;. 
Within the Breakwaten. 
Wilhl1l the Plee Heads. 
W,thin the T)nt P,cr Heads. 
Within the Sunderland Pu:�r 
Heads. 
Witrun the Breakwaters. 
Not eastward of No. 8 Beacon. 
Within Whitby Pier I leads. 
-
Within a Ime from North 
Ferriby to South Ferriby. 
Inside the New Cut. 
Inside Wisbech ClIt. 
inside Lynn Cut. 
On all iDland navigation \4-jth. 
In the Harbour Entrances al 
Yannouth or Lowestoft. 
On the River Deben to the 
Mouth. 
On the RI .... er Orwell or on the 
RI .... er Slour, and y, Ithln a line 
from Dovercourt Breakwater 
to Landguard Pomt. 
On the R . ..  ·cr Blackwater 
.... Ithin a hne from Wen 
Mersea Point 10 Sales Point. 
On the Rn er Crouch ","Ilhin 
a hoe from Holl} .... ell POint to 
Foulnes$ POint. 
No partially smooth waters. 
o partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
1'\0 partially smooth \\1!ters. 
No parhally mooth .... aters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth .... aters. 
No partially smooth watcrs. 
In winler within n hne from 
New I folland 10 Paull. 
In summer wlthm a line from 
Icclhorpes Plcr to Patnngton 
Church. 
In wmler within a line from 
New Holland to Paul!. 
In summer \4-lthln a hne from 
ieclhorpes PKr to Palrington 
Church. 
In .... lnter. no partially smooth 
.... aters. 
In summer, .... ithin a hne from 
loclhorpes Pier to PatnnglOn 
Church. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially �mooth waters. 
• partially 0 �mooth .... aters. 
0 partially smooth .... aters. 
No partially smooth ..... atm. 
No panlally smOOlh walers. 
In SUrnmtr �Ithm a line from 
Claclon I),tr to Rc:cuI\·ctJ . 
In .... tnttr wlthm a Ime from 
Colm POint to \\ h,utable 
In �ummt't' wlthm a line from 
Cue!on Pia to Ra:uh en 
In .... mter ..... Ihm l ime: (rom 
Ctllnc POlOt to WtllIJ.table. 
*The outer llmilS of the smooth "'ater areas pec,fied In the tecond column or lhLJ SChedule 
shall be Llken to be the correspondmg mner tun". of the puually ilTlo(,th ",.ter areu 
spcafied in the uurd column of thts Schedule 
tUoless othc�l!oC; Indicated � Junll$ apply at all tunes or the year. In th., Schedule: 
"�ummer" means the months of April to October, l[l1;;hu..\c, ilnd •• ... nler·· IT'ICana the moothl 












Bernbridge, [sle of Wight 
Cowes, Isle of Wight 
Southampton 
Smooth Water Areas 
River Thames, westward of 
a N/S line through P.H.A. 
Isolation Hospital, Gravesend. 
Sheerness and Whitstable in­
SIde Sheppey. 
Within a line drawn across 
the East and West entrances 
to the Harbour. 
On the River Rather above 
Coastguard Cottages. 
On the River Arun above 
Liulehampton Pier. 
Wllhin a line drawn between 
Eastoke Point and West 
Wi1tcring (Tower). 
Within a line drawn betwccn 
Eastney Point and Gunner 
Point. 
Within Portsmouth Harbour. 
Within Brading Harbour. 
The River Medina within a 
line joinjng East and West 
Cowes. 
Within a line from Calshot 
Castle to Hook Beacon. 
PartiaUy Smooth Water 
Areas·t 
In summer within a line from 
Claclon Pier to Reculvers. 
In winter within a line from 
Colne Point to Whitstable. 
10 summer within a line from 
Claclon Pier to Reculvers. 
In wintcr within a line from 
Colne Point to Whitstable. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
Inside the Isle of Wigh! within 
an area bounded by lines drawn 
between Gunner Point and 
Trinity Church, Bembridge. to 
the eastward, and the Needles 
and Hursl Point to the west· 
ward. 
inside the Isle of Wight within 
an area bounded by lines drawn 
between Gunner Point and 
Trinity Church, Bcmbridge. 10 
the eastward, and the Needles 
and Hurst Point to the west-
ward. 
Inside the Isle of Wigh! within 
an area bounded by lines drawn 
between Gunner Point and 
Trinity Church, Bembridge 10 
the eastward, and lhe Needles 
and Hursl Point to the west-
ward. 
lnside the Isle of Wight within 
an area bounded by lines drawn 
bel'Aeen Gunner Point and 
Trinity Church, Bembridge to 
the eastward, and the Needles 
and Hursl Point to the west­
ward. 
Inside the Isle of Wight within 
an area bounded by lines drawn 
between Gunner Point and 
Trinity Church, Bembridge to 
the eastward, and the Needles 
and Hurst Point to the west­
ward. 
·The outer limits of the smooth water areas specified in the second column of this Schedule 
shall be taken to be the corresponding inner limits of the partially smooth water areas 
specified in the third column of this Schedule. 
tUnless otherwise indicated these limits apply at all times of the year. In this Schedule 
"summer" means the months of April to October, inclusive, and "winter" means the months 













Fo ..... ey 
Falmouth 
FNGLAND AND 





Smooth Water Areas 
Wlthm Beaulieu RI\cr not 
eastward of a r..: S Ime through 
Needs Oar Pomt. 
Wilhi.n Christchurch Harbour 
excludmg the Run. 
Inside the Harbour not sea· 
ward of the line of the Cham 
Ferry between Sandbanks and 
S. Ha ... en Point. 
Within a hnc from Warren 
Point to the oastguard I-Iag 
Staff at Exmouth. 
Wilhin the Harbour. 
Ri\cr Dart wlthm a hne from 
Kettle Pomt to Battery Point 
Ri\cr Salcombe not �award 
of a hne Spl3t Point 10 Lam· 
bury Pomt. 
Withm a line from \Iouot 
8.ltten Pier to Ra\ cnneo;.s p".nl 
through Drake's hland. The 
Ri\er Yealm \1.;lhin a hne from 
Warren Point to MI!>ery 
POint. 
Inside the Harbour. 
W , t h l n  a l i n e  f r o m  S I  
Anthony Head to Pendenms 
Point. 
Padstow Harbour wlthm a 
Ime from Gun Pomt to Brae 
HIli 
Withm the Bar 
lnside SteTt Pomt. 
Wlthm a Ime from A\on· 
mouth Pier to \\han Pomt. 
Partially Smooth \\ ater 
Area ·t 
lnSlde the hie of Wlght wlthm 
an area bounded b) lines drawn 
betv.�n Gun�r Pomt and 
Tnmty Church, 8embndge to 
the eastv.3rJ and the !Seedl� 
and Hun.t Poml la the \\est· 
ward 
No parually smooth v.aters. 
No parllally smooth \>oaters. 
With m Portland Harbour and 
between RI\cr Wey and Port· 
land I larbour. 
o partmlly smooth waters. 
No partlJlly smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No rartlally smooth v.aters. 
Within a Ime from Cawsand to 
the Breakv.ater 10 Sladdon 
Pier 
'0 rarhally smooth waters. 
In winter wlthm 3. line from 
Sl. Anthany Head to Rose-­
mullion Pomt. 
In summer wlthm a hne from 
St. Anthony Head 10 Nare 
l'Olnt. 
Within a hne from Stcpper 
Pomt lu 1 rcbcthcflck POint. 
No Nrtlally 5mooth .... alC:n. 
\\<llhm the B.tr 
In "mler .... Ithm a hne from 
81Jdnorc Il"ml to uldacol 
PIli, l)oru.�C"VtcU 
In summer Vtlthm a Ime from 
8arry D 1("k PICt 10 Slccrholm 
thence 10 Br n DOVtn 
·The outer limits of the smooth \Io3tct areas petltied In the !oCCOnd column (If Ih� Sc:.hedule: 
shall be Laken to be the: correspondmg mner limit of the polrtJally mooth .. ater arC&J 
peC"lficJ 10 the thud colwnn of thiS Schedule. 
tUnlC'l;� olhcTVt"lSC Ind.cated � limits apply at all tlmcl uf the )ear In IhlS Schedule: 
"summer' means the months of Apnl to October, 100011,lS1\C, and " �mlcr" mean lhe months 




















Smooth Water Areas 
River Severn or Avon to 
Sharpness Point via 
Gloucester Canal. 
River Wyc, above Chepslow. 
Within a line from Low Water 
Pier Head to Penarth Head. 
lnside the Docks. 
In the River Ncath. 
Lns/de the Dock. 
Within an area bounded by a 
line drawn from Surry Port 
Western Pier to Whiteford 
Point on the west and Loughor 
Railway Bridge on the east. 
Within a line from South 
Hook Point to Thoro Point. 
In the Harbour within a line 
joining the North and East 
Breakwater Heads. 
I nside the Bar. 
Within a line from Aberdovey 
Station to Trwyn Bach. 
Within a line from Barmouth 
to Penrhyn Point. 
Within a line from Harlech 
Point to Graig Ddu. 
Within an area bounded by 
the main breakwater and 
a line drawn from the head of 
the breakwater to Bryngl:ls 
Point, Towyn Bay. 
Within the Menai Straits 
between Aber Menai Point 
and Beaumaris. 
Parti3lly Smooth Waler 
Areas·t 
fo winter within a line from 
Blacknore Point to CaldlcOI 
PiJl, Portskewett. 
lo summer within a line from 
Barry Dock Pier to Slcepholm 
thence to Brean DoWD. 
In winter within a line from 
Blacknore Point to CaldicOI 
Pill, Porlskewctt. 
In summer within a line from 
Barry Dock Picr to Stccpholm 
thence to Brean Down. 
In winter no partially smooth 
waters. 
In summer within a line from 
Barry Dock Pier to Stccpho]m 
thence to Brean Down. 
Ln winter no partially smooth 
waters. 
In summer within a line from 
Barry Dock PIer to Steepholm 
thence to Brean Down. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth .... aters. 
No partia l1y smooth waters. 
Within the Menai Straits from 
Caern3.fvon Bar to Puffin 
Island. 
Conway Within a line from Mussel No partially smooth waters. 
Hill to Tremlyd Point. 
·The outer limits of the smooth water areas specified in the second column of this Schedule 
shall. be .taken t� be the corresponding inner limits of the partially smooth watcr areas 
spectfled m the third column of this Schedule. 
tUnless otherwise indicated these limits apply at all times of the year. In this Schedule 
"summer" means the months of April to October, inclusive. and "winter" means the months 











Douglas, 1<:le of Man 
Carlisle 





Smoolh Water Areas 
RIVer nee not below Connah 's 
Quay, 
Above the Rock Light House. 
Within a line from Lytham to 
Southport. 
Within a line from Low Light 
to Knott End pier. 
Within a tine from Sunderland 
Point to Chapel HIIJ. 
Between Wal.nc:y Island and 
the matnland. 
From Battery Pier to Victoria 
PIer. 
AbO\e Port Carlisle. 
Within a line from Airds 
POlOt to Scar Poim. 
Wltbin a line from Calm 
Ryan to Kirkcolm Poult. 
wide the Bar. 
Above partially smooth 
waters. 
Partially SmoOlh Water 
Areas·t 
1 n "inter "Ithin a hne from 
Hllbre POlOt to Pomt of Atr. 
In summer wlthm a hne from 
rormby POlOt to Poml of Air. 
I n  winter no part.iaU) smooth 
"aters. 
In summer withjn 3 hne from 
Formb) Pomt to Pomt of Air. 
Withm 3 line from Southport 
to Blackpool Inside the banks. 
I n  winter no partiaUy smooth 
waters. 
In summer within a hne from 
Rossal POIOI to I-Iumphrcy 
Ilead. 
In  winter no partially smooth 
waters. 
In summer WlthlO 3 hne from 
Rossal Point to Humphrey 
Ilead. 
In  winter no panially smooth 
waters. 
In summer "lthUl a line from 
Rossal POUlt to Humphrey 
Head. 
In ..... 'nter no partially smooth 
waters_ 
In summer 14lthm a line from 
Ro!>:.aJ POlOt 10 Humphrey 
Head 
No rartially smooth 14aters. 
"lo partially smooth waters. 
WlthlO a hne from Southerneu 
POlOt to Sllloth. 
WIthin a hne from Soulhemea 
')Olnt to SllIoth. 
Loch Ryan \\-Ithin a line from 
rmnan", POint to Mllleur 
POint 
"'0 raftlally moolh w.tcn. 
(}uttr I",,,, a hne from 
S�IPneu 10 a position onc mile 
south of Gamx.h He.ad thence 
to I "rland Head 
(""" Itmll In "'",Ur • hne 
from Ouch LI&hlhowc to 
Dunoon Plcr 
-The outer htrulS of the smooth '4ater areas Specified In the 1«000 column of mu Schedule 
shall be t.1.ken to be the COITe!ipondtng mner IJIJl.lli of the rartt.1l1y lmoolh water areu 
spcc16cd In the third column of this Schedule. 
tUnJess othe�� mdlCllted these l.tmJlS apply .t .11 (Imn of the year In thll Schedule 
"summer" means the mODths of April to October, U'k-IUAI\C, and " �llHcr" mtal'tl lhc  munlha 
















Smooth Water Areas 
Between Colintraive and 
Rhudhabodach. 
Inside the harbour within a 
line from Macringan's Point 
to Oucrcharach Point. 
Within Loch Levcn and not 
outside Peter Straits. 
ln Loch linnhe north of 
Corran Point Light, and 
including Loch EH and the 
Canal to Inverness. 
Within Kyle Akin not west· 
ward of Eilean Ban Light or 
eastward of Eileanan Dubha. 
Between Stromemore and 
Strome Ferry. 
In Loch Broom within a line 
drawn betwocn Ullapool Pamt 
Light and Aullnaharrie. 
Across Loch Cairobawn in the 
area between the eastern-most 
point of Garbh Eilean and the 
western-most point of Eilcan 
na Rainich. 
Within a line from Greenore 
to Greencastle Point. 
Partially Smooth W,ltcr 
Areas·t 
Inllu limil in summ�r.' a Line 
from Bogany Point, Isle of 
Bute to Skelmorlie Castle, and 
a line drawn from Ardlamont 
Point to the southern extremity 
of Etterick Day. inside the Kyles 
of Bute. 
NOI�.' The above inner summer 
limit IS extended bet\\een 5th 
June and 5th September (both 
dates inclusive) by a line drawn 
from a point two miles off the 
Ayrshire Coast at Skelmorhc 
Castle to Tormont End. Cum· 
brae, and a hne drawn from 
Portachur Point, Cumbrae to 
Green Point, Ayrshire. 
No partially smoolh waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
Within an area bounded on the 
north by a Hnc from Dunollie 
Point Light to Ard oa Chruidh 
and to the south by a Line from 
Rudha Seanacb to Ard na 
Cuile. 
No partiaUy smooth waters. 
No partiaUy smooth waters. 
Through Loch Alsh to the 
Head of Loch Duicb. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partiaUy smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
·The outer Limits of the smooth water areas specified in the second column of this Schedule 
shall be taken to be the corresponding inner HmilS of the partially smooth water areas 
specified in the third column of tbis Schedule. 
tUnlcss otherwise indicated these limhs apply at all limes of the year. In this Schedule 
"summer" means the months of April to October. inclusive, and " winter" means the months 









Smooth Water Areas 
\\ Ithm Strangford Lough but 
oat seaward of Rue POint. 
\\ ithlD a hoe from Larne pier 
to the ferT)' plcr on lsland 
Mag�. 
\\ Ithin a line from Hol�ood 
to MacedoD POint. 
Upper or Lo\\.cr Lough Erne. 
Within two miles of the shore. 
Within a line from f\i:lgllhgan 
Point to Greencastle. 
Partially Smooth Water 
Areas·t 
No partially smooth waters. 
No PJ,rtlally smooth waters. 
In ''Inter no parllally smooth 
"'alers. 
In summer "t/thln a hne (rom 
Camcklergus to B.uJgor. 
No partially smooth 'A'3ters. 
AI a greater dlsl.lnce than two 
mllc!I from the shore. 
D partially smooth ",atees. 
-The Qute,. hmlts of the smooth water areas \"poet6ed In the �nd column of thu Schedule 
!hall be taken to be the corr�pondlOl UlDcr luruls of the partwJy unoot.h .. atct area. 
specified In the Ihutt column of this Schedule, 
tUnlcss othervouc: mdlCated these h11'UlS apply at all tunCl of the )dll In lhlJ Schedule 
"summer" mean" the months or Apnl lO October, IncilUl\e, and •· ... ull,tt .. mclN the months 




CALCULATION OF MAX I M U M  LENGTH OF WATERTIGHT 
COMPARTMENTS 
PART 1 
1 .  General 
(1) For the purposes of this Schedule, except where otherwise specified, 
(a) all linear measurements shall be in feet; and 
(b) all volume shall be in cubic feet and shall be calculated from measure, 
ments taken to moulded lines. 
(2) In this Schedule the symbol "L" denotes the length of the ship. 
(3) I n  this Schedule the expression "passenger spaces" shall include galleys, 
laundries and other similar spaces provided for the service of passengers, in 
addition to space provided for the use of passengers. 
2. Permissible Length 
Subject to the provisions of paragraph 6 of this Schedule the length of a 
compartment shall not exceed its permissible length. 
PART [[ 
SHIPS OF CLASSES I, 11 AND II(A), OTHER THAN SHIPS TO WHICH 
PART III OF Tl-IIS SCHEDULE APPLIES 
3. Assumptions of Permeability 
(1)  The assumptions of permeability which shall be taken into account in 
determining the Ooodable length at any point in ships to which this Part of this 
Schedule applies shall be as follows:-
(a) Machinery space:-
(i) The assumed average permeability throughout the machinery space 
shall be determined by tbe following for01ula:-
(ii) 
85+ 1 0  (a-c) where v 
a=volume of the passenger spaces and crew spaces below the margin 
line within the limits of the machinery space; 
c=volume of the between deck spaces below the margin line within 
the limits of the machinery space Wllich are appropriated for cargo, 
coal or stores; and 
v=volume of the machinery space below the margin line. 
In any case in which the average permeability throughout the 
machinery space, as determined by detailed calculation, is less than 
that given by the aforesaid formula, the calculated value may be 
substituted. For the purposes of such calculation, the permeability 
of passenger spaces and crew spaces shall be taken to be 95, that of 
all spaces appropriated for cargo, coal or stores shall be taken. to be 60, and that of double bottom, oil fuel and other tanks formmg 
part of the structure of the ship shall be taken to be 95 or such lesser 
figure as the Board may approve in the case of that ship. 
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(b) Portions before and abaft the machinery space:-
(i) the assumed average permeability throughout the portions of the ship 
before and abaft the machinery space shall be determined-




a=volume of the passenger spaces and crew spaces \\ bich 3rc 
situated below the margin line before or abaft the machinery space, 
as the case may be, and 
v=vo)ume of the portion of the ship below the margin line before 
or abaft the machinery space, as tbe case may be; or 
(2) if the Board so determines in the case of any ship at any time not 
later than 40 days after a Surveyor of Ships has received 3 plan of tbe 
ship showing the watertight subdivision thereof, by detailed calcula­
tion for the purpose of which the permeability of spaces shaU be 
assumed to be as follows:-
passenger spaces . .  , 95 
crew spaces . . .  . . .  . . .  95 
spaces appropriated for machinery . . .  85 
spaces appropriated for cargo, coal, store' 
or baggage rooms . . . . . .  60 
tanks forming part of the structure of the 
ship and double bottoms . . .  . . ,  . ' .  95, or such lesser 
figure as the Board 
may permit in the 
case of any slUp. 
(ii) For the purposes of uus paragraph a space ",ithm a passenger space 
or crew space shall be deemed to be a part thereof unless It is 
appropriated for other purposes and is enclosed by pennanent steel 
bulkheads. 
4. FaClor of Subdi\'ision 
(I) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (4) of this paragraph, in the 
ease of sh.ips of 430 feet in length or over, the factor of subdivision F shall be 






where A and B are respectively determined in accordance with the provisions of 
sub-paragraph (5) of this paragraph and Co is the cnterion numeral determined 
in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 5 of this Schedule. 
Provided tbat:-
(a) where the criterion numeral is equaJ to 45 or more and simultaneously the 
computed factor of subdivision as given by the preceding formula is , 65 
or less, but more than ' 50, the subdivision abaft the forepeak shall be 
governed by the factor . 50; 
(b) where in the case of any ship the factor F is less than ·4  and the Board 
is satisfied tbat it is impracticable to apply the factor F 10 delennining 
the permissible length of a compartment appropriated for machinery. the 






(2) Subject to the provi,ions of sub-paragraph (4) of this paragraph, in the 
case of ships the length of which is less than 430 feet but not less than 260 feel 
having a criterion numeral of not less than 
469 1 - IOL 
17 
(hereinafter in this paragraph referred to as S), the f3ctor of subdivision F shall 
be determined by the following formula:-
F = I _
(I -B) (c,.-S) 
1 23 - S 
where B is the [aelOr determined in accordance with the provISIons of sub­
paragraph (5) of this paragraph and Ca is the criterion numeral determined in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 5 of this S chedule. 
(3) In the case of ships the length of which is less than 430 fcet but not less 
than 260 feet and having a criterion numeral less than S or in the case of ships 
the length of which is less than 260 feet the factor of subdivision shaH be uniry. 
(4) Ln the case of a ship of any length which is intended to carry a number of 
passengers exceeding 12 but not exceeding 
L' or 50 
7000 
whichever is the lower, the factor of subdivision shall be determined m the 
manner provided in sub-paragraph (3) of this paragraph . 
(5) For the purposes of this paragraph the factors A and B shall be determined 
by the following formulae:-
A = L��9
8 
+ · 18 (where L 430 and upwards) 
B= 100
_+ . 1 8 (where L=260 and upwards) 
L- 1 38 
5. Criterion of Service 
The criterion numeral for ships to which this Part of this Schedule applies 
shall be determined by the following formulac:-
(a) when Pi is greater than P 






C.=the criterion numeral; 
M=the volume of the machinery space, as defined in Rule 1, with the 
addition thereto of the volume of any permanent oil fuel bunkers 
which may be situated above the inner bottom and before or abaft 
the machinery space; 
P=the volume of the passenger spaces and crew spaces below the 
margin line; 
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V=the volume of the ship below the margin line; 
number of passengers which the ship is intended to carry; and 
P,= ·6LN 
Provided that: 
(a) where the value of ·6LN is greater than the sum of P and the whole 
volume of the passenger spaces above the margin line. the figure to be 
taken as Pt shaU be that sum or ·4L ",hichever is the greater; 
(b) values or Co less than 23 shall be taken as 23; and 
(c) values or Co greater tban 123 shall be taken as 123. 
6. Special Rules for Subdirisioll 
( I )  Compartments exceeding the permissible lengtb:-
(a) A compartment may exceed its permissible length provided that the 
combined length of each pair of adjacent compartments to \\ hich the 
compartment,in question is common does not exceed either the: Hoodable 
length or twice the permissible length, whkhever is the less. 
(b) H one compartment of either of such pairs of adjacent compartments is 
situated inside the machinery space, and the other compartment thereof 
is situated outside the machinery space, the combined length of the two 
compartments shall be adjusted in accordance with the mean average 
penneability of the two portions of the ship in which the compartments 
arc situated. 
(c) Where the lengths of two adjacent compartments are gove:me:d by 
different factors of subdivision, the combined length of the two compart­
ments shall be determined proportionately. 
(d) Where in any portion or a ship bulkheads requued by these Rules to be 
waterught are carried to a higher deck than m the remainder of the ship, 
separate margin lines may be used ror calculating the floodable length or 
that porlion of the ship, u-
(i) the two compartments adjacent to the re'iultmg step in the bulkhead 
ded. are each within the permissible length corresponding to their 
respecllve margin lines and, in addition. their combined lengtb does 
not exceed twice the permissible length determined by reference to 
the lower margin line of such compartments; 
(ii) tbe sides or tbe ship are extended throughout the ship's length to the 
deck corresponding to the uppermost margin line and all openlDgs 
in the shell plallng below that deck throughout the length or the ship 
comply with the requirements of Rule 1 7  of these Rules as If they 
were openings below the margin line. 
(2) Additional sub(hvision at fOr""ard end: 
In ship� 330 feel in length or over, the watertight bulkhead ne"t abaft the 
collision bulkhead shaU be fitted at a distance from the forward perpendicular 
which is not greater than the permissible length appropnate to a compartment 
bounded by lhe rorward perpendicular and such bulkhead. 
(3) Steps ID bulkheads:-
Ir a bulkhead required by these Rules to be watertight l.\ stepped It shall comply 
with one of the foUov.ing cooditions;-
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(a) In ships having a factor of subdivision not greater than '9, the combined 
. length of the two compartments separated by such bulkhead shall not 
exceed 90 per cent of the floodable length or twice the permissible length 
whichever is the less. In ships having a factor of subdivision greater than 
'9, the combined length of the two compartments shall not exceed the 
permissible length; or 
, 
(b) Additional subdivision is provided in way of the step to maintain the 
same measure of safety as that secured by a plane bulkhead; or 
(c) The compartment over which the step extends does not exceed the 
permissible length corresponding to a margin line taken 3 inches below 
the step. 
(4) Recesses in bulkheads:-
If any part of a recess lies outside vertical surfaces on either side of the ship 
situated at a distance from the shell plating equal to one-fifth of the breadth 
of the ship and measured at right angles to tbe centre line at the level of the 
deepest subdivision load water line, the whole of such recess shall be deemed to 
be a step in a bulkhead for the purposes of sub-paragraph (3) of this paragraph. 
(5) Equivalent plane bulkheads:-
Where a bulkhead required by these Rules to be watertight is recessed or 
stepped an equivalent plane bulkhead shall be assumed in determining the 
subdivision. 
(6) Minimum spacing of bulkheads:-
If the distance between two adjacent bulkheads required by these Rules to be 
watertight, or their equivalent plane bulkheads, or the distance between trans­
verse planes passing through the nearest stepped portions of the bulkheads, is less 
than ' 03L+ to feet, or 35 feet, or . ) L, whkhever is the least, only one of those 
bulkheads shall be regarded as forming part of the subdivision of the ship. 
(7) Allowance for local subdivision:-
Where in any ship a main transverse watertight compartment contains local 
subdivision and the Board are satisfied that, after any assumed side damage 
extending over a length of '03L+ 10 feet, or 35 feet, or - IL, whichever is the 
least, the whole volume of the main compartment will not be flooded, a pro­
portionate allowance may be made in the permissible length otherwise required for 
such compartment. In such a case the volume of effective buoyancy assumed on 
the undamaged side shall not be greater than that assumed on the damaged side. 
Allowance under this subparagraph will be made only if the Board are satisfied 
that such allowance is not likely to prevent compliance with paragraph 2 of 
Schedule 3 to these Rules. 
(8) Where in any ship the required factor of subdivision is · 50 or less, tbe 
combined length of any two adjacent compartments shall not exceed the floodable 
length or twice the permissible length whichever is the less. 
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PART J I I  
SHIPS OF CLASSES 1 1  AND II(A) WI-I1CII ARC J>[RMllTLD 0'1 lll( BOARD, 
" EX[RCIS[ or THEIR POWER Lr"DER PARAGRAPH (7) or RLLl 4 or TI-IE 
M[RCHA''T SHIPPI�G (UFE-SA\,I�G APPLlA'Cr.s) RlU:S 1965. (a) 
TO CARRY PtRSO'S " EXCESS OF THE LIFEBOAT CAPACITY PRO\ lOrD O� BOARD 
7. General Rules/or Subdh'jsion 
Subject to the modi.fications set forth in this Part of thiS chedule the ma,-imum 
length of compartments in shJPs to \ ... hich this Part of Ihi� S hedule apphe� shall 
be dcternuned as if they \\cre ships to \\ hich Part 1 1  of this hedule applies. 
8. Assumption of Permeability in Portions before and abaft lite \lacl!inuy 
pace 
]0 Ships to which this Part of this Schedule npphes lhe assumed average 
permeability throughout the portions of the slup before and abaft the machinery 
space shall be dctermined-




b the volume of the spaces whjch are situated bclO\\ the margin linc 
before or abaft the machinery space. as the case may be. and a bove the 
tops of floors, inner bottom or peak tanks. and which arc appro­
priated for use as coal or 011 fuel bunkeD •. store rooms. baggage rooms. 
mail rooms. chain lockers or fresh water tank'i and of spaces appro­
priated for cargo if the Board are satisfied that the greater part of tbe 
volume of the space is Intended to be occupied by cargo; and 
v the volume of the portion of the ship below thc margin hne before or 
abaft the machinery space. as the case may be; or 
(b) if the Board so determine In the case of any ship at any lime not later 
(han 40 days after a Surveyor of Ships has recclved a plan of the ship 
sho'Wing the watenight subdivision thereof, by detailed calculation for the 
purpose of which the permeability of spaces shall be assumed to be as 
rollows:-
passenger spaces . . .  
ere .... spaces 
spaces appropriated for machinery . . .  
spaces appropriated for bunker coal. 
stores or baggage rooms . , .  
spaces appropriated for cargo, tanks formmg 
pan oftbe structure oftbe ship and double 





9. Factor of Suhdhision 
95. or such les'!'er 
figure a\ the Board 
may pernlll 10 the 
ca�e of any shJp. 
( I )  Subject to the provisions of tbis paragraph, the factor of ubdivhlon of 
ship to \\hich this Part of this Schedule applie!t haU be the factor dctenmned 
in the manner provided m paragraph 4 of lhlS Schedule. or 5 whiche\er I the 
le . Provided thal lf the Board are c;ausfied 10 the cal;e of any hip the length of 
which is le s than 300 feet that it 15 Impracticable to apply that factor to any 
companment. they may allo\l, a higher factor to be applied to that compartment. 
-
c.) S I 1'165, 1 105. 
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(2) If in lhe case of any ship lo which lhis Pan of lhis Schedule applies lhe 
Board are satisfied that the quantity of cargo to be carried in the ship will be 
such as to render impracticable the application abaft the collision bulkhead of 
a factor of subdivision not exceeding · 5, (he factor of subdivision of the ship 
shall be determined as follow5:-
(a) in the case of ships the length of which is 430 feet and upwards, by the 
formula:-
F=A
_(A- BB) (C,-23) 
lOO 
(b) in the case of ships the length of which is less than 430 feet but not less 
than 180 feet, and having a criterion numeral not less than SI' by the 
formula:-
F= I _ ( I - BB) (C,-S,) 
123-5, 




+ · 1 8  (where L= 430 and upwards) 
57 ·6  BB=L_ 108 
+ · 20 (where L= 1 80 and upwards) 
5,= 1950-4L 
10 
C.=the criterion numeral determined in accordance with paragraph 5 of 
this Schedule where PI has the following values:-
(i) · 6LN or 1 25 whichever is the greater for berthed passengers; 
(ii) 1 25 for unberthed passengers; 
(c) in the case of ships the length of which is less than 430 feet but not less 





ships the length of which is less than 180 feet, the factor of subdivISion 
shall be unity. 
PART IV 
SI-IIPS OF CLASSES III TO VI INCLUSIVE 
10, General Rules for Subdh'isioll 
Subject to the modifications set forth in this Part of this Schedule the maximum 
length of compartments in ships 10 which this Part of this Schedule applies s�all 
be determined as if they were ships to which Part 1 1  of this Schedule apphes. 
1 1 . Assumptions of Permeability 
In ships to which this Part of this Schedule applies, the assumed average 
permeability shall be as follows:-
(0) of the machinery space 




12. Factor of Subdivision 
The factor of subdivision of ships to which this Part of this Schedule applies 
shall be as follows:-
Rule 9 
Lenglh of Ship in feel 
Over 350 ..  . 
Over 300 but not over 350 . .  . 
Over 250 bUI not over 300 . . .  
Over 200 but Dot over 250 . . .  
200 and under . . . . . .  
Factor of Subdivision 
· 5  
. 5 for compartments in machinery 
space and fonvard thereof. nity for 
all other companmenlS . 
. 5 for compartments fON'ard of 
machinery space. Unity for all other 
compartments. 
nity for combined forepeak and 




STABILITY IN DAMAGED CO DlTlO 
I .  Calculalions of Stabilily in Damaged Condition 
The sufficiency of intact stability of every ship to whIch Part 11 of these 
Rules applies shall be determined by calculation wruch has regard to the design 
and construction of tbe ship and tbe damaged companments, and wh.ich is in 
accordance with tbe following assumptions:-
(a) tbe ship shall be assumed to be in the worst condition as regards stability 
which is likely to be experienced having regard to the intended service of 
the ship; 
(b) the volume permeabitities and surface permeabllilies shall be assumed to 
be as follows:-
(i) Spaces Penneability 
Occupied by cargo, coal or stores . . . . .  60 
Appropriated for cargo, coal or stores but not 
occupied by substantial quantities thereof 95 
Appropriated as accommodation for passen-
gers and crew . . .  . . .  . .  . .  95 
Appropriated for machinery . . . . .  85 
Appropriated for liquids . . .  • • •  0 or 95, whichever 
re"ults in the more 
o n e r o u s  req u i re­
ments. 
(ii) Higher surface permeabitities shall be a sumed in respect of spaces 
which, in the vicinity of the damage water plane, contain no sub­
stantial quantlly of accommodation or machmery and "paces which 




(c) The extent of damage sball be assumed to be as follows:-
(i) longitudinal extent . . . 10 feet plus 3 per cent. of the length of the 
ship, or 35 feet, or 10 per cent. of the length of the ship, whichever 
is the least. Provided that where the required factor of subdivision 
is . 33 or less, the assumed longitudinal extent of damage shall be 
increased as necessary so as to include any two consecutive main 
transverse watertight bulkheads; 
(ii) transverse extent . . . 20 per cent. of the breadth of the ship. (Measured 
inboard from the ship's side at right angles to the centre line at the 
level of the deepest subdivision load water line); 
Ciii) vertical extent: from the base line upwards without limit; 
(iv) if any damage of lesser ex.tent than that indicated in  the foregoing 
sub.paragraphs (i), (ii) and (iii) would result in a more severe 
condition regarding heel or loss of metacentric height, such damage 
shall be assumed for the purposes of the calculation. 
(d) l Where the ship is fitted with decks, inner skins or longitudinal bulkheads 
of sufficient tightness to restrict the How of water, regard shaH be had to 
such restrictions in the calculation. 
2. The range of stability in the damaged condition shall be investigated to the 
satisfaction of the Board 
3. Sufficiency of Stability ill Damaged Condition 
The intact stability of the sh.ip shall be deemed to be sufficient if the aforesaid 
calculation shows that, after the assumed damage and, in the case of unsym­
metrical flooding, after equalisation measures have been taken, the final condition 
of the ship is as follows:-
(a) in the event of symmetrical Hooding there is a positive residual metacentric 
height of at least 2 inches as calculated by the constant displacement 
method, 
(b) in the event of unsymmetrical flooding the heel does not exceed seven 
degrees, 
(c) in the event of unsymmetrical Hooding the margin line is not submerged. 
SCHEDULE 4 
Rule I I  
CONSTRUCTION OF WATERTIGHT BULK.HEADS, ETC. 
PART I 
SHIPS OF CLASS r 
I. Strength and Construction 
(I) Every bulkhead and other portion of the internal structure fonning part of 
the watertight subdivision of the ship shall be of such strength and so constructed 
as to be capable of supporting, with an adequate margin of resistance, the 
pressure due to the maximum head of water which it might have to sustain in the 
event of damage to the ship not being less than the pressure due to a he�d of 
water up to the margin line. Such maximum head shall include any addillonal 
head estimated under Rule 9 of these Rules to result from flooding or heeling. 
(2) Every such bulkhead and portion shall be constructed of mild steel and, if 
of riveted construction, shall comply with the requirements of paragraphs 2 to 6 
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inclusive of tlus Schedule, and if of \\elded construction shall not be of less 
strength. stiffness or efficiency than if it had been m:eted and had complied \\l1h 
such requirements. 
2. Bulkheads 
( I )  Evcry bul�head requ.ired by the')e Rules to be \o,.atertight �hall be construc­
ted with plating of thicknesses not le.ss than those indicated in Table I of Part I V 
of this Schedule. If a bulkhead is at the end ofa stokehold space in a coal bumlOg 
ship, the 10\\ er part of the bulkhead plating to a height of at le3lit 24 IOche above 
the stokehold floor shall be at least · 1  inch thid.er than ill required by the said 
Table. If a bulkhead is at the end of a coal bunker space, the lowe)t slrake 
thereof shall be at least 36 inches high and · 1  lOch thicker than i .. required by the 
said Table. I n  all other bulkheads the lowest strake shall be at least 04 inch 
thicker than is required by the said Table and any limber plates shall be at least 
' 1  inch thicker. 
(2) Every boundary angle shall be at least · 1  inch thicker than the thickness 
required by the said Table for the bulkhead platmg to \\ hich It IS attachcd. 
(3) (a) Save as provided 10 Table 3 of Pari IV of Ih" Schedule, every such 
bulkhead shall be fitted with stiffeners which shall have brackeh or lug end 
connections. If the stlffeners are spaced 30 inches apart_ they shall comply with 
such of the specifications in Tables 2 and 3 of the said Part as apply to them in the 
circumstances. Pro\ ided that other forms of suffeners may be used If they afford 
not less strength and slIffness than the stiffeners mdicated 10 the �aid Tables. If 
any stiffeners are spaced othern ise than 30 IOches apart on �uch 3 bulkhead. 
their strength and stiffness shall be IOcreased or decreased, as the ca .. e may bc. in 
direct proportion to their distance apart. Stiffeneh shall not be ')paced more than 
24 inches apart on a collision bulkhead, or more than 36 IOchc!t apart on any 
olher bulkhead. 
(b) The lower end of each stiffener ,hall be allached 10 the shell plallng, 10 the 
inner bottom plating or to horizontal plating which v.ill support It properly. 
(c) At each deck level which forms the top of a sy�tem of ,tlffcner plating 
shall be so provided as to ensure horizontal rigidity 10 Ihe bull head. 
(d) In  the case of bracket cd hold stiffener'!. the lov.er bracket or tts connecting 
angle shall extend over the floor adjacent to the bulkhead and the upper hracket 
shall be connected to an angle v.hlch extend� o\er the beam "paL:e. or other 
equally effective means shall be adopted for .. ecurlng .. truc.:tural rigidity. 
(e) Where stiffeners are cut in way of y,atertight door .. 10 the lov.er part of a 
bulkhead. Ihe opening shall be properly framed and bra(keleo. and a tapered 
web plate or buttresc;. stiffened on its edge, shall be fitted at ezch Side of the door 
rrom the bac;e of the bulkhead to above the door open 109 
(J) All brackets. lug:, and other end connectton., for "dfener shall comply 
with the requirements of Table 4 of Part I V of thle. Schedule. 
(4) (a) The ri\ets in c;eams and connections of platlni! and boundary ban of all 
bulkheads required by the�e Rules to be y"aterllght shall be ,paced not more than 
4i diameter!! apart centre to centre. e:a:.ccpt JO the ca\C of the flange ora boundary 
angle. bemg the flange connected to the lOner bottom plalln�. hell plating or 
deck plating, 10 which ca .. e they shall be c;paced S dlamete� apart centre to centre. 
n 
(b) Boundary anglcs fitted more than 35 feet below the bulkhead deck shall be 
double riveted in both flanges except on parts of a bulkhead within a double 
bottom, and the vertical connection of plates so fitted shall be double riveted. 
(c) The rivets connecting stifTencrs, having bracket end connections, to bulk· 
head plating shall he spaced not more than 7 diameters apart centre to centre. 
All other stiffeners shall be connected to the bulkhead plating by rivets spaced 
, not morc than 4 diameters apart centre to centre for I S  per cent of the length of 
the stiffencrs at each end thereof and not more than 7 diameters apart centre to 
centre else\\ here. 
(d) Where frames or beams pass through a bulkhead required by these Rules 
to be watertight, the bulkhead shall he made watertight without the use of wood 
or cement. 
3. Watertight Decks, Steps and Flats 
( I)  The horizontal plating of decks, steps and nats required by these Rules to 
be watertight shall be at least ·04 inch thicker than that required for watertight 
bulkheads at corresponding levels. 
(2) The beams of such decks. steps and flats shall be of sizes indicated for 
stiffcners spaced 30 inches apart in T3.ble 3 of Part IV of this Schedule. Provided 
that beams divided into portions whiC'h are bracketed at each end may be of the 
sizes indicated for such stiffeners in Table 2 of Part IV of this Schedule. If any 
beams are spaced otherwise than 30 inches apart, their strcngth and stiffncss shall 
be increased or decreased, as the case may be, in direct proportion to their 
distance apart. 
For the purposes of the said Tables the greatest distance between the points of 
support shall be deemed to be the length of the beam. Provided that. if 3. beam is 
bracketed. the length thereof for the purposes of the said Table 3 shall be reduced 
by the width of the brackets. The distance from the bulkhead deck to the deck, 
step or flat concerned, minus half the length of the beam, shall be deemed to be 
the height for the purposes of the said Tables. 
(3) Adequate supports for such beams shall be provided by bulkheads. or by 
girders pil lared where necessary. and the rivet connections of the pillars shall be 
sufficient to withstand the load due to water pressure. 
(4) Where frames pass through a deck, step or flat required by these Rules to 
be watertight, such deck, step or flat shall be made watertight without the use 
of wood or cement. 
4. Watertight Recesses alld Tnmkll'a)'s 
Every recess and trunkway required by these Rules to be w3.tertight shall be so 
constructed as to provide strength and stiffness at all parts not less than that 
required for watertight bulkheads at a corresponding level. 
5. Watertight TUllnels 
( I )  Every tunnel required by these Rules to be watertight shall be constructed 
with plating of thicknesses not less than those indicated in Table 1 of Part IV 
of this Schedule. 
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(2) Every such tunnel sball be filled with stiffeners which, if spaced 36 inches 
apan, shall comply with such of tbe specifications in Table S of Part IV of tllls 
Schedule as apply to them in the circumstance . PrO\'ided that other forms of 
stitfeners may be used if they afford Dot less strength and sliffness tban the 
stilfencrs indicated in the said Table. If any stilfeners are spaced otherwise than 
36 inches apan on such a tunnel their strength and sttlfne s shall be increased 
or decreased as the case may be in direct proponion to their distance apart. 
The feet of all stiffeners, however spaced, shall overlap the tunnel base angle, and 
shall be attacbed thereto. 
6. Waterlight Inner Skins 
Every inner skin required by tbese Rules to be watertight shall be of such 
strength and construction as will enable it to withstand a head of water up to tbe 
margin line. 
PART I l  
SHIPS OF CLASSES I [  AND I I(A) 
7. General 
Subject to the modifications set fonh in this Part of this Schedule, Part 1 0f tJus 
Schedule shall apply in relation to ships of Classes 1 1  and II(A) .s it appltes in 
relation to ships of Class I .  
8. Bulkheads, ete. 
(I) Every riveted portion of the ship's internal structure required by these 
Rules to be watenight shall be constructed as follows:-
(a) In ships not exceeding I SO feet in length, in accordance with Tables l A. 
2A, 3A, 4 and SA of Part IV of thIS Scbedule. 
(b) ]n ships 2SO feet in length and upwards, in accordance with Tables I ,  2, 
3, 4 and S of Part I V of this Schedule. 
(c) I n ships between ISO feet and 250 feet in length, in a manner determined 
by interpolation between the two foregoing standards. Provided that in 
ships of any length the subdivision of which is determined in accordance 
with sub-paragraph ( I )  of paragraph 9 of Schedule 2 to these Rules, every 
riveted portion of such internal structure may be constructed 10 accord­
ance with Tables lA, 2A, 3A, 4 and SA of Part IV of this Schedule. 
(2) Any bulkheads required by these Rules to be watertIght In shIps not 
exceedmg 1 50  feet in length and in srups the subdivision of v. hlch is dc:lermllled 
In accordance WIth sub-paragrapb ( I )  of paragraph 9 of Schedule 2 to these 
Rules may, if the stiffeners comply with the specifications in Table 38 of Part IV 
of this Schedule, be fitted with stiffeners not having bracket or Jug end connec­
tions. 
PART I I I  
SHIPS OF CLASSES J J  I TO VI lseLuslvE 
9. General 
Subject to the modifications set forth in thiS Part orthls Schedule, Pan I of thlS 
Schedule shall apply ID relation to ships of Clas�s I I I  to VI, mc1U".lve. as tl 
applies in relation to sbips of Class I .  
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10. Bulkheads, etc. 
( I )  Any bulkheads required by these Rules to be watertight may be fitted with 
. stilfeners nOl having bracket or lug end connections. 
.. 
(2) Every riveted portion of the ship's internal structure required by these 
Rules to be watertight shall be constructed in accordance with such of the 
provisions of Tables lA, 2A, 3A, 3B, 4 and 5A of Part IV of this Schedule as 





(paragraphs 2, 5 and 8 of thIS Schedule) 
THICKt-:"ESSES OF BLLKIIEAD '0 n..;�I'''[L PLAT! G 
Plaung of Collision Bulkhead: 
SlItTeners spaced 24 Inches apart. 
Platmg of Bulkheads (other than the Plating of Bulk.heads (other than the 
Colhsion Bulkhead) and Flat Plating of Collision Bulkhead) and nat PI.ulna of 
Tunnels: Tunnels: 
Stlffencrs spaced 30 mches apart ufTcncrs spaced 36 Inches apart 
Cun.ed Plating of Tunnels: 
Stlffeners spaced 36 Inches apart 
-Depth at Middle Lme from Thickness -Depth at Middle L ,ne from Thickness 
Bulkhead Deck to Lower on Bulkhead Deck to Lo"cr on 
Edge of Plate m feet inches dge of Plate In fect mch� 
Aoole l\"ot abole Ahole \01 ahole 
- 8 26 7 28 
- -. 
8 12  28 7 to 5 30 
-
12  16  30 10 5 14 12 
16 20 32 14 1 7  5 14 
20 24 3' I7 S 21 36 
- -. -
24 28 16 21 24 5 38 
. -
28 32 38 24 5 28 40 
32 36 40 2 31 5 42 
36 40 42 3t 5 3S 44 
40 44 44 35 18 5 46 
44 48 46 38 5 42 48 
48 52 48 42 45 5 SO 
52 56 SO 45 5 4� 52 
56 60 52 49 52 5 54 
52 5 56 S6 
56 S9 5 5' 
If the Sltffenen are spaced Ot..hcrv.l5e than IS spttlflCd abcne, the thH;.kneue\ of the plalln, 
shall be such as "Ill result '" a strength �ul".lent 10 ilial rnullln, frtlm t� th.c..kncuo 
and spaClnlP speC1fied abo\.e. 
-ThIS depth shall be adjusted "",here f)t'N"Ssary to satisfy the reqUirements of l'aralVilph HI) 





(paragraphs 2, 3 and 8 of this Schedule) 
SIZES OF BULKHEAD STIFFENERS SPACED 30 INCHES APART AND FITITO WITH DRACKH 
END CONNECTIONS AT TOP AND BOTTOM IN ACCORDANCE WITH TABLE 4 
O\'er311 




nections, 0 2 
in feet 
4 , 6 8 
8 t 4 x 3 x  ·30 41 x 3 x  )0 4i x ) '>l '34 5 x 3 ·  .)2 I 6 x J x  ·32 






5 x 3 x '34 6 x 3 x  ·32 
I 
.. 6 x 3 x  ·34 6 x 3 x  ·38 S I x 3 x  '32 < 
I I <: 6 x 3 x  ·32 6 x 3 x  ')4 I Si x 3 x  '32 5i x 3 x  ·38 6 x  3 x  ')4 
I 
12 6 x 3 x  ·38 S I x 3 x  ·3_ 6 x 3 x  ')4 6 x 31 x -35 7 x 3 x  ·33 • 
1 3  • SIx 3 x  ')7 6 x 3 x ')5 7 x 3 x  ·33 7 x ) x '33 7 x ) x '38 
14 6 )( 3 x  ,35 7 x 3 x  '33 7 x J x  ·36 7 - ) x '40 8 x 3 x  ')5 
IS 7 x 3 x  -33 7 )( 3 x -36 8 x 3 x  ·35 8 x 3 x  ·35 8 x 3 x  ·40 
16 7 x 3 x -36 8 x 3 x '35 I 8 x 3 x  -37 8 x 3 x  ,42 9 x 3 j x  ·38 
17 8 x 3 x  ')5 8 x 3 x -)7 8 x 3 , x '46 9 x 31 x '38 I 9 ' ) I x '40 , 
1 8  � ' 8 x 3 x  ·37 8 x 31 x -46 9 x l i x  ·38 9 x 3 i x  -44 9 x 31 x ' S I  
19 
.. 
8 x 3 1 x  '46 9 x ) I x  ')8 9 x 3, x '45 I O x 3 1 x  40 I O x 3 1 x -42 c <: 
20 " 9 x 3 1 x  ·38 9 x 3l x  · 5 1  I O x  l t x  '40 I l x li x '43 I l x H x ·43 -0 
'" 
21 9 x 3 1 x ' 5 1  I O x 3 1 x  ·40 I O x 3 � x '50 1 1 x 3 i x '43 I l x 31 x '44 
22 
IOx J ; x  ·40 J O x 3 i x '50 I l x 3 , x '43 l l x l i x -50 1 2 x 3i x 3! x  :�g 
2) 
I O x 3 1 x  '50 I l x )l x '43 I I x 3 i x '50 1 2 x 31 x 31 x  :5� 1 2 x 3 i x 3i x  :� 
24 l l x 3t X '43 I I x 3l x ' 50 1 2 x 31 x 31 x  :5� J 2 x 3l x 3l x  :� 1 2 x 3i x 3i x  :� 
• ---------C hanndss--------_ 
(I) The sizes of stiffeners are specified in inches. 
(2) Sizes for intermediate lengths of sliffeners and heights of bulkhead deck shall be detennined 
by interpolaLion. 
(3) In the case of Channel Sections the lower thickness is that of the web and the upper thickness 
that of the flange. 
(4) The above sliffeners shall comply with the specifications set forth in British Standard Speci­
fications Numbers 4A-1934, 6-1924 and 4-1932 applicable 10 Sliffeners of the scantlings and type: 
indicated. 




Sizes OF BULKHEAD STJFFENERS SPACED 30 INCHBS APART AND FITfBD WITH BRACKET 






liOns, In feet 
• 
8 • u 
.. 
9 c <: 
I 
10 
















23 c " 
f 
24 
-Height of Bulkhead Dttk abo\c Top of SLiffcoc:r. ID feet 
10 12 
6 x 3 x -32 6 x 3 x  '34 
6 x 3 x  '38 51 x 3 x  ·32 
6 x 3 x '34 6 x 3 x '35 
7 x 3 x  -33 7 x 3 x  ·33 
7 x 3 x  ·36 7 x 3 x  · 38 
8 x 3 x  ·35 8 x 3 x '35 
8 x 3 x '37 8 x 3 x  '42 
8 x 3, x -46 9 x 3 1 x  ·38 
9 x 3, -: '38 9 x 31 ·  '44 
9 x 3 1 x  ·51  1 0 x 3 1  x 40 
lOx 3 l x  ·40 IOx 3 I x ' 50 
I t  x 3lx '43 t t x 31 x '43 
1 1  . 31 . 43 I t x 3i x '52 
1 1  31 x . 54 1 2 x 31 x 31 x  :�  
1 2 x 3 1 x 3 1 x  :�  1 2 x 31 x 31 x  :� 
1 2 x 3 1 x 3 1 x  :� 1 2 x 4 x 4 x  '!8 
1 2 x 4 x 4 x  :� 1 2 x 4  x 4  x :� 
14 
6 x 3 )(  '36 
51 x 3 ·37 
6 x 3 ' x '35 
7 x 3 )( -34 
8 x 3 x  ·35 
8 x 3 x  .)7 
8 x 31 > 46 
9 , 3 1 '  ·38 
9 x 31 x '51  
10· 3 1  x ·42 
I I x 31 x 43 
1 1  < 31 ·52 
12 31 < 3 I x
'5O 
·38 
1 2 x 3 1 x 3 1 '  :� 
12· 4 x 4  60 ·40 
60 1 2 x 4  x 4 x  50 
60 1 2 � 4 x 4 X '70 
16 
5 1 0 3 x 32 
6 :. 3 x ·34 
7 x 3 x  ·33 
7 )( 3 x -38 
8 x 3 x '35 
8 3 x  '42 
9 31' 38 
9 ,. 31 x 45 
10 , 3/ · 40 
1 1  31 . 43 
1 1  x 31 44 
12 31 ·50 3 1 x  38 
50 1 2 x 31 · 3 I x ·42 
12 x 31 ·60 31 x 46 
·60 12x4 K 4 x  48 
12 x 4 ·60 4 )( '67 
1 5 x 4 x 4 x  -62 41 
-
(1) The sizes of stiB"eners are specified ID inches_ _ 
(2) Sizes for tnterme<ilate lengths of stllfeoc:rs .. nd beiahLl of bulkhead deck shall be 
detenruned by tnterpolation. 
(3) In the case of Channel Sections the loVr'tt llUekness is that of the web and the upper 
thickness that of the flange. 
(4) The above sttf'reoers shall comply WIth the: ,pecifx:atiOnJ Kt forth ID Bntuh S� 
Spec:tfk::ations Numbers 4A-1914, 6-1924 and 4-1932 applJC:able to lulTeners of the ICI.Dthnp 
and type IOdated. 
-This height shall be adjusted ",here IJCCeS5ary toutisfy the requi.rt"menuof paraan-ph 1 (I) 








SIZES OF BULKHEAD STlFFENERS SPACED 30 INCHES APART AND FllTEO WITH BRACKET 
END CONNECflONS AT TOP AND BOlTOM IN ACCORDANCE WITH TABLE 4 
Overall 








1 1  
12 � 
� 
13 c « 















Si x 3x  ·32 
6x 3x  ·35 
7 x 3x  ·33 
8 x 3x  ·35 
8x )x  ·37 
8x 3lx -46 
9x3ix ')8 
9x3ix ·5 1 
IOx31x ·50 
l l x 3i x '43 
I I x 3i x 'S2 
12x31x31x :l� 
1 2X 3! X 31 X :� 
·60 12x4x4x '48 
·60 12x4x4x '61 
I Sx4x4x ·62 ·41 
I Sx4x4x ' 62 ·46 
20 
Six 3 x  ·37 
7 x )x  ·33 
7 x 3x  -)6 
8 x 3x  ·35 
8 x 3x  ·40 
9x3ix ·38 
9x31x ·5 1  
IOx3ix ·40 
l l x 3ix '43 
1 1  xlix ·52 
1 2x31x31x :�g 
12x31x31x :� 
·60 I2x4x4x -40 
·60 12x4x4x ' 50 
·60 12x4x4x .70 
I Sx4x4x ·62 ·41 
ISx4x4x ·62 ·48 
(I) The sizes of stiffeners are specified in inches. 
22 
6 x 3 x  ·34 
7 x 3x  ·33 
7 x )x '40 
8x 3x  ·37 
8x 31x ·46 
9x3ix ·38 
9x3ix ·5 1 
IOx31x ·50 
I I x 31 x ·43 
I I x 31 x ·52 
12x31x31x :� 
1 2x31 x 31x :� 
·60 12x4x4x '48 
·60 12x4x4x .67 
1 5x4x4x ·62 ·41 
ISx4x4x ·62 ·46 
24 
6x 3x '35 
7 x 3x  ·33 
8x 3x  .)5 
8x 3x  ·37 
9 x 31 x  ·38 
9 x 31 x  ·44 
IOx 3i x '4O 
1 1  xlix ·43 
l l xHx '44 
I2x31 x 31x :�g 
I2x31x31x :� 
·60 12x4x4x -40 
· 60 12x4x4x -52 
·60 12x4x4x .70 
·6' I Sx4x4x '4i 
·62 ISx4x4x . 50 
(2) Sizes for intermediate lengths of stiffeDers and heights of bulkhead deck shall be 
determined by interpolation. 
(3) In the case of Channel Sections the lower thickness is that of the web and the upper 
thickness that of the flange. 
(4) The above stitTeners shall comply with the specifications set forth in British Standard 
Specifications Numbers 6-1924 and 4-1932 applicable to stiffeners of the SC3ntlings and type 
indicated. 
-This height shall be adjusted where necessary 10 satisfy the requirements of paragraph 1(\) 
of this Schedule. 
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TABLE 2-col/tllllled 
SIZES OF BULt..IIEAD STIFfEr-."ERS PACro 30 1 'CIIES APART A"D FITTED \\ 11 H ORACIU:.T 
END CO�ECTIO�S AT TOP A:"D OOlTO\t 11'\ ACCORDA'CL \\ ITH TABLE 4 
O\'erall 
Length of -Height of Bulkhead lA't:k abO\c Top of Stiffener, In feel 
Sltffener, 
Includmg 
End Conna;- 26 28 JO 32 
tions, in feet - -�- ,. 8 • 6 .... ) ><  39 7 . J  . J3 7 x 3 ><  ]J 7 x 3  J3 
9 7 . 3 . 36 7, 3  40 8)( )><  )5 8 x J  35 -
10 I 8 . 3 . 35 8d ·35 8 d  x )7 8 3 40 - - - -
I I � 8 3 42 8)( 31)( 46 9 31 38 9 x 31 38 -
12 .,. 9x3 1· 38 9 . 31 - 38 9 31 45 9 31 51 • 
"" 
1 3 .&> 9·3 /· -5 1 10 . 31 40 10 31 40 10 )1 42 -, 
"' 14 10 3! ·42 10 . 31 50 I I 3! . ·n I I . 31 43 -
1 5  1 1  . 3! . 43 I I 3! 44 I I 31 x 50 1 1  x 31 x 54 
I 1 1  x 3 1  52 12 3! 31 x 50 12 31 31 x 50 12 31 31 50 16 38 38 '39 , • . 
• 12x 3! d! 50 12 3! 31 x 60 12 31 31 60 12 31 60 1 7  38 44 44 31 x 46 
I -
12 3 1  . 3! 60 12 4 4 60 12 4 4 60 12 4 4 60 18 44 40 4" 50 
- -
.. 12 . 4 4 ·  60 12x4 4· 60 12 4 4 x  60 12)( 4 60 1 9  u 48 52 67 4)( '70 
• l-• 60 60 62 4 )(  62 " I2  . 4 4 1 2  4 4 15 4 4 x  1 5)( 4 20 � 67 70 41 U 41 
IS 4 4 62 15 4 4 62 15 4 4 62 15 x4 4 62 21 41 41 46 · 50  
- � -




(I) The Sizes of stifl'eners are specified In lIx:,hes. 
(2) SIUS for Intermediate lengths of suffenen and helehts of bulkhead deck ,hall be 
detemuncd by Interpolation. 
(3) In the case or Channel Sections the: lo .. cr thd,ness li that of the .. cb and the upper 
tluckness that or the flange, 
(4) The abo\e stitrencrs shall comply -.,lh the peciJK;alloru &cl furth In Bnll\h Stand.ald 
Speclficallons l'oumbcrs 6-1924 and 4-1932 apphcabJc lO !iiuffencn of the .anthnit and type 
mwcaled. 
-nus heleht sholll be: adjusted Vr'her"e na::euary 10 ull .. f,.- the reqwrcmmls of �ralf"'rh HI) 








SIZES OF BULKHEAD STlFFENERS SPACED 30 INCII[S APART AND Fln"ED WITH BRACKET 






tions, in feet 
34 
·Height of Bull..hcad Deck above Top of Stiffener, in feet 





7 x ) )(  -36 7 3 · 36 8 ] -35 
' I-------- -------- ------- i -------
7 3 '40 
12  
I J  
I.  
1 5  
16  
17  







8 x 3 )( '35 8 ] x 'J7  8 3 ·37 8 x 3 )(  -40 
9 3! ' 38 8 x J � >< '44 8 · J� )( ·46 9 ;< ), · ·38 � ,---�---j----�---·I- -�---4; � 9 x 3� x ' J8 9 x J � x '44 9 x 31 X - 51  9 . 31 
« 1-------- ------- --.-:----- ---�----




1 IO x 3! x ' 50 l i x 3! x '43 " l I X 3 ! x '43 













-'-5-O o l -'-2
-X-3
-' -3 
!--l-� 1-1 '-3-'-3-1-l-�.JI!-'2 3-I-X-3-'--.<-·-:-�:--, 
12  x 3� 





'" 1 2  4 u 
1 5 >< 4  
· 38 
lA x ·60 • '44 
·60 4 x -48 
·60 4 ':( -67 
4 x  ·62 -41  




12 x 31 x 3� x :� 
1 2  4 4 
1 2  4 • 
1 5  4 4 








- - . • . 
, 
12  4 4 · 60 1 2  • • ·60 ·40 '48 
12  • 4 · 60  12 4 4 ·60 52 ·67 
·60 62 12  • 4 )( 70 1 5  4 4 -41 
• 
' 5  4 x 4  ·62 1 5  4 4 ·62 46 ·46 
-- -- - -
(I)  The sizes of stiffeners are spei:ificd In inches. 
(2) Sizes for intermediate lengths of stiffeners and heights of bul\...head deck shall be 
determined by interpolation. 
(3) Ln tbe case of Channel Sections the lower thickness is that or the web and the upper 
thickness that of the flange. 
(4) The above stiffeners shall comply with the specifications set rorth in British Standard 
Specifications Numbers 6-1924 and 4-1932 applicable to stiffencrs of the scantlings and 
type indicated. 
·This height shall be adjusted where necessary to satisfy the requirements or paragraph 1 ( 1 )  
of this Schedule. 
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TABLE 3 
(paragraphs 2, 3 and 8 or this Schedule) 
SIZES OF BULKHEAD STIFFENERS SPACED 30 INCHES APART AND fllTED WITH Ll:G END 
CONNE(lIO}';S AT TOP ASO BOlTOM IN A CORDANCE WITII TABLE 4 
Overall 



















·4i x 3 . · 34 I 5 x 3 ( -36 t6 >. ) ·  ·32 6 x 3 ><  ·32 
·6x 3 x ·38 5 1  3 ·37 
51 x 3 x  ·38 6 v 3 1 x  ·35 
6 :,: ) x ' 39 1 3 ·  ·33 
7 x l ·  -33 7J. 3 . ·40 
8 x 3  ·35 
8 3 35 8 3 ·41 
� I------------ ----------16 00 8 :< 3 1  -46 9 ):: 31"" 38 c 
11 








9 1<. 3 1 ·  ·40 
9 x  3 1 ·  51  
10 31 ,42 
1 1  31 . 43 
I 9 x JI · 51 
I 10. 31 45 
1 1  31 43 





6 )(  3 x  ·32 
51 J x  34 
6 x 3 · 34 
7 x 3 x  ·33 
1 x 3  -38 
8 3 35 
8 . 31 46 
9 3 1 38 
9 31 51  
10 • 31 42 
11  31 43 




12)( 3, 31 
"'iO 12 38 
6 
6 3 -38 
51 , 3S 
1 :. 3 33 
1 x 3  36 
8 x 3  35 
8 > 3  . 40 
9 x 3 1 x '38 
9 31 45 
10 31 40 
1 1  31 ' 43 












51 x 3 < 34 
6 x 3  ·34 
1 . d  33 
1 x 3  40 
--
8 x 3  35 
8 3 I ·46 
9 31 ·40 
10 31 40 
10 31 4 
1 1  31 43 
1 1  31 56 
31 31 x lO 39 
31 x 31 x  � , lh:: 3' X 3' X '� 
1 1  31 48 112 31 31 �12 , 21 31 31 
6Q 12 44 4 x 4  
60 
40 12 x 4  4 
60 
4 
t 501 12 60 12 31 31 · 38 31 X 31 44 22 
� -
2J � 12 31 31 .� __ 1 2  __ 4 ___ 4 __ . __ � 
24 12 4 4 )(  60 12 4 4 -(.0 40 56 
• 
12 60 4 4 40 
--
12 4 '60 4 54 
--
12 60 4 X 4 >< '52 
1 2 )( 4  4 (.0 70 
- -1------
1 2 )(  4 4 
Channel� 
(,() 
14 IS  4 4 
102 
I 41 
(1) The 5tz.e1 Of 'iliffeners are spccilied In Inches. 
12 x 4 4 
15 4 4 








(2) Sizes for intenne<hate lengths of stiffeners and helKhlS of butir.head dodo 'hall be determmed 
by Interpolation. 
(3) The ends of uprer between deck 5otJtrenc:n marked · may be rl'r'Ctcd to boundaIy ban onJy 
",ith(lut lug end conncctJoos. 
(4) In the C<Uoe of Channel Sectioru. the lower thKkneu u that of the \loeb aDd the upper th"kneu 
that of the fiotnge. 
(S) The abo .. e sllffenen �hall comply ",jlh the !'pcaficallOM Kt forth In Bnll�h Standard . peel-
6callons Numbers 4A 1934, 6-1924 and 4-1932 apphcable to llfTefters of the k.anthnp .nd I)-pe 
mdlCated . 






SIZES OF BULKHEAD STLFFENERS SPACED 30 INCHES APART AND FllTEO WITH LUG END 
CONNECTIONS AT TOP AND BOTTOM IN ACCORDANCe WITH TABLE 4 
O\craU 








1 1  
1 2  • � 
c 
1 3  « .0 
" 
14 '" 
1 5  
16 















5 i x 3 x  ·38 
6 x 3 x '39 
7 x 3 x  ·36 
8 x 3 x  ·35 
8 x 3 x '42 
9 x 3 . x -38 
9 31 . ·5 1  
J O x 31 x  -42 
I l x 3, x '43 
1 1  x 31 x  '48 
·50 1 2 x 3I x 3I X ' 38 
12 x 36 x 31x :� 
·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x  '48 
·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x  .67 
1 5 x 4 x 4 x  ·62 ·41 
1 5 x 4 x 4 x  ·62 '46 
1 2  
6 x J ·  ·34 
7 x 3 x  ·33 
7 . 3 . ·40 
8 x 3 x  ·37 
9 x 31 x  ·38 
9 x l l x '44 
10x 31 x ·4O 
I O x 3 , x  ·50 
I l x 3! x '44 
1 1 x 31 x '56 
1 2 x 3 1 x 3 ! X :� 
·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x  '48 
·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x  .67 
l $ x 4 x 4 x  ·62 . 41 
1 5 x: 4 x 4 x  ·62 '46 
(I) The sizes of stiffeners are specified in inchcs. 
-
14 
6 x 3  ·40 
7 x 3 x  ·36 
8 x 3 x  '35 
8 x ) x  '42 
9 x 31 x  ·38 
9 x 3j x ' 5 1  
1 0 >< 31 · ·45 
I l x 3l x '43 
1 1 x 3 i x '45 
1 2 X 31 X 31X :� 
1 2 x 4 x 4 x  ::J 
·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x  - 52 
·60 J 2 x 4 x 4 x  ' 70 
1 5 x 4 x 4 x  ·62 . 41  
-
. 
1 6  
7 x 3 x  ·33 
7 x 3 x  '36 
8 x 3 x '35 
8 x 3 t x  -46 
9 x 3i x  ·40 
10x31x ·40 
l 1 x 3 1 " 43 
1 1  x l i x  ·45 
1 2 X 3! X 3i X :�� 
1 2 x 31 x 3+ x  :� 
·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x  '48 
·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x  '67 
·62 1 5 x 4 x 4 X  .41 
1 5 x 4 x 4 x  :� 
(2) Sizes for intermediate lengths of stiffeners nnd heights of bulkhead deck Sh.111 be 
determined by interpolation. 
(3) In the case of Channel Sections the lower thickness is that of the web and the upper 
thickness that of the flange. 
(4) The above stiffeners shall comply with the specifications set forth in British Standard 
Specifications Numbers 6-1924 and 4-1932 applicable to stiffencrs of the scantlings 3nd type 
indicated. 
·This height shall be adjusted where necessary to satisfy the requirements of p..1ragraph 1(1) 
of this Schedule. 
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TABLE 3-comlntwd 
SIZr.s or BLUd'E,\D STIFFE!'-ERS SPACED 30 "CIIl::5 AP o\RT A l) I nTLl) \\ 1111 L l G I '0 
CO:'\'ECTIO'S AT TOP A'D BOTTO'I IS ACCORDA'Cf " lrIl TAllu 4 
O\crall 
Length of ·lIelght of BuU.head Ded. .. ; ..II:x)\ c ll'p 01 �tlfTener, In f�t 
IIftener, 
mcludlOg 
End Con ne<:- 1 8  10 " 14 --
lions, 10 f«t 
g 7 1 33 7 3 36 7 1 1� 7 3 4 1  
9 7 3 46 3 35 g .1 17 8 1 40 
• 
10 8 40 I 8 31 46 9 11 38 9 11 38 
1 1  l! 9 31 38 I 9 31 40 9 .H 45 9 11 5 I � c 
I 12 -< 9 31 5 I 10 31 40 10 11 42 10 31 '4. � 
J 3  , 10 31 45 1 1  31  43 1 1  1j 43 1 1  31 44 '" 
14 1 1  31 43 1 1  3! '45 1 1  3! <5 I 12  31 11 50 38 
1 5  1 1  31 56 �! 3! 50 I 2 11 'I "" 12  'I ."; , 60 • 38 44 44 
• 
1 6  1 2  31 31 
50 J2 31 31 60 1 2  4 4 60 1 2  4 4 60 42 44 40 4H 
1 7  1 2  4 4 60 J 2  4 4 60 J 2  4 4 "" 12 4 4 AA 40 4K 67 70 
� 
" 60 60 02 62 1 8  = 12  4 4 1 2  4 4 1 5  4 4 I 5 4 4 c 67 70 41  41  " 
� 
19 J 5  4 4 62 1 5  4 4 62 I 5 4 4 62 41  4 1  ." 




( I )  The Ib .. ""S of !'>utreners are specified 10 Inchco. 
(2) SllC"i for IOtermedlate lengths of sttffcncf"\ and helChLs (.f bllllhead de<..� shaIl he 
determined by Interpolation 
(3) In the case of Channel Sections t� lo,,",CT thk:".neu lS lhal o( the ","cb and the upper thld .. � that of the flange. 
(4) � abo .. c "hfrencn hall comply "'"lIh the sruaf)Qltf'lnJ loCI ((.rth 10 BTIlI"" Sundard 
Spccificallom l"o;umben 6-1924 and 4-19J! applicable to r.lIffenu uf the tc.IInll!np Alnd ')re 
IOdteatcd 
·Thls helchL "hall be adJusled ","here ncceuary to sat�)' the: requlremenl' of p,ilraararh If I)  






SIZLS OF BUl .... HEAD 'HlrrlNtRS SPACED 30 I1\CII[S APART AND FIITrO WITlI u.,G (NO 
COV'l'LC'TlO'S AT TOP A!\.O OOTI'O\I '" -'.CCORDAr-.:CE WITH TABU 4 
O,crall 
Length of fllelght of Bulkhead Ded. abo\c Top of SlIffener, In feel 
Stiffener, 
mcludmg 
End Connec· 26 
lions, to feet 
S • 8 3 
9 8 3! 
-
• 
10  u " 9 31 c 
1 1  '" 
.0 
10 3 1  
12  , 10  11  Cl 




12  31 31 
-
15 1 2  4 4 
� 
" 




1 7  1 5  4 4 
-

































8 3 . 35 
9 . 31 38 
9 31 45 
IOx 3� x '42 
1 1  3i 43 
1 1 ,, 3, - 55 
1 2  31 
-60 
3; -44 
1 2  4 4 -60 48 
1 2  4 
-60 4 ,,:  .67 
62 1 5  4 4 ,  41 







1 1  x 3� 
I " 3; 31 
1 2 3! x 3� 
12 4 4 
-
1 5  4 4 

























8 3 -40 
9 11  · 38 
10 3j 40 
1 1  31 -43 
1 1 31 -52 




·60 4 4 '40 
12 4 4 -60 67 
62 1 5  4 4 41  
62 1 5  4 4 50 
-
(I) The SIZes of stlffeners are spttlfied In inches. 
(2) SIZeS for intermediate lengths of sliifeners and heights of butHead dtcl shall be 
determined by interpolation. 
(3) In the case of Channel Sections the IO'A-er thickness is that of the web and the upper 
thickness that of the flange. 
(4) The above sliffcners shall comply with the specifications �t forth in British Standard 
Specifications Numbers 6-1924 and 4-1932 applicable to stiffencrs of the scantlmgs and type 
mdicated. 
·This height shall be adjusted where nccessary to satisf) the requirements of paragraph 1( 1)  




SIZES OF BULKHEAD STIFFENERS SPACED 30 INCHES APART A"''O FITIID WITH LUG 0.'0 
CONNECTIONS AT TOP AND BQTIOM IN ACCORDAl\CE WITH TAnUi 4 
OveraU 
Length or • Height or Bulkhead Deck abO\e Top or Stiffener, In rcct 
Stiffener, 
including 
End Connot- 14 36 18 4() 
tlons, In reet 
8 8 x 3 x  44 9 . 31 x 38 9 31 38 9 3! x 38 · 
9 � .. 9 x 31 . 4() 9 · 3I x ·4S 9 31 SI 10 31 4() 
10 c IOxJtx '40 10x 31 . 42 10 31 SO I I 31 • 43 < � - --
I I - I I 31 . ·43 I I x 3 1 x '43 1 1  x 31 4S I 1  : di ' S2  , '" 
1 2  I I x 3 l x 55 1 2 x 3 I X 31 X : �� 1 2 x  31 31 SO 1 2  31 < 31 60 • ·39 44 
· -t 
31 x '� 3! ·60 1 2  31 31 60 12 4 x 4  60 I)  1 
1 2  x 31 1 2  x 31 44 46 48 
I .  12 • 4 ,  60 1 2  4 >( 4 ·  60 1 2  4 • 60 1 2  4 4 60 0 48 SO 67 67 c c 
" " 60 62 62 I S  62 I S  U 1 2 'l<. 4  4 x  67 I S  4 4 41 I S  4 4 41  4 4 46 
· 
16 I S  4 4 62 I S  4 4 62 15 )( 4 4 62 • 46 46 SO 











-(I) The SlZC:S of stlf eners are specified In Inches. 
(2) SlZC:S for intermediate lengths of suffenen and belahts of buLHead ded .,hall be: 
dc:termmod by lnterpol3tlOD. 
(3) In the case or Channel Sections the lower thacknca is that of the '4c.b and the urper 
thickness that of the flanae 
(4) The above stlffenen shall comply With the speaficabons Kt forth In Bnltu. Standard 
Specifications Numbers 6-192A and 4-1932 appbcab1e to S("rC.ne" of the tcanlhnll .nd type. 
Indlcatod. 
-This height shall be: adjusted where nc.ccs5ary to satisfy the reqUlrc.mc.nu of pataJrBrh 1 (1)  





(paragraphs 2, 8 and 10 of this Schedule) 
END CQNNECf)ONS fOR STIFFENERS 
Bracket End 
Connections 
Type and Depth 
of Stiffener 
Thickness Width of umber and Size 
of Brad.ct Flange of Rivets in each 
in inches in inches arm of Bracket 
Angles 6" and under · . .  · 34 3 @ f" diameter 
Bulb Angles 6" and under . )6 ) @: r . .  
Bulb Angles 7" . . . · . .  '40 4 @ l" .. 
.. .. 8" . . . · . .  '42 5 @ l" .. 
.. . .  9" . . .  · . .  t ')4 21 6 <"' r .. 
.. . .  10'" . . .  · .. ')6 21 7 @ i" .. 
.. . .  11" . . .  · . .  ' )8 2i 7 fii /" . .  
12' . . .  
<l ·4  ) 8 @ ," .. . .  · . .  � .. c • 
Channels 12"xJ""x3r . . .  u: . , ) 9 11> .. .. 
.. 12"x4" . 4" · . .  · 4 ) 10 @ /" . .  
.. I S " x 4 " x 4" · . .  '44 )1 1 ) @ t" .. 
Lug End 
Connections 
Number and Size 
of Rivets 
in Lugs 
2 ((i j" diameter 
2 fii I" . .  
) @ I" .. 
) @ i" .. 
, @ I" . .  
4 @ 1" .. 
' @  /" . .  
5 @ l" . .  
6 @. i" .. 
7 @ l" .. 
8 @. I" .. 
(I) The distance from the heel of the boundary bar to the extremities of the arms of the 
bracket shall not be less than two and one·half times the depth of the stiffener 10 which the 
bracket is connected. 
(2) The overlap of stiffeners on brackets shall not be less than ' 1 2  of the span. 
87 
--.----------------------�------
' I ABI E 5 
(paragmphs 5 and 8 of thIS Schedule) 
SILLS 01 TUNNH STltHNI RS SPAC[D 36 1f'('II[S APART 
MC.ln Ilclght from 
o.ut: (If Tunnel 10 
• Height from D,lse of Tunnel 10 the Top of rlat Side In feCI 
Ilulkhcad [)c..;1<. In fett J 4 5 6 7 8 , - -
t2 • J -= 2, )( 24 4 x 21 )( 26 41 3 30 5 3 34 6 I( J - ]2 5� )( 3 )(  32 
t� )I , 21 " 25 4 -: ] )( - 30 5 J 32 6 3 12 5J . 3 )  32 6 x ) )( 14 
10 ', x 2, )( 26 41 1 10 6 )( 1 )(  ·32 6 )( )  -38 6 .. 3 34 7 1( ) ,- n 
2·' 4 21 28 5 3 12 6 3 -32 S l x J x '27 (, 11 15 7 1 36 
2S 4 1 10 5 3 36 6 3 40 6 x J x - J4 7 1 31 8 3 35 




3 37 7 )( 3 )( - 33 7 3 38 8 3 37 -
1� C 41 , 12 6 1 32 1 -34 7 3 33 7 x 3 )( -4.5 8 J 42 oc .. cc c 
40 « " I x  J x  ' 34 6 1 18 6 3 35 7 3 16 8 x 3 lt  37 9 1( 3 1 x  3R 
44 I 5 1 12 6 1 40 7 3 ' 31 8 l -35 8 x  :\ -42 9 1( 3 j )(  lH 
.,� I 5 1 16 I .s I 1 , 12 7 x h :  31 8 3 J5 8 3J )( 4� 9 11 45 
'2 I 6 1 12 I 5I x ) , ;- )7 7 1 16 8 x l  ' 37 9 )( 31 1(  JR 10 .. 3 . x  40 
,. I fi x  h 12 I 6 x \ )(  3" 7 1 16 8 x l 42 9 11 ' 3H l O J( ]l x  40 
I - I ", • • J x 12 fl x J x - JS 8 1 15 8 31 46 9 x 31 )( 5 1  10 II ' 50 
• \08IC\ 
< I ., - - Bulb Ang!C5 • 
( 1 1  The' �1lC$ of the 'tlfTcncn ... � "rc:ctticd In IOChe ..
(2) Sll� rllr mtc.f"mNl.oIlc hl:llhb .. hall be determined b) Inlcrpol.ltl11n 
t'l '\n,1t- \tllTc:�n llf ft ulo.:hCOl In  de:pth and all bulb anltle 'illtTeocf"; \hall be: l.:onnC\:ted to the Inner bottom plating by a lug , .. , T� a):lo\c Ildkncn. _\h.lll I.:(lmrl� \\ollh the \J'\XlliC3110ns set fOlth In 8nll'.h SlandJrd Spcx:lfications 4A 19J4 and 6-1924 .tpphcable 10 sliffenen or 
the: �ntllnp and t)l'C mdk.: .. tN_ 
·Th" MIJht shall t'IC adJu�l� \\ohere Ile\.�r)' III SdllSf), the requirements Ilf paragraph If I)  of this Schedule. 
I \ 
T,\DLl lA 
(paragraphs 8 and 10  of this Schedule) 
THICKNESSI s or UUlKH[AD Al'\D TUNNeL III A I I I\G 
Plating of Collision Bulkhead: I Stlffcncrs spaced 24 Inches apart 
Plating of Bulkheads (other than the 
ColJlsion Bulkhead) and l-lat PlatIng of 
Tunnels: 
Stlffeners spaced 30 inches apart 
Curved Plating of Tunnels: 
Stiffeners spaced 36 inches apart 
·Depth at Middle LlOc from Till/,: I.. ne .. :. 
Bulkhead Deck to Lo\\cr on 
Edge of Pbtc in fed mches 
AIJQl'e NOI ahol(' 
7 IS 
7 9 ,0 
9 I I 2:! 
I I 1 4  24 
14 16·  5 26 
1 6  5 1 9  ' 2� 
19  22 )0 
� 
22 25 )2 
- -
25 28 )4 
28 ) 1  - )6 
PlatIng of Bulkheads (other than the 
Collision Bulkhead) and Flat Plating of 
Tunnels: 
Stlffcners spaced 36 inches apart 
-Depth at Middle LlOe from 
Bull..hc.1d Deck to Lo\\cr 
Edge of Plate 10 feet 
Abolt' \'ul Aliol/! 
- 8 
8 10 
1 0  1 2  
1 2  14 
14 16 
16  18  
1 8  21 
2 1  2) 
2) 26 
26 29 

















If the stiffencrs are spaced otherwise than IS specified abo\e, the thicknesses of the plltmg 
shall be such as Will result in a slrcngth equivalent to that rcsuhing from the thickncfoSCS and 
spacings specIfied above. 
·This depth shall be adjusted where necessary to satIsfy the requirements of paragraph I (  I )  




(paragraphs 8 and 10 of Ihis Schedule) 
SIZ(� or 8ULKllEAD STlfHNERS SPAceo 30 INCHES APART AND FllTEO WITII ORACKET END CONNI:CTIONS AT TOP AND 8OrrOM IN 
ACCORDANce WITH TABLB 4 
O,'t ... lI UII"h 
or Slllfenu. 










III C < 
1 1  
I 
11  
I I 3 j 




1 7  c « 







3 , 21 '·1 -
. 
31 x 21 · 26 
- --�-
4 )( -', x  -28 
4I x 3 - '30 
h 3  · n  
6 x 3  32 
5 X 2" )4 
1---- . ,' 5. X. h :  o n . 
2 
31 · 21x ·26 
4 . 21 X 28 
4, · 3 ,<  30 
5 -. ) (  32 
6 J x  J2 
5 x 21 x  34 
51 , 3  . 32 
6 )( 3 ;( ' 34 
t 6 K 3 1(  l-S I 7 x 3 )( 0]) 
. , --
7 I( h e  3) 7 )( 3 )(  36 
.- -
7 '1( 3 )(  )6 8 )( .\ )(  15 
8 1( ) x  Jj , -8 )(  J )(  37 
.. 
h e ] )(  J7 s )( H x  '46 
. 
4 
4 x 21 " 28 
41 x 3 x  · 30 
5 x ] )(  -)2 
6 x 3 ><  32 
5 )( 2; ><  ,34 
51 J 1 ·32 
6 3 34 
7 3 33 
. . 
-
7 x 3 J(  36 
-. 
8)( J x  3S 
.. - . 
8 x ] x  J7 
.. 
8 )( H =<  46 
--. 
9 )(  J . )(  38 
• 
( I )  The "les of SlllT��" are: $p«tfied In mchcs. 
6 
4,)( 3 . 30 
5 · ) x -)0 
6 x 3 )(  -32 
5 21 34 
51 3 ·  12 
6 · 3 · 14 
7 . 3 . 33 
7 :,; )  36 
8 · 3 - ]5 
8 · 3 ·  ·37 





9 x Jl ·  38 
S 
4 , 2l . 25 
41 · 21 " 28 
5 · 3 x · )0 
6 x J x  ,32 
S x 2i x  '34 
51 3 . 32 
6 J x ,34 
7 . 3 . ·33 
7 J . 36 
7 3 40 
. 
8 3 37 
8 . 31 46 
9 x 31 38 
9 )(  lj 40 
10 
4 21 -26 
41 x 3 · 30 
6 3 :-:  -)2 
6 x 3 x  .)2 
5 x 2, x '36 
. 
51 3 · 34 
6 d  35 
7 x J  '33 
. 
7 · ) · 38 
8 I( 3 x  3S 
8 ·c 3 x  37 
9 31 x 3S 
. . 
9 x li 38 
-
9 31 5 1  
9 )(  J, 40 . 9 , 31 �. 1�31 x .ID' 
1 2  
4 x J x  ·30 
4i x ) ( 'J2 
6 x 3 x  ·32 
5 x 2, x  ·34 
5 ' x ] x -34 
6 x 3 x  ·34 
. 
7 x l  ·33 
7 x 3  · 16 
8 X 3 . ·35 
· 
8 ·  3 . .  37 
· 
8 . 31 · 46 
. . 
9 , 31 '  '38 
::-· 9 · 3I x · 51  
14 16 1 8  
4 x 3 x  ·)4 41 3 ·30 44 x ) x -)2 
· 
5 x ) x  ·30 5 , ) , -34 S x 3 x  ·36 
6 >< 3 x ,)2 5 x 21 ><  '34 .5 x 2, )( '34 
5 x 21 x  ·36 5 , ;.< ) x  ·32 5 1 x 3 x  ·34 
5 1 x 3 ·  -37 6 x 3 )(  34 6 x J x  ·JS 
7 x 3 x '33 7 x 3  ·33 7 x ) x  ·36 
· 
7 · ) ( ·36 7 ) }(  36 8 )( 3 x -)5  
8 · 3  35 8 3 35 
8 .< 3 ·  ·37 8 3 37 
. . · 
8 . 31 . 46 
· 
9 · 31 · 38 · 
- · -
- -
(2) StIes rcor intc.rmcdJ3tc Icnllhs of 511ffcnen and h�lahlS or bun. head deck shall be determined by interpolation. (1) The ab..",e SllffCDCTl dull comply With the speclficatlOru; set forth In British Standard Specifications 4A 19)4 and 6-1924 applicable to stiffen�rs of the sa..ntlmp and I)-pt tndlClled • 
• 11us bel ht s�lI be adjusted ... here: t'l""Usuy to satISfy the reqUltemeD(J of parapuph 1(1) of this Schedule. 
• • 
• • •  .,. I 
'" -
TABLE 3A .
... .. ' . .. 
(paragraphs 8 and 10  of this Schedule) 
. .  
SIZES OF BULKHEAD STlFFENERS SPACED 30 INCi-IES APART AND FITTED WITH LUG mm CONNECTIONS AT TOP AND BOTTOM 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH TABLE 4 
OvcrilJl unlth 
ofStllrener, ·Height of Bun,head Deck above Top of Stiffener, in feet mcludinl End 
Connec:l.onJ. • 
I in fut 0 2 4 6 8 10 1 2  14 16 
8 1 6 x 3 x  .)2 I 6 )( 3 )(  ·38 I 5+ < 3 x ' 32 5j x 3 x '35 6 x 3 x '34 6 x 3 )( ')2 6 X 3 )( ' 36 1 5l x 3 x ')2 9 5 >( 3 )( '32 5l x 3 x ']7 6 ..:; 3 x  ·34 7 x 3 )(  ·33 7 )( 3 x '33 
10 � 5 x 3 x  ·30 6 x 3 x  ·32 6 )( 3 x  ' 38 1 51 X 3 )( ·34 �x 3l x  ·35 7 · 3 x · 33 7 .,, 3 x ·33 7 x 3 )(  ·36 7 x 3 x  ·4 1  ..: 
" j 6 x 3 x  ·32 5l x 3 x  ·32 5i x 3 x '38 6 x 3 i x '35 7 x 3 x '33 7 · 3 )( ' 36 7 x 3 x '41 8 x 3 )( '35 8 x 3 x  ·37 1 2  6 x 3 x  ·36 6 )( 3 )( -34 6x 3 x  ·39 7 x 3 x  -33 7 x 3 )(  ·40 8 x 3 )( ']5 8 x 3 x -)5 8 ,.; 3 x -42 9 x 31 x -38 
13 t 6 x 3 x  ·34 7 x 3 x  ·33 7 x 3 "< '33 7 x ) ( '41  8 x 3 )( '35 8 x 3 x '4O 8 )( 3,!- )( ' 46 9 x 3 1 x  -38 9 x l i x  -44 
14 7 x 3 x  -3) 7 x 3 x  ·36 8 x 3 x  ·35 8 x 3 x  ·37 8 x li x  -46 I 9 :.< 3} x -38 9 x 3 1 x '40 9 x 34 x ' 5 1  1 0 )( 3 1 x  '40 
1 5  7 )( 3 )(  -33 8 x 3  ·35 8 x 3 )( -)7 8 x 31 x -46 , 9 )( 34 x  -38 9 · 31 x · 5 1  IOx 34 x -4O 10 . 34 X '42 




17  8 x 3 x  ·35 8 x 31 x -46 9 x 3 1 x  · 38 9 x 3,x · 5 1  10x 3fx '40 
I 
1 1  x 3 1 x  ·43 1 1 x 31 X '43 
..: \12 X 31 X 34 X :�� 18  " :8 x 3 1 x  -46 9x 3! ·38 9 :< 31 x  51 IOx 3j )( ·42 1 1. ", 3 4 x  '43 
I 
I I x 3 l x '45 , 
" -
1 9  9 x 31 ' -38 9 < H .I<. · 5 1 1 1O>( 3I X -42 1 I X 3t X -43 1 I ", 3i x '48 1 2 x 31 x 3 1 x  :� 
, 
\ O x 3 j x  '421" " X  31x '481'2 X 31  X 31 X :lg . -, 20 ;<I x 31 x  · 5 1  31 X ' 43 12 x 31 x 31 x :� 1 
I 
� Channels 
2) Sizes for intermediate lengths of stiffeners and heighlS or bulkhead deck shall be determined by interpolation. 
18  
6 x 3 1 x  ·35 
7 x 3 x  '36 
8 x 3 x  ·35 
8 x 3 x '42 
9 x 3 1 x  ·38 
, 
-
11)  The sizes of stiffeners are specified in inches. 
3) [n the case of Channel Sections the lower thickness is that of the web and the upper thickness that of the flange. 
4) The above stiffeners shall comply with the specifications set forth in British Standard Specifications Numbers 4A-1934, 6-1924 and 4-1932 applicable to 
stilTeners of the scantlings and type indicated. 
·This height shall be adjusted where necessary to satisfy the requirements of paragraph 1( 1)  of this ScheduJe_ 
'" ,� 
r AIJU 313 
(paragraph, 8 and 10 of Ihl> Schedule) 
- - - - " - -- � - - - - _ . 30 _ _ . ..  � . . .  _ . . . .. . . • - _ . . . . . __ .. • • •• _ . .. _ .. L . , .. ' l LG 
• 
O\cull len,th 'Hetght l,f Ilulkhcad Deck abo\c Top of Stiffener, In f«t 
... r �\Offtntr . 






8 t .. 
Q c " 
10 
1 1  • 
• I 1 
" 
14 
I '  I 
� 













'1 'I . - 23 4 : 2j � 28 
4 21 ): 2� 41 >< ,\ '0 
-
41 , '0 6 1 12 
6 )( .\ P • 6 1 34 
4 
4 2f . 2� 
4 t '< J 10 
, 1 14 
" .1 )4 
51 '< 1 '2 
- - -
6 : <.1  12 �, )( 1 ><  l2 " 1 � \� 
51 )( .1 ,< 12 6 '( , " 7 x  .h . . l' 
I' :< \ 1.1 
7 l ',' " 
7 , 18 
8 h : H 
-
8 )( \ )(  42 
\l ,( lt )( ,')I 
-
7 3 B 7 3 .; ,40 
- - -
7 , 40 S :  1 X n 
--
fI X l .� _'7 8 
-
)I ", 3i x  46 9 
• , 'I 's 9 
- -
• 1, ·: 5 1  10 
-
31 X 44 
31 " 
'} 'I( 5 1  
3, 4' 
9 ;.; 3 ) 1:  � I  IIlx lj 4:'!i l l 't ..: 41 I-
-
_' .• l. �' 112 211 ' 10 )( _'1 _ 4t': 1 1  )( .'. 4 lj 1 1  , 
.-
6 
4 '< \ :� 12 
, -' " • 
6 1 12 
51 , .1 ,< \l 
6 1 " 
7 � 3 .[ \1 
7 - , 40 
8 1 IS 
I! )( 3, 46 
9 " I 38 
9 11 5 1  
1 0 x _'I !.. 4� 
I I '- Jt - ·B 
" 'I '2 
)J 'I 
8 
41 _, , n 
. 
6 )' 1 ': ' 12 
.. 
6 x 1 x " 8 
6 x ] x '4 
h.: J x 13 
7 1 '6 
R X J )(  15 
8 >< \ 1( 41 
I) X 1,1 38 
9 1 1 5 1 
-
10 3 1 40 
1 1  11 4' 
--
1 1  'i � 50 







50! 1 2  '1;;, 
It! 
S ) 11 
6 , 12 
�1 l( 3 )(  32 
6 )1 lS 
7 -' 16 
H .' X 35 
• 3 X 37 
9 '- ·'1 38 






III 31 40 
.. 
1 1  H 41 
.. 
" 11 50 
-'. 1 ! SO; I ' '"I • 
• 
'l x 3 1 ·, 44 
�� 1 2 " Jl 31 (,(1 I ' 4 60 4 x: 4� 44 • 
Channel' 
II1 1 hi ab", '" wiffmcn .� �i6rd .n .".hn. III �,_ r", InION 84doJlIII kft.a\1n 0( �t''''C'nen .n" he,.h" 01 I'>ul"'bud "u.to. .""11 bI: liclermlncd b,. lnlctr<,l'I'On 1\\ 1 hi _tub (If lhe '11"' ____ .... �II he m�tcd It) th. town. bud �undan- .n,le 
I Z  
" .1 .12 
6 3 X 38 
Cl X J 11 
7 : ]  J 11 
7 , )8 
-
8 , lS 
-
8 1 40 
Q 31 38 
10 31 ·40 
-
10 31 , '0 
1 1  31 50 
1 1  3i S6 
5(1 1 I 3� ,441 
• 






8 x 3  
9 ·  'I 
,} ,  31 
10 X '1 
1 1 );. 3, 
-
















6 ): J ;. 
'" ): 3 
,S 7 ' 3 �'  31 1 , 
-
36 7 3 18 8 , 
IS g I( 3 lS 8 < 1 
�Il /l x 3. x 4C1 9 X 1J 
" 9 31 40 19 . '! 
- -
·40 to " 40 
.. -














14\ 1" Uw .: ... ",r("t..ruwl -...c;t_, Ihe I"".r th ... 1o.rw .. " thal o� the .. ch .nd ther ur:r;:r tb,,,"'neu IhA! ot Ihe l'l.", ..I�l Tlw .N>� ,,,KftlCn ""'I, ("rh' , .. th I� "J"C"".heJI\OON 1111:1 rNth in Brn"h 5IAn .,d 5r>K,!i.;.lhln1 "'umN'r' 4" 19:14, 6 I'H." .. .... .1 "  I'll': �pr"c.b'e W ltitlener' 0" tJte K.nll,nl-' .nd IH ,Jic" H 





(paragraphs 8 and 10 or this Schedule) 
SIZES OF TUNNEL STlFFENP.RS SPACED 36 INCHES APART 
Height frOIll Base of Tunnel to Top of Flat Side in fect 
·Mean Height from 
Base of Twmel to 
Bulkhead Deck in feel 3 feet 0 inches 3 feel 6 inches 4 fect 0 inches 4 fect 6 inches 5 fect 0 inches 5 fcct 6 inches 6 feci 0 Inches 
� - � -
• 
8 2.)( 2! ·20 2' , 2! 24 3 ,, 2� ;.;  23 
-
t 2 2� x 2! - 24 3 2� x ·26 3. y. 3b < ·25 4 x 2 � x '2S 4 X 2t X  '28 4 3 - 30 
---
t 6  • 
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3] - 21 · 25 2' -26 4 1<. ) · -32 41 - 3 · - 34 5 3 - 32 6 3 · 32 6 3 - 32 c 4 
<: -
24 3 1 · 21 - -30 4 3 - JO 4� 3 - 32 5 x J  · 32 6 :.: ) x -32 6 x 3  - 34 6 3 -40 
- �-
28 4 24 · ·28 4) J - 30 4j 3 >( 38 5 J 38 6 x 3  - ]2 6 v 3  -40 5� 3 - 34 
Bulb Angles 
-• -
( I)  The sizes of the slIfi'encrs arc spc(;lfieJ In Inches. 
(2) Sizes for intermediate heights shall be determined by interpolation. 
(3) The ends of tunnel stiffeners shall be riveted to the tunnel boundary angles. 
(4) The above stiffeners shall comply ",ilh the specifications set forth in British Stand:trd Specifications Numbers 4A-1934 and 6--1924 applicable to 
stlffeners of the scantlings and type indicated. 
·This height shall be adjusted where necessary to 'uti:.fy the requirements of paragraph 1 ( 1 )  of Ihis Schedule. 
Rule 56 SCHEDULE 5 
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER, FIRE ALARM AND FIRE D TECTIO 
SYSTEM 
I .  Type and charging of system 
The automatic sprinkler and fire alarm and detection sy�tcm shall be of tbe 
wet type with overhead sprinklers and shall at all times be fully charged. 
2. Details of 'he system 
The system shall comply with the following requirements:­
(a) Pressure tank: 
(i) A pressure tank of adequate strength and construction having 
regard to the charge of water specified in this sub-paragraph shall be 
provided and shall have a standing charge of fresh water of at least 
25 times the discharge from the largest sprinJ...ler when operating :It 
the rated output and pressure; the total capacity of the tank shall nOl 
be less than twice the standing charge of fresh water required for the 
automatic operation of the system. The arrangement shall be such 
that the tank can be charged to an air pressure sufficient to operate 
satisfactorily at the rated pressure the highest spnnller in the 
system. 
(ii) The pressure tank shalt be fitled with an efficient rehef valve and 
with a water gauge glass and a pressure gauge. Stop valves or cocks 
shall be provided at each of the gauge connections. 
(b) Air Supply: 
The pressure tank shall be connected to an air supply capable of 
matntaining in the tank the pressure required by sub-paragraph (a) of this 
paragraph. 
(c) Pipes: 
(i) The pipes forming part of the system shall be made of steel or other 
suitable material and shall be of adequate strength having regard to 
the pressure to which they may be subjected, and shall be properly 
jointed and supported. 
(ii) Connection shall be provided which WIll supply a replenishment of 
the standing fresh water charge in the pressure tank, and which will 
enable the pipes to be Hushed with fre!th water after the use of sail 
water in tbe system. 
(ili) Any pipes which may be alfeeted by frost shall be Insulated '0 as to 
prevent the water therein from freezing. 
(cl) External Connections: 
Every prink.ler system shall have a connection from the hip' fire mam. 
provided with a screw-down valve and a non-return "alve at the connec­
tion which will  prevent a backflow from the ,-.prinkJer )'Item to the fire 
main. 10 addition, there may be filted ho� couphng "'Ilb hut-orr valve 
and non-return valves situated c1o!>e to the coupling for the purpose of 
coupling to a shore supply, but no other utemal connection .hall be 
filted. The sprinller system shall be a self<ontained unit. 
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Shut-off valves for the shore supply and the ship's flTe main connection 
shall be clearly and permanently marked to show their purpose, and shall 
be capable of being locked in the closed position. 
(e) Pump: 
(i) An independent power pump shall be provided solely for the purpose 
of continuing automatically the discharge of water from the sprinkler 
heads. The pump shall be brought into action automatically by the 
pressure drop in the system before the standing fresh water charge 
in the pressure tank is completely exhausted. 
(ii) The pump shall have a suction direct from the se. which shall be 
independent of any other suction. The pump shall have fitted close to 
it on the delivery side a waste valve with a short open-ended dis­
charge pipe for testing purposes. Such valve and pipe shall have an 
effective discharge area at least equivalent to the total discharge area 
of fifteen sprinklers. 
(ill) The arrangements shall be such as will prevent the pump from pass­
ing sea water into the pressure tank. 
(iv) The pump shall be capable of maintaining the rated sprinkler 
operating pressure at the level of the highest sprinkler in the system 
with the waste valve fully open. 
(f) Sprinkler heads: 
(i) Sprinkler heads shall be grouped into separate sections, each of 
which contains not more than 200 sprinkler heads. A section of 
sprinkler heads shall not serve more than two decks, and shall not 
be in more than one main vertical zone or in more than one water­
tight compartment. Provided that, in any ship, a section of sprinkler 
heads may serve more than two decks or be in more than one main 
vertical zone if the Board are satisfied that the protection of the ship 
against fire is not thereby reduced. 
(il) Each section of sprinkler heads shall be controlled by one control 
valve, and no other valves shall be provided for controlling any of the 
sprinklers in that section. The control valves shall be readily accessible, 
and their location shall be clearly and permanently indicated. Means 
shall be provided to prevent the operation of the control valves by 
any person not authorised to do so by the master of the ship. 
(ill) A pressure gauge shall be provided at each control valve and at a 
central station to indicate the pressure of water available throughout 
the system. 
(iv) The sprinkler heads shall be capable of operating with salt water and 
shall come into operation at a temperature of not less than 1 55°F. 
(6S"C.) and not more thao 2 1 2"F. ( loo"C.) except in drying rooms 
and similar hot spaces. Sample batches of the bulbs shall be tested by 
immersion in hot oil when 90 per cent of the bulbs in each batch 
shall function within a temperature rise of 25°F. above the rated 
temperature and all bulbs shall function within a rise of 70°F. 
(v) Each sprinkler head shall be capable of discharging a sufficient 
quantity of water at a suitable operating pressure. 
(vi) At least six spare sprinkler heads shall be provided for each section. 
They shall be stowed in boxes or holders provided for that purpose 
near the control valve for the section, and the boxes or holders shall 
be clearly and permanently marked to show their contents. 
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(g) Spacing of prinkler Heads: 
Spnnkler heads shall be spaced not more than 1 1  fecI apart and not 
morc than 6 feet 6 inches from a bul"head. They \hall be placed a� clear 
a ... po�sible of beam'\. or other objects Ii"el) to ob�lrucl the prl')jcction of 
"ater and In  such positions that combustible material tn the �p3ce 
concerned will be \\ell sprayed. 
<h) Automatic Alarm: 
The spnnkler s)'!)tem shall include means for £1\ 109 a "islbleand audible 
alarm signal automatically \\ hene\er any spnnkler comes Inlo operation. 
The alarm signal shall indicate, at one or more polO{\, in the ship to 
ensure that the attention of the master and crew of the ,hip IS quid..ly 
directed thereto. the occurrence or indication of fire and 114\ location In the 
spaces served by the system. If such alarm is operated by electncity It 
shall be constructed so as to operate if any derangement occurs In the 
electrical circuit. 
(i) Power Supply: 
There shall be provided not less than two sources of po\\er 10 operate 
the independent pump. air compressor and automatic alarm. one of 
\\ hich shall bc an emergency source. 
(j) Prml5lons for Testing: 
(i) A test valve shall be pro\'ided for testing the automatic alarm for 
each section of sprinklers by a discharge of "ater eqUl\-alenl to the 
operation of one sprinkler head. The test vahe for ca ch c;cction shall 
be situated near the control valve for that section_ 
hi) Means <,hall be provided for tesung the automatic cuttmg m of the 
pump. 
(iii) S\\ itches ... hall be pro\lded at one of the POlOt\ referred to in ... ub­
paragraph (h) of this paragraph \\ hlch Will enable the alarm and the 
indicators for each "cctlOn of sprinldcn, to be te ... led 
[XPLA'IATOR' NOTE 
(Tlus Vole is not part DJ rhl" Rules) 
Thc�c Rule., 5uper!)ede the Merchant Shipping ( oo)lructlon) Rulc� 1 952. 
The amendment ... to the Rules previously In force arc of a mmor nature and 
con'il�t largely of such reqUirements as appear to the Board (lf Trade to Imple­
ment the provisions of the International Convenllon for the SafcI)- of Life at 
Sea 1960 relating !n the construction of pac;sen!!er ... hlp'). 
Pnnted In England (or Her \1aJ�ly' S,lallonery Olfl« 
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